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There is oaf

CHAPTER

. A. :Introduction

necessity, some gap in time between the development If a

. ,

Depending 4114:45111yaetars, this_ lag

- -
. ___

may be mintites'or..eenturie,g. If the new technology is a significant improVe- -..

meet over the old, the. time between developnient of the innovation-and imple-

mentation represents a significant loss to the society. Therefore, it would,

be in the interest

the time gap.

of effi ciency for the system to find ways to mini ze
. ,(

.

/-

In, order to accomplish this, a nu-ber ')f questions must first be answered:

1. What are the factors Involved in thd diffusion of innovations, and
what is fhe_relative importance of each? .

, (

2. In what ways are the_factors interrelated9'

3,. Which of these factors are 'a le to Change?,.

4. Hill tfie'proposed changes cause other problems? I

Specifically, tle orotlem is to find.ways to shorten,the

- development and implementation of e ucation4,innovation
' **;

level w hin the United States. Th e me hods' mus-n/mee

'1. ot violate of
chool systems

2. e reasonably,,

overly3. otbe.overly

pabld.of 'bei

r,importailt,value

an, r
f

,

omic1; !

gable of bein

it another

innovati

lex';

esteki;

4i4

time between

a national

the fOl 645g mlierf.a:
4

autoomy Oi 10C4i

asily. mmuni/cat

1.

ay, an, objective o
1

and to'introduce other,iunovations.. The innovati

I

pro3 t is t develop
.

ns in bommunica-

t

r
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tion mUst,themselves have the qualities that make for successful diffusion.-

. .

It is expected that recommendations growing out of this project will improve
,

thecommunication of innovations among school systems.

:('

AnOther section of this report will review the major fihdings of past':

-xesearcb.pertainingto diffusion. This research has identified a large

number of, variables, whichcan be gro4ped.under five heading's:

1. Characteristics o: the- innovation itself.

2, Chtrecter,i.stics of messages concerning:the innovation.

. f

3. characteristics (or perceived cflaracteristics) of the sender of the
message.

4. Characteristics of the channel through which the messages flow.

5. Characteristics of the reieiqr.. The recei er in this.case would be
'the decision making unit, whether an indili u41 or group.

;

Of special interest .in this study will be how nizational structure,

.

p tterns of external contact

up affect acceptance of t

' Obviously the sySteil is

and15cis

he tnniwat

complsT
ed o

A
ion making p erns of the receiving

ion.

I

f a very 1 ge number of

\ 'and is highly complex. This 'copiplexity is further increased by the inter-+

relatedness of's number of the& factors. For example, no one channel,is always

best. For one purpose and adience, an educational journal might be best,

for another, perhaps regional :ionvenXions would be the best channel:

now it can be seen that even a study of gargantuan scope could no

II
)1'

,

. .

) cover ever7.facet of the problem. This study will of necessity leave many
1 1

*

1

, .
j\ qUesti1 ens unanswered; 'I-low then were certain elements selected for inclusion

, -

I \in this study. ,

L .

. Piirst, the scope of the problem was reduced considerably by studying a'
3

... ,

- . specific. problem. Thus ';'-' limit orrzeives to the'f characteristics of a partic-
.

,
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-/
ular set of innoVaions, message systems, sending systems, se era), specific

channels, and severil sib- gi'oups of.receivers. The
;

strength of this method
' -

is 'theta.fellows' us to ,focus on a' concrete example of a problem, similar
.

,to thosep4at the

-met41°"tia t7--
the fihdings)can only be generalized to situations similar tb the specific

situation covered. Npwever, these specific findings will contribute to the

available literature in the field, adding to'the general fund of knowledge.

.

Secondly, the scope of the probleM to be studied is limited by relating

,it to past findings in the field. Principles already well esiablished do,

not have to be restudied. Per -haps even more importantly, past research

identified thosetvariables which seem to have the,most potency, that is

that account for' more change than others. This al\lows us to concentrate our

' r
efforts where the potential for useful fundings is greater.

And f4Lally, the scope of the problem had to be limited to meet time,

cost, and manpo requirementgaof-the study, as well as limitations caused
.

1by availabl methodology. This was dOne through consultation with personnel

inrffit National Institute for Education in Ht:1. They were especially:inter-
.

ested in trying to identi e impact of various types of communication
c4

, contact on adoption of -0 new
4

method.

Thus, the study looks at
.
a cohcrete example of a communication strategy

with the purpose of finding.answers to-practical questions of future_codhuni-
.

cation strategids.

The dependent variables for this study are,amount and rate of adoption;

In other words, we will look at those things which are taken gas measures of
6

whether orgnot adoption of a new idea'has taken place, and if so, how long

it took.

4*
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Factors related to adoption cart be divided:tnto two maincategories:

I. :-..!

1. Individualgivel ''

d; Age of'staff member

,
b. 'Teaching experience.

4.-

cF

d.

It

,-.,

Exposure'to various media", includiyg interpeOtonal contact'with
ether educatorh. %

.."

$
.

Autonomy of the individual in the decision iillkng process.

Voltintary versus complaint Ilnova4oft, individual versus group

decision making and adoption.* J.

Norms and values regardiqg innovalions

f

f: Present level of satisfaction 4-present methods
,

Perceived advantage of innovation

g. Resources available,for,implem6mtlition.

i. EduSation of staff person

!'

2. GrObp or organizational-level. The group is made up cjf individuals

upon which each of the above factors would have an effect,,W1t4

the following factors coming into play:'

a. Size of the decision making, group %/

.
b. Complexity of the organizational -structure of the group

c. Dec4siOnCmaking,p4tern of the group, i.e., who gets involved

e decition,'at what points ip the process and.to what extent.

A. ,Autonomy athe group. How mush 4say" do they have in the total

`system. .

r
0

e, Diversity.of,opinion within the decisionmaking unit -

This interest in'this study will be focused particularlyon the relation':

ships between the various factors: A useful piece of information, for

example, would be lhether or not one medium is equally effective at every

stage of the, decision making process, or if different media, are moi.e.effactivo

at differing stages. Also, a study will be made through factor ItaIY§is to
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determine if zumbe r ref the variables found can ba-subsumed by some underlying

factor.

Another way of looking at the queStians this study shall1attempt to

N.
answer is toLcategari7e thwri Ac-rn-rding 4-9 whether or not we- -have- -arty theoretical

0

.t .
basis to,predict the finding in advance. Some-measures will be useful te gain.

p 11

information specific to the NIE situation, other information will be useful

to confirm (or fail to confirm) an expectation generated by hypotheses from

past studies.' A number of such.hypotheses will be specified; later `in this
,411

.report.-

Some of the anticipated findings of thee study would be linear inform,,
.

for example, asNposurt to arofessional.journalsincreases, the_level of

adoption,of innovations contained in them increaset. -It Is expected that the
c

. )

I *

study also will)enerate a large number 0 interrelated statements which

.- , . --- I

are circular in;nature, such as:# When the climate of:an orgarlizatiotrbecomes

more' open, the innovativeness of the organizat n.increaset and-in turn
#t

'the climate-becomes more open. However, because of Confusing paiterVs of

' relationships, onmay not be clear the basis of such statements what

-

action should be taken to minimize the time for adoption of innoVaians.
.

A typologi -cal analysis may be useful, th'refore, in an attempt to

identify groups of people who have severalvharacteristics in common. If

-tfP-451-ogies identifie4 which Oper te indifferent ;hays within the adoption

0'
process, then more useful strateg .es can be devised. One typology might

for example, have certain att udes about itntations, certain media habits,

. .

a certain level of organizational complexity, etc. ittrategies to reach this

group can then be quIte s ecific. r
.It is important to r alize that the diffusion of innovations, is, a complex

1

I

,t.
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problem which is further cifiplicated when placed in an organizational context.

.The foAlowing sections of this report will attempt to review the bodies of

literature about diffusion processes, org4nizational communication. and

systemii approach through which these processes may be,viec,ted.

.00- t-

B: Review of Previous 'Tork

Thy- question which seemsappropriate to ash at this point is: lihat'arr

the organizational variables wh are associated with School systems
!

adopting new practices in the., education of their styidehts? An understanding

of thefactors in the orgaqt.zation 0.ich.h1;y a col agent role in the-

41!,

adoption process is essential.

A number of d4fbrent-types of organizational factors have been identi,
: ,,, . '

. 14 ' ''

fie'd,in a review of, past writing including] structuial-fuictional
,ii,

. , .

factors, (2) communication and participation variables;.and-(3) system

Ili

number
. A

approacWes,which examine interdependencies between a number of variables.

This section will attempt to review some of the-'past research tti, this.-area

in im effort to identity the types, of organizational variables which are
.

most appropriate in the study, of diffusion of innovati ons.

c.

/. .

The structural - tractional approach, to organi2ations is characterized by

the positems which are held in an organization; and the relationships which

exist between these positions. This hierarchical approachis often associated'

Kith Talcot.Parsons (1951) and 'lax !leber (1947). qax !Ieber's c1947).

description of organizations was a sociological model thet
.
stressed a machine'
A %

VW.

theory approach. Some of theiaariables which Tleber specified as character-
i. , .

.

'izing an organization were: (1) Standardized rulds which routinized the
.

'operation of the orrallizntion, (2) SptcializaAoh Of roles due to division

,

4
6

*0
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I -

OabOr>i (3) Hierjrchica

..e - 0tsars; frop.. one person ab
*,

j4),4pepernalizai op of
,

orgatizationa

: .

Alb
,41,

1 structure of"authAity,

oVe hill and givjnm ordel-s.

hUmen relntionsH40

s.

.

. ,

each person receiving

to one persorl'beloW;.him,-
.

; P

,

00

. .

, tion 'channels which "ought" to'ielcisf' according to the organiz'ational A.ow
.. . ,

. .

- ,

,
.-

.

ehart, Thi*,limi _thiton ,/t'o the presCribed channels seems II.1.fidai and has
? n . 4

- . , .

led to,11=460-i14,4ciolMqiipinetWork approaches which examine, other,

*
. ,...

. : ..
. .

structural communication ielationships
f
. .

.: .

COmmunIcation petwOrk studies have explored small roup communication'

pattegif and their eff4t upon two rather 7eneral dependent variables, hamelyA.

. , . . .

. . .

.
A , V/ % -

e f f i c i ell c n.task accom'ptiSpmen',- arid member satisfaction ip the task per-
u .

,

SP

ormance. Due to the sImplified conceptualizations involved'in these studies,'
_ , 1.

caUtioui_generalii-ability .ii possible

,complex organ,ipations.

ina wide,vdriety of eltuations

-

One'b!,the first major studiesdealing with communication networks' wai
.

accomplished by Bavelas,(1950).. He organized groups of**'five
44IP
people into

commuriiction networks which simulated different patterns of control. -1-1.e

.

. I

,

'illuSfrate communication patteri% within different grouPs.by usinf/, geometrth

representations of,the coMmunicatOn links between people. Bayelas.intro7

duced he contept Of centrality
A.
where centrality is the eXtent to which

one position. in the network is close to-all other positions, Bavelas
.

. , t . - -5. ,

I

hypothesizedthat networks,witkpositions ofhigli centrality were more

10. t.- 8 -".

te'ms of task AccompWhineet,. ..,

.

effective- in

Leaitt (1951) introauded the, notion 9f individual member satisfaction
. .

., 0.
.

.

.

in small groueresearch.. Leavitt found that'different cOMmunication_negr
. .

,

works
.
leadtordiffereACes in task accomplishmeqt, leadership positions, and,

I
I

.

$

I
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. I
4 4

., ... ,

. ..
I ,

, ..
'St Si

$

, 1 I ,

individual <member satisfaction. He ooncluded that the characteristic that
-

- - ...,. ----- -. was, most closely correlated with differeilces- in behavior was centrality.
X4 .

.He states that 'where centrality is evenly ilistributpd, there will Ate "no . 9.
. - . . ...-0-

-

leader, many errors, high .actiyity, 'slot* organization and high sat isfaction" --" -
<

.

Guetzkow and Simon (1955) show that different momnfunication networks

an effect on the ways in w ich groups can xa,ganize.. Leavitt, Gttetzkow ,and

Simbn gave different gro

0

ent. tasks and found that th,e. type
.

of network t l i a t y e t effective,.. e e e 'on the type of task' introduced.
, . ------: rr % ' C 4 -

. i'': .!-- '
Another -depenqent variable; besides centrality, used in network researkh.

, '- . , -
is satisfaction., 'Ander (-1959) discusses three. hypotheses in relationship

..

_ r
tp the oause pf-csatis f7aCtion: .; A.' .. .

'"A. Activity justbeing occupied'. , 1.

Z . ,- , 1-..........., ,'
B. Self-reafiza ion: having responsibility ilt til, completion' ofone,' slake

J
.

The ,ex..ercl.se of power:, aetdmining- the behavior oi.another pet-son."
-,, .G

',.

4 , . .
A

AttlitSe e is no empirical research directly 'testing the idea that: actVity. . r . .

°

4-,s1U,, . leads 'to satisfaction.; but atntion has been giyen tq, the concept of power
.--. 5

,
as7- it relates to jattifet4Arli GuetzkOw and S fmcm (1955) conducted a,study.., .,

,
. .

of motivation concerned with the exercise .1. of power and self-realcZat on..-
k

They found that the exercise of power, -61*. determininp, the behavior of another,
. - , I

leads to satisfaction. They also found Vial, operat lay-ally
*-.

idefirled as beinFr reserictecitto compleeing. rne s own task, did not lead to
_

satisfaction. . This study, conducted within, an organization,, ,1 d them. toe,.. ,, .
. , -, , - . -.

.conclUde that ther was-higher satisfaction. when 'a group member perceived
-... -

-

, .

. ,:' . .
,

himself as being of greater importance.
..: -

. as,
The consideration of psyChological variables such, as satisf ibu) self-

_r
_ .

a realization, and motivations have led ifs to the organiz concept. of

1 '

11/4.

,

rv
I
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Climate,', Ong -of the filSt considerations 9f organizational im'ate- was that
.

. 4"

of Douglas McGreg*(19:60) as he.tried to identify several m tivational bases

, 0

Underiyin'w, organizational theo-i9:',i1cGregor drew a-di Stinct on be tween.two

.

'.achooXs of think* whict; he alled Theory X and Theory Y,lemphasizintdiffer-
/r

.Pent aspects of MasloWts (1954P hierarchy of needs.

.

e

The6r0, much like TJeber';s approach, emphasized sian ardizationhf rules

'Ind a hierarchic/al structure of authority. -Thepry1C is based on the assumption

- . .

that people, 'when given the 9pportunity,ill ho'aecept responsibility there-

,
. . -

. ,

fora, "they, must be controlled and coerced intd.working toward organizational ,

, ,

. --t--,

goals.

,

Theory y, usually called a Participative approach, rlphatizqt that people-

.41... , . . .
,.,..

readily accept respontibility in an%organization., Theory Y assumes' that

s'yhen an,individuaris'allowed'to become involved in, an ofgani.zation in a

self-actualizing way, :the organization will4enefit. As' each member self-
,

0

actualizes; he becomes more creative in his approach -'to solving organizational

Af

problems,' resulting in greater personal satisfactioti and in greater produc-
,

tivity for the organization. Although McGregor prefers' the Theory Y approach,

he does specify some situations in which this apprqach would -dbot be beneficial.

The concept of self-realization 19 directly related to 'decision making

within the organization. James A. lc (1971), in A summary' and integration

%,o4f\the wOrk of McGregor, Herzberg, Argyris, Likert, Maslow and others, sets

-forth the following philosophy of management:

"Managers,should trust their subordinates- to be more responsible

in the'performance of their jobs; managers should permit the sub-

ordinate to participate in the making of his own job; managers

should replaces most of meohanisticstructure:a. . . wittan,r 0"

organic approach to organization. ' (Lee; 19' 1,. 21) , '

.

14
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.

McGregor's conceptualizati,on is only one of-a number of ways of consider -:

ing organizationl/cliMate, and a brief examinatioiiCif these alternative

couAptualizations seems appropriate.

Tagiuri (1965) provides a definition of clifiate within an educational'

setting. He detcribes climate_as 'a relatively enduring quality of the

internaenvironmerrt of-an crrganizqion that:: ta) is ex-Perieneed--by its

memberi, (b) influences their behavior, ant (c) can be.described in terms

of the values of the organization.. He defined an open climate as one

there is attention to both task achievdthent and social needs:
- a

'. According-to Miles (1969) and Gallaben (1965) an-open climate is a

-
..., ,-,, .

_.' ,

.

function-of grodp15rMs which encourage task achityement and support various
.

social needs, and these norms are much less supperti4e in'a clpsed climate.

They &(iggest that group norms are the factors which in turn promote

. .1

innovativeness. 1 4/

,

* . ,

Gentry and Kennev(pAP) suggest two primary norms that define,the'

. organizational climate in school sytteps; (a) the, typeT4Trfactlty interaction,
k.

and (b) the teacher perception of-leader behavior.

A study, by Davis (1969) examined the relationships between ihnomiativeness

of colleges and the degree to which the faculty participation is perceived

as either recommended, obligatpry or prohibited. He partially confirmed

that norms relating to participation are perceived as recommended and permitted

in a high innovative college,.and as prohibited in-a low innovative colleg4.

Thus, the climate, or group porn of participation is perceived more ofteh

as being permitted in high'innovative colleges than in low innovative colleges,

suggesting tOt a climate of participation it mare common in high innovative

than in low innovative schools.
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f

Eibler (19651 showed a pos'ti've relationship between open climate and

innovatiyeness in ,a study where he compared the school staff 4n the five most

*
Innovative schools in the Detroit Aetro .area with the five leapt' innovative

ht schools in the betroite Metro Area: Marcum (1969), and Johnson andMarcum

. \
.

,,(1969) did similar studies using innovatiye and non-innovative sohools and

' .

, v
foun4 ttat ,tiers is a AM itivU.4. ion!,1-Ap, between o 15 e n climatg and innovative-

ness in thools

Aihatjthen, are the
.

ant factors#of an organizational climate which

lead';tb this high degree of innoyativeneds? Rog-ers*(1965) observed that Alm

tlzotial characteristics of a school end the communication behaviort of school

staff-members are related to the innovativeness 'of the school system; and

# /

'''the literature on climate reflects this as, 'more participatiire approaches

.

'
are associated with opep-tlimate6 as has been previously discussed.

;
1

Aare' Lowin (1969)-041;his critique of.research concerning partitipative
4

eftrcision making, of ferd the following definition and model for looking at

., partalpative detision making:
-:,

.
,

-_-
"kr participative decision making (PDM) we mean a mode of organIza-

.
tional operations in which decisions as to activities are arrived

at by 'the very persons whO are to' execute those dectsions. - _ PDM

, is contrasted with the ,conventional hierarchical (H ER) mode of
operations ip which decision any action fpnctions are segregated in

,
...the authority structure." '( Lowin , '1968,, pp. 69)

.

.
,

1

N . , . ,

Lowin .sgoes on :to suggest that no organization can operate on a pUrely

: '.

,. t--

_ PDM model, nor, can it always totally opeiet a traditional. hierarchical

/ t
Ipo4ey. He 'states that the difference -between the PDM and HIER decision.

ma king patterns are 'of degree rather than o cind.

Several studies involving bryanizational climate in
,

determinant, of, climate is the _leadership style emplo

V

icate that the primary

(Hemphill, 1969) .

.and (Bowers 1969). In' a st.ldy of organizational cli be, Halpin (1966)
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concluded that the principal of a school determines the organizatiOnal. climate

than educational institution, Skagsberg (1050) suggests that the 14ader- -

.

ship pattern of the superintends t is the critical variable in deteiAmining
.

the norms for participation and openness. .

johns= and others ('1967) found a significant difference beteen tlit*

.-pirsonaritycharac superintendents 1,11_ low innovative
% ti

schools. Those superinttndents_ in the'high innovative schools were more

outgoing; venture§ore and ekberimenting tnan'sdperittendents in low innovative .

schools. As stated in the discussion of climate, the attitudes 9f the manap rs

and leaders creates the.organizetional climate; and so you could expect:the
T 14,1/4

more venturesome and experimenting principals would work 'in.organizatiOnal

climates that were more innovative, as this study shoWed. Gross.and others
,--

(J.968)'found'that the
4
administrator's willingness ;6 accept nd* ideas gat

account forn'the innovativeness of a school distYlct.

Another cfiaacteristic of innovative climates relates to the degree-of-
.

.-n

external contact. Fullan and Eastabrook (1970) suggest that the greater the
. .

.1

eAchange between the school and its' various environmental constituencies .

,

regarding the formulation of goals, theligreater.-ihe'derree of innovat' nes:

. P

Eibler (1965) found that,the faculties in the non-innovative sal is h

few contacts with other faculty and professignal personneX. .K1 ngenberg
.

,

.

.

967) found that highly innovative schools relied on a greater numberipf in.
..._

in.,.
,

..

information sources for new curriculumpractiods.. : '-. ...

-7, 111.

Montemuro:(1970) found thatadm trators most _nicely to reject a pro-o

ject were thOse who'received little no informataon about it.

Another critical factor in determining the climafe of an drganizatipn is

the way in which decisions ire made_ .This is .claiicAl *peat of ail

17. .
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organizational climate, bilt especially so"when considering -the adoption of

innovations.

Unlike much.of,the researc4on organizational decisioh-making, where
.

decision making is an activity taLing place at one roint in time, we will

416gaFd decision, making as'a process, or series of events that are continu-

"
busly going on. Berlo (1960)suggests that all communication should be

regarded as a process, or an. ongoing, Changing, continuous series of events.

The process ofjOcision raking in an organization involves. looking at
-\

a series of activities. :Tan Lin (1968) suggests that/the decision making

process is a combination of the following stages:

1. ",..lhenthe initiator of innovations considers alternative new practices ,

, . .

or ideag4
.

'.' v
i i

. s

24 "nen the intermediate disseminators (or gatekeepers) make the
choices among' innovations legitimized by the initiators and transmit
the Selected parts, features, or information about the innovations
to filter down to the receiving or adopting units"

. .

3. "When the adopting units assess the values and assets of the innovations

' . filtered down to thecand decide to what extent they want to adopt r
of internalize the new ideas and practices." (1968, pp. 167-108)

,ii Lin Concludes that "decision making is every complex process which

involo0 different,srata of !decision makers as well asdifferent internal

'stagesm (1469, pp. 108).

. ,

. Another model, of the .decision making proqess is suggested by Beal (1960. ,

aIr A

. .. ..
lie will use Beal's payadigm as a Process-oriente model throughout the disc- .

1 .
.

40 cussiqt of participative.decision- eking in this study. Beal's paradigm .1001/
.

2
consis ts co'the following five stages: ,

.1., Stimulation of interest is the need for new ideas, by stimulators:

--------STIMULATION can be described as the process by which involved partici-

*pants becote.awar of an innoetation,and it becomes significant or

i
,

important 'to othe: Ta.; ers.. *
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idea intro the social /system.

INITIATION is the prOcess by which an in
.

$ ,

3. Legi ation of the

* ,

ovation receives increased

idea by power hol ers .
.- .

LZGIT-1-10-1-QN---is the process by whith
/ ithe nnovation is approved or

ponctioned tiyithose' wha tolepower, or reprs'ent the values and -norms

.- cif the society.. ph
4 ` .

-Decision to act by niegrnbers of- tlie social system.
., . . ,.

. .I I DECISPON, is tbe
i

-process iwhen the decison- is formally acted on, arid
i , .

.. ', , 14ctually formalize as policy:--.,
t.....,

- , , 1k ,' "-," - ,-
7,5. Aceion'Or eNecutilon of the new idea,

. _ , .
, - .

. ACtI,ON Is 'the prociOs which 'thdluaes the implementation or execution:,,
. .

I qt
i

-of 'ail innoyat ion - -.--,,,

. ,
'$,, .-/, , I. .

,4 4, 4 . .4

T-Iii,s study ill- attempts to Tile broad base for the decision making
il .* v 4

A

411 .. 4 . ,

prwiss us in the mode1s\ pres.erited,by..14 drip' Beal as-,
, ., ., . -: , $ .

, k Y A 1 _

! 6 . , .
r. , , varipus sages l, " . .7'

, .
s ,.

I.'', , , Mat 'Of" the resieerCh'ifi tie °area s>rr`dedis ion reeking, such as McGregor's
. ; i , ' - i-

I
, . s

`Theory k. and Theory Y', has:qaeen 'tharao-teriFe:* by its lunidime nsionali-ty.
, ., "'..

,

-$ . , ,

rile;is -organizatidn's fall, dmewhere -bn 1'continuum from self actualizing, . ...

-
fail

references for the

..

to' tota llvIme`chanj.stsfc ,,andt,the pdint wtliCh they fall charatt)rizes
.4,

-4
,tdcisiOn making pi,o'Cess

.

Researcli s*Ilows that. Organizational climate,
. -

are highly ctatiplex phenomena and
.

makj.ngprocess , yet dichotomous

#..,
. slap

vary
4 e

,terffis.sucl as oPeh (!514 closed, auidcratic'or dembbratIc participative or non-
., ,

.
.,

.participative are corraiptently used:

Style; dembership partleilkation

at .$11 fferimt 'stages in the 'decision
= ;

theire
leader-

According to the process mddels presented,
1,

characterized at one point in. tit-1e,, and cannot !A achariacterized along one
.

dimension. The* are, several approaches which provide a broader"conceptualiza-
', ,tion,of orginitations, 'and it is important that we considy these as we look

..

decision making cannot be

-

,

10..
1

1
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.
.. . ,

..
.

4

at the relatioiship between. decision making patterns, organizational climate,

and the .doption of new practicis and tirocethireb.-within,anbrganization. .

. . ,'' .

.
0

- Of t!he various perspectives: a systems .approach with ah empeasis on' ;''

I

rhationShips among dynamic, interdependent elements-is moreconducive to
, % II,

fruitful'commpnication analyis 'than are the dichotomous' autocratic -democratic
i.

.

approaches. Developed by.yeeitalanffyPand Miller, Buckley, litko-Pf, pborinon ,

J

A

and Weaver; a g7neral systems,' view of OrganizationS is concerned with rlatien
ships within an organization and also the relationships betWeen an erzanip-

_ f ''-----1------ '----,-----,-,4

tiori and its environt.
4

t Katz and Kahn ?tress thit an organizatibp can be characterized as NI
_ \

open social system wheL tgelf,through constant interchange(

with its environment. 4kccording to Katz and Kahn (196e), Oe followingare)
A

.

.. . . :-

important characteristicsfofan organization, as ,an open system:
..,-,

. ..
.

S
,

.,

i.''1. There i always input rom. the envj.rdnment. No social systemA

is self-sufficient. .. , . .,

. .

,
.

. .

-2. The organization, as aystem,-transforms this ,energy constituting'
; work in the systerd; The reorgafization of'dhergy can be in the form

of creating a new prdduct, training or teaching people, processing '

materials, etc. .

.

3., The system outputs some material, whether it be an inquiring mind

or a package of cereal. A

%

4. There is a cyclic chain of events in .a system. There are manPsuch;
1

cycle's operating at the tape -time in a system. 011'of these cycled.

together cap be said to represent the structure of an,organization.

'5. Systems. acquire negative entropy. The principle of negative entropy

is"simply that all systems constantly move toward chaos and uncertainty,

andonly,by importing more energy from its environment can'anbrganiza-

,tion improve its survival status.
.

6, In the open systems, feedback helpS to maintain a balbnce between

a system and its environment. Fee ack consists'of Signals to the,

system about the ifunctoning of the sys em in relationship to its

environment. It allow§ for the syst m o correct for its own mal-

functionirig_.

.411(....

1

A.

I
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7. pecauSe a system is constantly receiving feedback about its relation-

ship -to its environident, and is constantly adjusting to this feed-

back,-a.tystept is dynamic and ever-changing. .

LeWin (1947) was ori.e'of the first to study organizations from a systems

.perspective. He talked about a quasi - stationary equilibrium in an organization

in which the organization attempt; to maintain a certain "character." In

order to maintain- this character or equilibrium, an organization is constantly

___,

Changing in relationship to the world.aroUnd it.
t .

. .

Researchers Who loOk at organizations as open. systems, Katz and Kahn
,.

/`-, .
_

1

,
.

(1966); Miller (196b and
.

1962); Platt and Hiller (1969.1; Meier (1963); ti

,

Guetzkow (1465); ,Likert (190); Redding (1972)y and/Rogera.(1973), to name
-

.a fee'', focus on several key issues tha7 ye have incorporated in this study.
.j
laewing an-organization as an open.syslitn,-res;arChers, ha e concentrated

-,

,cm how information is transferred bettqeen an organization an its environ-
. kr- -. 4,

Appment. 7:Mother focus for reSearchers who stress the systems pproach is on
, .

the interdependency of th,components of'the System. Rogere (1973) states

0

that the interdependency of all of the parts.Rf the syStem implies an impor-

tant function for organizational communication This fanaticn:it to facili-

4

t the development and_maihtenance of desired intr-connections among

elements within the system. Katz and Kahn (1%661'stress that an open system
. A

. .

approach will emphasize that an organization's change due to epiiizO1 mental

-

influences Tirtoe viewed as a 'healthy on-going process, not a malfunction-
,

1.. ing of the organization:,

Likert (1967) stressed that an organization should be viewed as a total
I

system, and suggested a variety of concepts-along Which organizations vary,

almost all of which are based oh communication-principles.and:variables.

41e suggested the following dimensions:
t

'

of,
21

--e
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1. The regree to which superiors are receptive to information from

subordinates; .

2. tht degree to which superiors listen to subordinates;
4,

.
.

3, the degree to which organizational members -are receptive to new

.ideas;

4. perceived degree of freedorb to approach and communicate with one's.

superiors-

5. degree to which members are inforrd about what is going on in the

Along those dimensions, Likert 'categorized the following organizational

systems: (I) Exploitive-authoritative, (II) Benevolent.authoritative,

Consultative, (IV) Participative-group. The results of Likert.'s research

indicate that organizations/which are more participative' and receptive

to new ideas such'as SystiM IV are more efficient than Systems I and II

terms of task accomp ishment,. and are also more satisfying to'individual

membere.
111.

A systems appro h to the diffusion of an educational innovation seems

most appropriate b cause'of the need for understanding the complex inter-

/

dependencies existing between factors. This type of approach allows for

input at different levels within the organization, and the relative effective-

mess of those inputs at different poin3 in time.

C., School System Variables Which May Affect

AC° 'on of New Practices

511/0

As we look at the system within which the 10 reading programs being

torometed by NIE/HEW are being introduced, one may note ide divergetc4of

structures. Sizes of School Systems Uistrictq) ranges from a few hundred

Students to over 100,000 students pel" district, TililLobviously will'be

associated with varyingrees of complexity of orgarkizational-structum

1.2

.

.
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and with differing patterns of decision making. Both,the iiterature on

diffusion research (Rogers and Shoemaker, 1971) and that on organization

researchiust cited; suggest the impact of organizational structure and decision

making patterns on adoption of innovations.

Rogers andiSheemake suggest/that more authoritative patterns may result

in quicker initial adoption, but less enduring use of practices introduced.

Hawkins (1972 proposes that the level of4carticipatio in the decision

process should be studied in at least two stages. The first stage he referlsw#

to as information- seeking; the second stage he refers to as the ,implementatiein- .-

$ .

stage. He used first phase data from the present study to test hypotheses

,related to four combinations high and low partiCipation at each ?f tlitse

stages.

As he predicted, the lowest 'level of adoption was when the participation

was loW at-both the information seekiw and the implementation stages.

Differences am /1g the oKer three cells were not statistically significant

but rein the predicted direction. He predicted that the more enduring
.

Utp would be in those systems in which thereWas high participation at both

stages in the decisions process. Hawkin's analysis has added another dimension

.
:

.

to the usual view ofparticipation,in the deciSion ocess, one which offers

1 .

possibilities for more fryitful an lysis in relation to adoption of innov4.-

tions.

The set of variables to be included under level of participation in the

present study include: Whogets consulted when new practias are first

considered? Uho gets to vote on acceance or rejection? What is the;peris

ception as to how autocratic or democratic the decision process is- within
I

- the systeM7 How -often does the administrator carry out decisions of system
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members?

As. the complexity of the organizational striture incrqaset-, the floW

of communication is more likely to go through more steps and the network

through which messages flow becoMcs more compleg. Potentially, this may

impede the flow of messages and thus slow the process of dectsion'making

and adoption of new 113ractices

In this study,. the set o variables c sidered under the heading of

orgatzlptional compldxity-wil include the number of links in the administra-
,.

tive hierarchy from the top ad inistraVir to the persons who would actually

Use' the practice beingproposed, the size of staff,,number of students, .

.

number of administrators in re_lAior to number of teachers, and the num1Der,,

of 'special program directors.

gogers and Shoemaker, as well as othdrs, have pointed out that in the

early Asses of the adoption process that cosmopolite sources may be more

heavily used as information sources; while later in the adoption process,

i.e- when the decision finally is being made'to acceptor reject, localite

.sources may be more heavily used. For the reading programs, a cosmopQlite

type of source would be.the International Reading Association, universities,
, 4

journals, and school systems at increasing distances from the person con-

sidering the practice. In the present study, those sources have been

taken as subsets of a category labelled externarcontact:
fl.

.

Another variable related to adoption in the diffusion 'iterature is the

extent to which there is a.norm for change and innovativeness within the

system, referred to in this study as innovation proneness. This variable may

be reflected in the way one ranks his system in relation to other systems LOfr

rgard to, earliness or lateness in accepting ne* practices generally. It

4
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.

also may be reflecied.in the perceived receptivity or-resistance to new'

;

practices among various units within the system--teachers, adainistrators,
.

, dAW

ind school boards, for example. '

.
. t

-,Stil;-Inothir sek-of kvariableS which relatei.to.the rate and level of

adopting aretkose pertaining to characteristics of the practices themselves. 4

e . j ,,,,.
.s ;

Rogers and Shoetaker, citt work $4 thia'area'under the headings of relative ;

, .

advantage, compleXity of^thepractice, compatibility with existing practice,
-

avisibility for trial, and observability of the results.- Limited attention

has been given'io this set of variables in past diffusion research.' It

seems obvious that this set also could have strong, impact on.decidlca's 6
r--

adopt or reject regardless of communication efforts to gain ac ptance.

The sixth.set of variables to which attention will be dire ted in t

study is exposure to-mesSages regarding the practices. Ass* e:71411) be

the messages contai* in "a brochure mailed by HEW'to all districts

in the USA; a set of booklets, each of which describes one of the 10 reading_

Programs; demonstration centers where visitors could see the programs in

operation; conferences; journal articles; and other mass media; and personal

contacts.

D. Hypothesized Relationships

Given the sets of variables noted above, the findings of previous

fesearch, and the assumptions regarding the operation of the diffusion pro-

cets, the folloviing hypothesized relationships will be used to,guicle they

data analysis:

1. Adoptipn of the new programs will be negatively related to organiza-

tional complexity.

2. Adoption of the new p grams will' be positively related to participa-

tion in the decision a caking process.

20
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level. of

nrkii/Vkt i

. ,
...!..

Adoption.0 thviett_prograns will be positively related to

external contact; . -. : '
,-.

.

4. Adoption 4 the n programs'will be positively
4

proneness'. -
.

Belated to

5. Adoption o the new programs will be positivelY related to

messages about the reading programst,
, .

Adoption of the new programs will he

a: Posit'

b. negati
.c. positively

trial;

t-41. positively

exposure to

-

lated to perceived relative advantage of the practice;

related to perceived complexity of the practice;
related to perceived divisibility of the:practice for-

)

related to perceived compatibility with present practice.

.
f

The data.Vo be collected to test those hypothesized' relationships and

. .

.

, .

'-'81f. cOliection,,will be described in the next chapter.'..

..--
. ;, .

_ .

t..

/
J

-*

0

fi
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CHAPTER IL .

Methodology

The study desigA employed talpr analysis and difference statistics to
.

.

. -determine changesin level of adoption of the ten reading programm,'and to
.

.,

identity pationships.among selected variables and the level of'adoption.
J,

-Telephone'interviews were used to collect data from supervioore of

reading programs
lb
lila sample of school districts in the USA. Variablds

. .. ,

\ . - -

covered in the data collection were:- adoption level, -decision making patterni,
A

, -
. .

organizational complexity,-innovation proneness, peCeived characteristics

of the reading programs being promoted, contact with informa4on,sources

external to the school system, and exposure to messages about the reading

. programs.

.

, *
A. Populationand Samples

'''T M
, -4er

- .

The population for the study was 18,600 school districts'aniA mailing

4 t
lipt presumed.tb cover all school districts in the USA. A subpopdlation

within that population was a set of school districts from'which requests had

been received -for bopklets describing one or-more of,the tillbeading pro

'4 .

grams. MOstof those.1;455 requests came on order f -contained in'a

'brochure describing the prommi, but .a few came in letters or on postcards.
- .

Two panel-type samples were drawn, one from thdsubpopulation which had
.

,raquested bookletp (refern4 to as "brpcbure saMple"); and one from the-
,

remaining schools in the total populgtion of schools (referred to as "district

4

ah

.sanple").' A of 100 sChoel districts was selected from the subpopulation

. -

requesting,th's booklets. "This was done by arraying the requests in the order
'

lb 11,

4

a
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if Uhichlthey were received, then picking a random starting point splect-.

ing every nth request so as to get.a sample, of 104.

.11

The subpopulation of school districts which had not requested booklets

was divided into four 'strata of school size and a random starting point

selected from,which every nth school district was selected so as to obtain. ,

a random_sample of 50 school districts from each

districts within each of the strata were arrayed

sampling procedure.

ofthe four strata. School,

alphSbetically for this

Data were collected from these two panel-type samples four times at

intervals of two ti three months beginning in April of 1972 and ending in

,Aay of 1973: L P

The following chart shows the strata by school size with the number and

percentage of districts for each size category and the estimates of the

number:la pupilsjor ed size category. Actual numbers of pupils by size

categories were not available from USOE at-the time of sampling so the

number of pupils was estimated by taking theCategory median and multiplying

0'

,

it by. the number,of districts, except for the 182 largest schod/ districts.

For that group of 182, the estimates for all the other categories wire'

subtracted from the total number of pupils listed in the USOE data. e
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. A

School Size Categories trouped by Strata
Used ,for Sampling

Categories of
School Size / Districts Pupils

iNo. of Pupils

0 - 299
300 - 599

No.

7,089

2,483

. 4110

37.59
13.16

No.

1,063,350
1,117,350'

2.32
2.43

lig 600 : 999 ,965 10.42 1,572,000 3.42

1,000 - 2,499 3,477- 18.44 6,085,750 13.25

2,500 - 4,999 2,025 10.74 7,594,750 _16.54 e

5,000 - 8,94 1,096 5.81 8,220,000 11.90- ,-

r
10,000 = 24,999 542 2.87, 9,485,000 20.66

25,000 - 999,999 .- 182 .96 10,767,000 23.45

..-.:. .

l8,859 99:99 45,905,200 99.97

To provide a check on the effect on adoption which might be attributed to

4,
repeated interviewing, other ran saamples were drawn to serve as contte.

groups.. Three sets of these ere drawn from.each of the two subpopulations.

For the "district control samples", '67 school districts were drawn frot

that remaining "district" subpopulation-for each of the last three data

collections; for the "brochure control samples", 50 school districts-were

drawn from those remaining in the'"brochure" subpopulation for each of the . sy

last three data collection§.

Use of the subpbpulatIon of school systems which bad requested' booklets

'insured getting a-subset of respondents who were aware of the, programs._,

'School systems which were elidinated from the samples due to refusal,

4
inability to contact, or any other reason were replaced by using a randomly

selected starting point inthe, list of schools for the appropriate subpopula

Aion,andselecting every nth school =ror the list.

I



The followinglist shows the dates and sample:sizes for each data
iv

collection phase:
Not

Dates and Samples For Each Data Collection Phase

,

Data Collection
Phase

# .

Time

April 2 to'May 12, 1972

e

Sept. 25 to Oct.-27; 1972

#3 "'Jan. 15 to Feb. 9, 1973

#4 April: 9 to May 18, 1973

1. The Ihstruments

B. Data Collection

Samples
Interviewed

District
'Brochure

District
Brochure

Distiddt
Brochure

District
Brochure

.141rochure

District
Brochure

District
'brochure

Panel of 200
_Panel of 100 k,

Panel of 200
Panel of 100

Contro141 of 67
Control #1 of 50

Panel of 200
Panel of 100

Contr64602 of 674

C ontroT#7 of 50

Panel of 200
Panel of 100

Control #,3 of 67

Control #3 of, 50

The basic data collection instrument-was a 64-item interview' schedule.

Agee Appendix A-1.) Questions were constructed to provide measures of level

c...of adoption and. of the sib sets of variables presumed to reflect factors

-related to adoption levels. Those six sets are:

1. btganizational c lexity
4

2. Decision making pat erns

3. External contacts (with informatio sources)

r

A
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4 Innovation proneness

5. Characteristics of practices
$ ,-

.

6. Exposure to messages about the reading
,

programs

,.

-"Ji . .or the second and third'phase data Collection, the measures'on adoption'
C

_ .-

.

eiel and the questions tapping exposure to messages about the reading

pram were the Only data collected'from the panel sample's. The full .

4.
. , ,

,,

64-item interview schedule was used in collecting'data fromill of'the' . 4
. '

sr,

Ontrol samples. -

. .

The full set of questions was asked of both nahel and control samples 9
A

in the fourth phase data collection. For the panel samples a validation.
e

chek of first 'phase interviewing and coding This,was accomplished

)

by preparing a computer printout of each respondent's first phase-repli
.

to questions and the coding of thoSe replies. One copy of this printout
4

was sept to the rtspondent.and one was kept for the telephone interviewer

tb use`.

During the interview, panel respondents were asked to check the.responses

recorded on the printout and indicate: (a) whether the response was correct

for the present time:, (b) 1f not correct, whether:there had been 'a chreagt,

sihnk the first phase int rview or had there been'an error in'recording*qr
-7.

coding the response. The interviewer noted on his copy of the printout whether

the response was still accurate; whether it had changed, or was in error; and

notecUthe correct current response.
1

A set of opertehdellprobe questionS (Appendix A-2) was used as a means

of obtaining as _much data as possible on sources used by*respondents to get

messages about the reading programs and the content of thosemeisages.:

A feedback form (Appendix A-3) was used to get reactions frOm-a small

I t

1.

5,
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number of persons who visited the demonstration center at Indianapolis,

. -
1

.
.

- .

Ind4anA; or the one at Tol5eka, Kansas. r'
. ,, 0.

,
,

A p.mited preteNtof the iristrxments was conducted among coord natorsamong

$

of reading%prograns in four school districts in the Lansing, Michigan area.

This.was:basically to determine the ability of these persons to provide

i
.

s v
.

. .

. the infprmkion being and to determine the time required-to coll.

L. -, plete the schedule.
4

.
..

, .
4. The Procedures

.

. !.

. A 'copy of the interview schedule with a covering letter, was mailed to

'the superintendent.of each school district in the samples, The super-
.

-
intepdent was instructed.to fol-ward the instrument to the persgn-charged'with

supervision, of reading programs in that Attict. In the case of no specified

reading coordinator, the person most qualified to answer was to be contacted.

.

Each respondent was notified in.a letter included with the questionnaire

that he would be-contacted by telephone in 0i-der to elicit his responses.
t

Telephone interviews were'used for several reasons:. !

1. It allowed for two-way communication in the interview situation, and

probing for additional details.

2. With a sample as widespread as this population, 1.t would have been

very difficult and costly tojonduct field surveys.

3. Mail surveys -would likely'produce a lea percentage of responses
which would limit data analysisand generalizationS.

4. With the complex-organization of some school systems, the telephone

Contact helped ir-ire that the most appropriate person in the

school sAtem was contacted to respond to the questionnaire. FIATS

line service allowed repeated calls at low cost to establish contAr'

','Interyiews were conducted by Michigan State University students, under

thesupervision of
.

Dr. Lawrence E. SaeFaugh, project director. A training',

session for all Aterviewers was conducted prior to each data collection

-4e
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.,

phase. Each interviewer was given a training madual (Appendix B) and monitored

throughout the data colieotion. All interviews were checked at the end of

each day, and in the event of missing data, the subject was called again;
qi

andfthe.nissing /data obtained. To avoid the effects of fatigue, each inter-

viewer was scheduled for no lopie'r than two to three-hours per day.

The most time consuming part of the.interVieFin.was locating the
. .

,
' .

appropfiate respondent in .the school-system and -scheduling a time when he or %,:l.,_

. , 4
.

she would 1e available for.the interview.' Once this was accomplished,

sample members mire generally vet cooperative. In fee-Wit was not unusual AN

for the interviewer to find that it was diffiCult to terminate the interview

--because the respondent wanted to continue' talking aboutading programs in

his school.
. -

The feedback forms T..'* demonstration centers were mailed, to the

.person in chargeof the demonstP ion center with a return envelope for

each person completing a form. The respondent Completed the feedback form,

-e sealed it in the envelope and it was then mailed to the project office at

Michigan State University.

C. Ceding

Each person assisting with coding was assigned' specific questions'for

ease of training and to insure higher consistency where interpretations c:

responses were required. Two or more coders'worked with each set of questions
S

and spot checks were made by one coder against another as a check for pos-41-1-

coding errors. Whgre discrepancies were found, the work of a coder would
,

.

be completely reviewed or the coding for a question across all samples ?quid

4.44.

- be reviewed if the error were on -only one question.

4.

IS
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At the completion of coding for each data phase, the,person supervising

coding.selected a random set of questionnairesand checked the accuracy of

---;-- 1
.

the coding. Where-errors appeared op the coding.of a question; the coding
.

r' .

gr A.of that question 'was reviewed on all,questionnaires:

,

D. Index Development
.

....
_ .--- _...... ...

. . . . .

In the development of this study it was decided that no single-measure

was adequate to tap the major fables presumed to be related to adoption
a

ofnew practices-w6thin an organization such as a school district, Thus

several -items were developed which, whet* combined, would presumably provide
41

a composite measure for -7ariables such as organizational complexity, participa

tion in decision making, and'external contact.

In addition, a set of numerical velues was needed to permit easier com-
1

parisons on adoption level among the various subsamples, and within subsamples

at different,points in time. A.scale was desired which siouldlnake visible

the number of.stages through which a person or group had moved by the time

. .

of data collection, one-wibh would give the highest'value for the person

or grouk who had moved from no awareness of the program to implementing

' i`

a decision to: adopt or reject the. prograr4 and one which would give tbe.lowest

value for respondents who were not even aware of the program.
--

'

Rejection was considered as,legitiMate an act as use ofa program, under
1 ---

the assumption that a rationaldecisiam,e-onsciously made, could include a

l' . . -

decision that a progran-is not appropriate for use in a given situation.

At the descriptive level of analysis, the number of adoptions and. rejections

will be noted, so that a more definitive interpretation of the final 'adoption

stage is possible.
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I. An Adoption Scale

The adoptioh-s-cale developed herebuilds on 'the five basiciadoption stages
,/

used in prior diffusion research. It has added rejection ps O4 acceptable

A

final step*, It will be noted' in the composite scale that the values assigned
.

I

'increase with am increase in the number of stages through-whieh the person

.or group'haspassed. It also should be noted that stages 2 and .4 are not

7
considered"necessary in a sequence of stages, while stages 1,

,
3 eftd 5 are, con-,

sidered.necessary in a sequenct that, has reached,the-point of implementation

of d decision.

The basicStages used'in building the scale are as foll9ws:

1. Aware,of one or more of the nrogrlms;

2. Sought infOrmation about pne or more of the progi-ams

3. Considered using one or more of the programs, Lb., does this program
seem appropriate for my school, would it be better than what is

now be,img,used, eta.;

4. Tried orie or more of the programs or some part of one or more*of

the prqgrams;
1.

,

5. Had decided to adopt (either. completely or'partially) or to reject .

one of the pi"ograms;-and-bad implemented that decision. 4

The'cOMposite scale is as follows:

Value AsS'Ingt"" Adoption Stages Included

0

1

2'

3

4

5

No action-
Adoption stage 1 (aware).
Adoption stages 1 and 2
Adoption stages l-and 3
Adoption stages 1, 2 and 3
Adoption stages , 3 and,4; or 1, 3 and 5;
or 1 2, 3 and 4

Kdoption stages 1, 2; 3 add 5; or 1, 3, 4 and
5'; or 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 .

33
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2. Participation-in Decision_ Making

As noted in The review_of literature, decision making has been studied

within organizations under a number of dichotomous labell: autocratic-vs.

democratic; open climate vs. closed climate; Theory kvs.- Theory I, etc.'

Thesdiall encompass the notion of level of participatipp in decision making('
-4114*

by the members of the organization. 4

Two types of measures qf_participation in decisionmaking_ave beenA

lf;

included in this study. One measure uses the'labels autocratic-democratic

go,

and asks for the respondentyPyperception tf how autocratic br democratic he

beli evbs the decision making process is within his school system.

The second measure, more systems oriented, involves a set of questions
's

a
which ask for specific behaviors which have face validity as indicators'of

.

the level of participation in the decision milking proceet; Four these

are contained it questions 11, 12,- 13 apd 14 in the questionnaire (Appendix
4

A-1).

Tbe_points covered in relation to participation in'dicsions regarding

the introduction of new practices are as follows:

1. Whp gets Consulted?

a. All t'he faculty 6

b. All affected faculty
c. Some group of the affected faculty

1

d._ Some group of the total faculty, such as a curriculum committee _.

e. Some individual within the faculty

If. No one
,

i

. ,

.2. Who votes on .the, decision? The same set of options was employedin
th'e'coding scheme, exce t that "some individual votes" was considered
a mill set and not incl ded.

.

. '3. Who makes thi_final decisiqn on adoption or non-adoption of a new

program?
.

.

.

a. Consensus of teachers and administrators

-36
"I' 47'
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b. sCUrriculum committee
,c. Administrative group or superintendent of instruction
d. CurricUlum director .

e. §uperintendent 4
r'' f. School !Ward , .

4. Who may request'that a new program be considered'!

a. Any teacher II
b.' Tenured teaceers
c. Someone in the department
d. Curriculum committee
e. Principal-

-Superintendent

. 1 -

. An item factor analysis using data from the:district panel sample in

._the first phase data collection confirmed.that these items fit together on

a common dimensi r Some other items also had primary loadings on the same

-factor The main ones wer6 the items on receptivity or races acne tcAhange

V

among administrators, school board members, and teachers within the school

system. ;"That is not surprising in view of work reported in the literature

review regarding the positive relatiinship between climate and 'leadership

style and hetween.leadership style and innovativeness. Innovativeness pre-

_

is

pre-

sumably s reflected in receptivity to change. Likert, for example, pointed
.

to recepiol(ity of members to new ideas d-receptivity.of superiors to

information from smbordinates'as two 4 the key variables to consider, in

studying decision makipg within.an orgInization.
to.

In'the final data analysis, the items on consulting ana voting were

coined into a 5-point-scale, This was done to provide a greater range

of levels of participation, and to rocCeize that participation may be'high

or low thrqughout the decision procesg; or that participation may be high

at one stage and low at another.

The scale was derived by taking the 30possible combinations from the

37,
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two sets of responses. For example, "all faculty are consulted" and "all

faculty vote" would be considered the highest level of participation; and

. '

"no one is consulted" and "no one votes" would be considered the lowest level

of particlpati 11,. 4

The 30 possible cotbinations
.

were.put'on card& personsgiven tot rbons

.
. .

fiy.

i.. H

to rank order from highest to lowest tevel of'
'participation. 'Those doing

1 ,

"---thei ranking-were instruceA to put the, combinations_into a 4-6-10.7-6714 distri-,

bution.' There was unanitnims agreement on the 'four combinations at each end

of the scale; ,and nearay- unanimous agreement at-the .other three levels. V

1,

The summated yeIles:1r* the'forced distributions into which 'the 30 r.

- :
1 .

I. 1,

i
combinations were 'sorted moduced distinct break points, but not exact

___ .
, .

.,

. \

... c

-used4-6-18-6-4 distribution. It ifas a'5-6-9-6-4 distribution and that w

for-the values in this study. The combinations for each of the scale values

. . :

were as tedious:
7

No. one is ,consulted; no one votes

- Some group Of the teaching staff is consulted; no'one votes

No one is consulted; some group of teachers vote
Some individual is conspated; no one votes
Some grouRof the affected teiphers are consulted; np one vote

No one is consulted; some group of affected teachers -votes

Some individual is consulted; some coup o4f the teaching staf

Alleffected teachers are consulted; no one votes\

No one is consulted; all,affected teachers vote
Some individual is'consulted;',some attired teacheS vote,
All teachers are consulted; ncrone votes

F

votes

2

Polling was not used in the sca e for two reasons:, (Wit wo d'have
increased the nunLer of possibl comblnations.to 150, a s= wh ch would

have been very difficult to ha and (2) consulting ha her

correlation with polling than el er had with voting (0 vs. 0\25-and

0.16).
\

,i \
, ' ".....

i.

0

\

\
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No one is consulted; all teachers voip .
.

Some group of the teaching staff is consulted; some group votes
'Some group of affected faculty is consulted; some ginoup of the

teaching staff votes ,

Some group of affected teachers is consulted; some group of

affected teachers votes
Some individual is consulted; all4ffected teachers vote
Some Individual, is consulted; a44 te-acher1W-vatiVb.

Somefgroup of, the teaching staff is consiplted;; some group of

affected teachers votes r''

All affected teachers are consulted; some affectid.teachers vote t"

All affected teachers are consulted; some'ofthrteaching staff
_ -

vote

All teachers are consulted; some group of teaching staff votes

All teachers are consulted; sorrie*group of'affaaed teachers votes

Some group'Of affected facUlty consulted; all arrected teachers

vote

3

Some group of the teaching staff is consulted; affected teachers4
vote V

Some group of the teaching staff is consulted; all teachers vote

A All affected teachers are consulted: a:11 affected,teachers vote

Some woup within the affected faculty is consulted; all teachers

' vote
All teachers are consulted; all affected teachers-vote
All affected teachers are constlted; all teachers vote

All teachers are consulted; all teachers vote

By using the combinations shown above as well as the, individual items

)

inthe analysis, it is possible checkqlieirelation between some *gpneralizedi"

notion of level of partiCipation and adoPtiovas well as, the relation

between adoption and level of participation at the consulting aria voting

stages of decision making.

3. External Contact

The external contact measures_are intended to reflect the exter to which

a respondent indicates that he and his colleagu,es seek new reference relations:

A number of studies, Merton (1957), Rogers (1971) and Waisanen (1969),"

tor'example, point to contacts outside the system as positively related to

innovativeneS and modernization. With that in mind, four measures were

ombined into a measure of external contact for this *tidy. These were:

.
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a: The ease and frequency of contact wituniversity staff s;

b. Frequency at atiendalIce at reading conferences;

A ratio of the number of IRA (Internatitrnal Reading Association)

'members to total reading teachers in a school district,

d. Frequency bf contactwith staff members in schools that are more than
100 miles away, those,15-100 mileS away, and those'less than 15

miles 'away.

A factor analysis of first phase data from the "district panel" sample

showed "Trequendy of uKilre

'with,staff in other school

primary loadings on that

load on the same factor, .q1-6 date from each item; as well as that from the
\ . -.

composite' measure, werAlused in theanalysis. Atwith the level of participd-

ity contact," lading with "frequ ency of contact

systems". The other two items 4i.d not hiave

same factor. Since the four itemlkid not clearly

'-tion in decision making: it is hoped that usecof,both comp wite ana.separate

'Meastres may give more_imigbt into the relatIOnship of this slr of varl.ables
,

with adoption Of new ,practics. - -

44
4

The values for the composite emarnal 'contact Measure Webe-comput*1 as

follows:

U niversity contact (ease

Ease

Very conve ient (1)*
Somewhat onvenient (2)*
Somewhat indonxerieni-(3)
Very convenierlt (4):

x

The maximum possible vtAlue was 20
IN

A Frequency .

Ow or more times a week (5)*
One to three 'times a monti(4)*
.Six to eleven times a year', (3)*

One to' five times kyear (2)4 .

Less than once a year (1)*

The ease of upiversity contact was ,multiplied by the frequency .of
Si

contact with a university staff member regarding reading programs. 'The
_

a.

r
*These are the values assigned to each of the responses- and tad in com-
puting the composite scale.

40,

1

4
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values for ease ranged from 1 for very dinvenipnt pp,4 for

.. .

and from 5 for one or more times a week to 1 forless than
.... _..,

-..

The combinations.of those two measures pfbvide a range of values-fiom

. .

1 to 20. This assumes that greater effort and coMmittmentare required

ry difficult

once a year.

to contact a university staff member when it is'inconvenient'than en
, .

such contacts are conVehient:

b. ri.equepty. of..att once at reading conferences and other profesSonak

.
-

meetings within the past 12 months by staff of a school

*

I

system was

considered. another potential sourcegbf new inputs into programs. It may

be that -the item shou/lpifove specified state, national or regional-confer-
.

-pnces'ana meetinis..ft as to isolate contacts external to the-system:

That possibility

item loadispg with

4obabie that tie

mileings may have
. .

enctes.

The frequency catagAres

I-

is suggestedOs,the factor analysis, which Avows this

r-.

the factor pn level of palticipatilk. I.seems

repoitedattendance at reading conferenees and professional
I

included a high pl'oportion of.owithin'system" confer-)

and the values used for each

No. of ReAding Conferences and'
,Professional MeetingfAttended

e

pne
.Two to three

Four to five.

More than five
V rr

were as follows:

Value Assigned

0

1

2

3

4

/

Those valdes were multiplied by two give.more weight ;o
.

this'ype ,

. . 71er.'
, .

.

of.:Centept in colputiN the final scoro.., The relationship ;of this le,

40 .
- I l i

'

.

1-
4(

to othen -a0a4act measulks win bs.studied-further in 'the final data

. ,.._)
.//

analysis. The values for this item ranged 0 to 8.
.

,

/1'
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c. The ratio of teachers in,IRA to all teachers workkig with reading
.2.......... . ___ _ _ _

programs wi in a school system also was taken as an indicator of the
.

extent to which the schbol system,is seeking new inputs from outside the

system. The ratio was use* an attempt to equilize the .afferenoes

in npiribers 'for different size schools; e.g., one IRA member-from a

_reading staff of 10.would be'donsideled equivalent to 10 IRA members
. .

from a reading Staff of 100.
. :. .

.

'The ratios were expressed as decimals and the,values.Used for analysis
.

.

.

.

were assignea for units of 0.15% iwe.,,_ 0.00 - 0.15 was given a value
. * . .

Pikf 4./6 a_value.of 2) and so on to D.91 - 1.00 with value

r

ure were to be used in anoth studY,sore clearlyof 7. If this

". defined,boundaries are needed for the category of "teachers working
, --

directly with'ieading programs'', Obne approach would be to, determine
%______).

4 . .. .

'hodiOany teachers have reading improvement, as their role responsibklitY;"
.. .

how many spend half to full time weeking on ree4i gl and howlmany.spend
. . . . . . I

4, ..

less then40alf-t4me. E en those categoric.; Tr not enough

, ,.
, : ON _._,. Ir

tto,provide a meaningfdl o with high consistency among sahool
A

systbms.

'The measures'of conta with stogtff',i.n.othet school systene'take-
:

into account both freqUency and eassof'ooritact. iOriorntacts'
. . ,

with School. systems more'thtn,100 miletywayliere multiplied by 5; by
- *

3'.for thOwit-100 miles away;'and by 1 for those Bess than-15 mil4t

aw-ay: The freqUelicY.vaiirwer the same as Aostb used for universik

-contacts, ranging from 1 oitcontapts of lest than,pnce a Year to 4 for -4

,contacts:ofone or more

these measures4has.36._.

.

.6 .6
mesa week. The maximum summated value for

41#

Thf maxiimitm-possiblo,,value

6

- -

for.the four,sets of*measures of external

42
4.
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contact was 71; the minimum was 11. .

4. Organiiational Complkity

Organizational complexity is an asPect pf organizational structure which

is presumed to affect communication within the organization., In a systems

view of decision making and innavation, the structure of the organization,

will set some limits,on the decisions'and overt action which may occur; and it

will be a factor in dete

The challenge is to

related to outcomes:.

ning which decisions and actions arekost probable.

ify the aspects of structure which. are most strongly

Complexity of organi ation was selected as one of the sets of 'variables

becle it is believe0 filet this set would be most'closely related to communica-:

flow within the o ization. Pam that pekspective, size is i variable

that is related to complexi of structure. It may be measured in terms of

number of pupils, number of teachers, a*nuMber of administrators. As Size

,
Increases, the complexity of structure increases,'and it is expected that

there will be an attendant increase in the number of linkages from the teacher

working with pupils to the top administrator.
.

. Another factor affecting communication flow is what is, commonly labelled

vieof control. It was with that in mind that the measures were included

on number of aslisiant administrators reporting to the top administrator' and

the nuIber of building prindipals. Ofie difficulty with trying to assess

they impact Of these various aspects of structure on communication flow is

'that,as span of control is reduced it tends'to increase the number of layers,

hence the number of communication linkages from top to bottom of the structure,

On the other hand, to reduce the number of linkages, one increases the span,

4

of control which would increase thp number of persons with whom a super-
,

43.
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visor.is expected to interact at rather intense levels.

As noted in the literature review, one way out of this dilemma may be

to keep the system as,open as possible so as to minimize the hierarchical

rigidity; and to seek some optimumlbalsnce between span of control and number

of links from- the top administratot_to the mass ofueniployees. The' open system

injects more uncertainty grid may be discomforting for some employees who

prefer a more rigidly prescriptive system. F

The factor'analysis of first phase data yielded a stable factor containing

variables pertaining to organizational structOre. 'These inclUded number of
- a

pupils, number of leachers, number of building,princi2als, number of administri-

0
tors; on4er of special programddirectors, and number of administrative links

in the system. irf..

4t is tb00%Ou4 that the size measures do not reveal structure in the Sense
4

of the inIK' iiionship &Mpg elements within the system. It is assumed
'4

that theseize Teasures' are correlates of complexity of structure and may

--e useful as of adoption of new ideas.
1.0

"'T get at7kcomplexit;77)tructure-in a more fruitful way, in order to
tel.

' W

piirr-ceisnuilication, strategies ,.would- require a network analysis within

, \ ,

Ipolvies of systems .3 From sdch studies one could determine

.
- . .

patterns of communication flow within the system and the most

r

the most probable

probable linkages

,,k
*wd.th-other sygotems. It is the linkages with external systems which offer

_ 0

.themait 6pportunity for iintroAction of new ideas and practice; the imple-
.

r P

meAiation wduld then focus more on the,communibafion flow within the system.
1".

While, the size measures and nurber of links will be used indivicraly

the analysis,s 'Composite measure was constructed and also will be tried

i MP
n the analysis.- The composite,measure consists of six items. These are:

4
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a. Span of control as defined by number of aseereint and associate

administrators reporting directly to the top administratos.'"The
values ranged from 0 to 8, where 0 to 7 were the actual number.of
assistant administrators and 8 was for q or more of them in a system.

b. Special program directors were given values on the same baiis as the

.

c. Number of building principals was assigned a value corresperiding to

6 the l'octual number of such persons up to 89; 90 was assigned for

school systems having 90 ox more building principals.

d. Number of levels from top to bottom of the structure,
asking a respondent tometate how many administrative
were from his..position to the top administrator,-and
from his position .to the teachers who-actually teach

pupils. Actual number of links reported was used as
these items up to 7;- and the value of 7 was used for

was obtained by
links there
how many links
reading to
the value for
7 or more links.

e.` Number of pupils,, as one would expect,. correlates strongly with number
of teachers, thus either measure would give an indication of size

of school system. However, number' of pupils was used in the compOsite

measure as a qomewhat more accurate indicator of the size of the

System, since there is some variability ip teacher - student and

administrator-teacher-student ratios*

Two composite measures were computed, one including the number of assisteet

administratorsfas a measure of span of contro1;4.-and one excluding the number

of assistant administrators. This was an attempt to give more Insight into

the problem mentioned Zove in relation'to varying span of control as it

pertains to complexity of communication flow.

A complicating factor in re.:ating the size variables to adoption in the

present study is that a numbei.'of the programs being tldied are more feasible

for adoption in larger systems due to the staffing and ether resources J

required. So, if size wPre negatively related to communication, that relation-
-

ship might be offset with the characteristics of the programs included in

the present study.

S. Innovation Proneness

,

A variable presumed to inflUence the acceptance or resection of'new

4r
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tractftes is the attitude-and,values toward change and the composite pattern.

for or Against change which may develop within an organization. In this

study,'the tendency to favor innovationthas labelled innovation prone-
,

ness. .
IP)

Several questions were included to ta that variable Among these.were.
/

questions 45, 49, 51 and 52. Those items loaded together on the factor

'analysis computed on first phase data. Three,other items correlated highly

._with each other, and

first four items ask

Ar;

at a moderate level with the above fourNitems. The
/

how the respondent's school system compared with others

in the State as to quality of reading programs,.quality,of teaching praram,
,

how innovative, and whether the school system was. among the first or last

to try net reading programs. The other three items ask respondents to rate4.

the teachers, adminijtrators and school board in their school system on

-receptivity Or resistance to change. As noted earlier (pp. 34, these last

three-items loaded with .t.he items on level of participation in decision

making.

No composite measure was developed from the items on innovatipp prone-
,

;less. They were used individuallk-in apalysts which were run.

6. exposure to Messages

Exposure to messages

' variables in the present

About Reading Programs

about reading programs comprised anpther set'of

3

study. These variables dealt with sources of messages

1

and gener#1 content of messages, and were handled descriptively. Comparisons

were'pade of the kinds of sources and content sought at different stages in

the adoption process.

Th* limited number of respondents who moved through the final stages of

the adoption process restricted the arnolnt of data aiailable-on exposure

,



to messages. In addition, the difficulty respondents reported in recalling

the sources and kinds of information also limited the amount of:datathat could.-
IL

be obtained, even at the earlier stages in the adoption procew ,Even

.these measures provide data which supplement the measures of external Contact

discussed earlier in this report.

A

El Data Analysis.

4

The atm of the data analysis is to identify relationships among selected'

variables, and adoption level so that more efficient communication strategies

can be developed and used in introducing new programs into school systems.

That overall and long-range aim requires that the level of adoption of.the

programs be determined. It is recognized that the adoption process occurs

over time, so change in adoption levels over the period of one year will be

"determined. It also is recognized that reinterviewing may have a sensitizing

effect and in itself may contribute to increase in adoption of the programs. ,

To determine the extent of that influence, comparisons between the panel-
,

type samples and control samples will be made at three points in time.

Typologies of schools will be identified via factor alysis techniques so

. ap to study which variahes are most useful in discriminating between high.A

and low adoption level school systems.

107"

schools using fourth .phase data. The hive sample sets will be district panel,

(lsrge'schools), district pane1,4small schools), district control.' brochure

panel, and brbchure control.

-4'

Forty -two' questionnaire items and composite measures with equal-appeeft g .

.

Typologies of School System

Typologies of school systells will be determined Yor five sample Bets of
0

47,
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:

interval measures were used in the factor analysis to produce the typologies

1

of schools. These included the,items that went into construction of the

\

composite measures reported in the preceding section -- the composite measures

on adoption level, organizational complexity, level of participation in

decision making, and external contact. The following are the measures*

used in this analysis:

About how much of your time are you able to devote to your duties with

the reading program? (3)

2. Number of assistant administrato
trator. (5)

reporting directly to top adminis-

'3. H9r many building principals are there in your school system? (7)

How many, special program directors are there/in your school system? (8)

5, Number of administration'links up to the top administrator. (10)

6. In your position with .respect to -the, reading program, how many differ-

ent links are there between you and persions that actually teach

readingtothe students? (10)

7. How of en does the administrator of your,school system carry out the

acti recommended by' a vote of the:teachers? (15a)

8. Considering the decision process in your school system, would you

say the process is:. (arvery autocratic, (b) somewhat autocratic,

(c) somewhat democFatiC, or (d) very democratIc? (15b)

9. How many pupilsdo you have enrolled in your school system? (17)

10. What is,the per pupil expenditure for operating ,your sohool system? (19)

11. Percent of teachers with less than BA?

12.' Percent of teachers with BA?

4. Percent of teachers with MA?

14. Percent of teachers with Ph.D.?.

15. Percent of administrators with less thqn.BA?

*Numbers in parentheses are the numbers Of questionnaire items in

Appendix A-1.
4

11.

or'

.
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4

16. Percent o gdministrators with.B4?

17. Percent f 11 II nistrators with MA?

18. Percent f administrators with Ph.D.?

19. Total n er of teachers? (20) '

20. How

self)

21. How
membe

Uently does someone from your reading staff (including yo4r-

ontact a university staff member? (22)

y teachers-and other administrators inyour school system are

s of IRA including yourself? (25)

22. How m ; ,y different reading conferences and/or professional meetings

have een attended by you or someone of your reading staff within

the ast 12 months? (26)

23: Within the last year, did you receive a brochure from the National

Cen r for Educational CommunicationiUSOE entitled, "Model Programs
\

in eading" listing ten ii improvement. programs from across the

nat 27)

24. Ratio Of administratofs4teachers?

25. Level of participation iA decision making - combinations of participa-

tion in consulting and voting? (See Quptiqon 11 & 12.). (Use first

response on Question 11 and answer to Quest ion 12 to get alphabetic

combination.)

26. ildoption level?

27, #hen.it comes to trying new readingprograms, my school tends to

be; "amon the first" . . . "among the last ".. (45}

,School board's receptivity to change? (46)

29. !Teaching Staff's receptivity tc) change? (47)

30. Administrator's receptivity to change? (49)

.31. Rank pf school system on ifinovativeness? (49)

324 Ranksof school system on quality of reading program? (51) .

33. Rank'of schooland quality of teaching (52)

.

34. Frequency of communication about reading programs between the /leading=

staff of your school system and the reading staff of dbhool systems

that are more than 100 miles away? (55)',
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.4, ; 35. Frequency of communication about reading programs between the reading-

.
staff of your school system and the reading staff of school systems

,

that are more than 15 miles,,but less than 100 miles away? (56) -

36. Frequency'of communication about reading programs between the reading-

.
stastaff of your school system and the reading staff of schpol systems

that are ess than 15 miles away? (57) . .

37. Number of years experience in teaching?
. -

38. In deciding whether or not to use any of these programs, did you
seek out any'other person(s) in order to discuss the program?

1.
39. Did other personi seek yoli out to discuss any of these programs they

were cons derfhg using?

40. Computed external contact Score. r

41. Computed organizational complexity score (including column 14).

42. Computed organizational complexity score -excluding column 14).

.Since the computer capabity was limited ta 100 x 100 matrix, only 100

schools could be-included in each analysis. This required that the district'-

panel sample be divided in half. That was done by taking the, subjects from

the sanIples,of small schools (less than 2,500 pupils) as one sample set and

the subjects from the sample of large schoo (2,500 or more pupils)as the

.second sample set. For the other three sutsamples, the intact sets were

used for thefactor analysis.

The four to six school systems with the highest factor loadings on

..
factor'were'seiected as most.representative of that type of school system.

Using the:.14 sets.of four to six school systems es representative of each of

rr-0

a
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the factosr in a subsample, the data were submitted to a special analysis

(WRAP computer program) which weight: the raw item scores in proportion to ,

the 'magnitude of the factor loading, sums these weighted values across the .-"

.systmme-taken as representative of the factor, and then converts the weighted

scores to standard ?adores.

'The standard scores'provida the basis for identifying which of the 42

measures discriminate among the factors (typologies of school systems) and 0...4-f

are consensual across the.typologies of school systems. The weighting for

the raw scores for each subject (chool system) is obtained by the formula

r or loading
1-loading

In comparing Factor one (F1) with Factorliwo (F2), the stands rd scores

on F
2

are subtracted from those on F liben the magnitude of 4difference
N./.

for -s viable, is 1.000:or greeter (either-plus or minus) that variable is

-takm5 as one whiff discriminates between the two 'factors. Those variables

where the differences ape lessthan 1.000 will be consiOred,consensual

Given the school systems which are determined to be- representative of

a typology, the .responses on questions regarding communication behavior and

other characteristics can be compared for Type'I school systems, Type II\

school systems, etc. In this way data from the nominal level of measurement

can,beviewed, too.

Identifying types of school sysidhs; then identifying the characteristics

unique to each type of system can provide' a basis for suggesting communida=",

tion stiategies unique to each type of system. Hopefully, that will increapr.,

communication efficiencl and facilitate the introduction. and adoption of

new programs.

5
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2. Element ka e Analysis* and,:Item Factor Analysis

linkage analysis and item factor analysis were used deAermine

whethertbe t me presumedbe measuring variable§ in the same set ctually

fit together.

the items co

ifty items wereused in the correlation matrix. These 'nCluded

, I

in the discuation of composite measures, lust the comppsite

measures, the adop on scale, hnd some selected items on exposure to sources

pf messages regard in reading programs. The elementary linkage was perforned

urth phase data r the district panel and brochure panel samples.

The factor analysis employed a principal axis solution and vrpx rotation

h a criterion to stop rotation when the last factor extracted had only

e sapiablft with primary loadings tn that factor. The item- factor analysis

win on first phase data with the district panel.-sample.

, .1

In calcu.ating Pearson Product Moment Correlations, and performing factor

v ,

rval data are assumed: It Pannot\be claimed that all the
. ,

includedin in a 50 x,50 matrix ere interval,. but the writings .of
,

Vroom ( 960)'an others provide precedent for treating Likert,type Scales as

e

i: they w re interval scales:

To the extent that we an reasonably assume random variation m

lineari ,in perception so ,we may choose to treat'scales wit equal-

appearin' _intervals as they were in: act interval measures.
Caution, however, must b taken against too strict an interpretation
of the precise magnitude the correlations. In this case, we were
not interested in determin g the signi ante of the inter-item
correlations, but rather'ip identifying t e underlying dimensions
factors) that distinguished different,

\

upsrof

e inter-cor*lation matrix and the factor, analysis helped in selecting'

multiple coalation and Least Squares delete program.
,

--"EXementill Linkage,Analysis", Educ. Psychol. Measure-
.

1957.,
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33. Differences in Adoption Levels
sr-

Differences in adoption levels were computed among the various subsamplis

among the four data collection phases; t-tests,' ratiyer than analysis of

ti

iance, were usedto test the significance of the difference since there

we unequal numbers*of respondents in, the various iubsamples. The-comparisons

he mean adoption scores for the district panel, district control,

ure'panel, and'brochure control sam ples and for tlj four,times of datlip

colle ion.,

. ,
It arnpOessary to determine whether the panel samples changed over time

in ways hid-I- were different than the changes in the control samples over

If it'is found that the district panel sample does not differ, significantly
, T .

from the diYstrict control on adoption level; and if further checking reveal/y.2'

that ths re avant characteristics of the two samples sets == panel and cdntrof--.
\

.

do not differsignificantly, the detailed data analysis will focus on the

districtyanel,sample, If significant differences are

will include control as well as panel samples.

4. Chi Squares

Chi Squares

found, detailed analyses

* \ . - ./*
were compu ed,between the cmposite.measure of adoption and

70 of the vaiqables
\

,

which were:assumed might be related to adoption. That
, = -

was done for each of \the four types of samples District'IPanel, District,

Control, Brochure Panel and Brochure Control. That analysis war used as a

shock against the relationshilit i tied by the correlations and t--6sts since
$

.

the-data on several of the variables did not meet all o the' assumptions, for

t=rtest'and'correlations, as well as for some variables not included in the .

---
correlation analyses.
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.

C",
:..

ir Another set of chi Squares was i/lin .05 determine whether the four types of

t .

samplefevaried on several of the variablit. These encOMpassed the. variables'
.

.

N -

dealing with participation in,decition making,.cintact with information' sources
*

I

'external to the school system, innovativeness and receptivity to change, per-
\ ,r

tentage of time devoted-to reading programs by the respondenti,,awareness.of
.. .-

1

demonstration centers, and writing for booklets describing,
,

the programs,-
%- :

De.2... several of the variables which did not yield statistically signifi,7
IN

cant relationships with adoption level were not, included in this report. Among

these
A _

the age of the respondents,
_ ,

thE different jobs they had held, years
.

The computer program. for Chi'Square also provides frequency counts on the
,

variables' included in the anapysis. ' That provided some of the dati for\the ' 1.'
f

. , \

of teaching experience, etc.

descriptive'analyses.0

Frequencies and Percentages

Frequencies and percentages only werec

;-

were not u.ifed in the Chi- Square, or, iii the

,11 t

1!
A a

uted for -the variables which

correlation and factor anslY000*.
1 .

Among this,"frequency Only" set were the responseato:the questions on stage

, . J,%., 41-
bfadoption for each of theten'programs; and the responses to questions on

-relative advantage; complexity, compatibiliti,,and"elpe of trial for each 1

Of the ten programs. Other items included those giving sources,pf information

vied, the kinds of;inf ormation sought, the, reasons fbr considering (particular

,

Program; and the/o title of the perion viho first, suggested that a program

should be considered for. adoption:

Frequencies- for otheryariabXed used in descriptivlistatements'were
. .. . :

Obtained froth the computer printouts froth the othei analyses which were run: '
. .

. , .

.

, \ .

,* f
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6. lMul ple Correlation and Least Squares .Delete_ Analyses,

tipie correlation and leastsquares delete 'analyses were run using

lo.
.. - . leo

edopticce.level as toe criterion variable and the following as predictor

1
a.

. Composite measure of external contain'

2. Composite measure of organizational complexity ;'

A

ti

i
3. Percent of time respondent (coordinator of reading programs) devotes

to duties with reading program;

ps

. Number of pupils;, /

-Leve of-Participationein decision making;

66 IRE/Reading teacAltv;

7. dtWothers for information;

, 8. Frequency of contact with tiler sdhollik 15-100 mil

'RanipoOpchOo141 quality of reAdiingprogram;

t:

Rank ofschool on trying new reading program;

" lls. Rank of school on innovativeriess;

12. 'Teachers' receptivity to ohthge;

13. Administration's peceptivity to whinge;
, '

14. SchoolSoard's receptivity.to.change;

4"(

15. Knew aboUt demonstration centers;

16. 'Wrote fqr leaflet;

17. How often administration carries out vote oftTchery

1.8. How auto-democratic is decision process;

;

19. Numbee of,lins'between Veading teacher .and top adtninist1ator;
%.

20. 'Percent of teachers withg.A.;
1

21.' Percent of administrators wit #

of.readi,pg conference9. a#tended in past twelve aonths;

5t)
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;

I tt

-rle /*

23. Number of assistant and IssocAte adminis*ators;
0

21f. Convenienceto University;11.040,
, ,1------*

,

,

25. prequen&y.of contact with University. . ' ' ,

. Thisanalysis is useful when it is believed that several variables,
- . '

which

alone show weak relationship, may have an44ditive effect and taken, together
.

Show a mush strpnger reiltionshiP with the criterion variable. Usi ng 414c

Least Squares delete analysis;.it is -possible to iaentiy those-vaYiaqes
-

,,14bIch are contributing most to.tme relationship.

e

,e0

4

4
/ 4

ol

) O

S

41
e

/

.1.

4
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CHAPTER III

Findings

$

A. ,Plantfor 'Chapter

The firstitI of findings to be iresented will be those dealing with a

comparison of the various sample sets on-4he adOption-measure-and other

'selected measures.. This will give %basis for selecting certain of the sample

4sets ana ph 1Pdata collection for more detailed analyses. 'With nearly
.

4

450,000 piece bf.,data, it is important that the analyses carefully synthesize

le

the data to reflect themain focus of the findings'without omitting critical

Me

overly formidable for the teader.._

The second maid dcVision of thieshapter will'preseni fe:relationships
t

betWeen adoption level and other, variables as_extrected through the multiple
.

correlation andaregression a ysis provided by a Least Squarei Delete program;

A third aspect of the-analysii is, the factor analysis which yielded
.

typologies of school systems and the aspect's:if that analysis which identified
a.

the variables which discriminatt:bb:tween the typologies. The adoption levels

of the school systems which emergd as most representative of the `-

also will be determined to check the relationships-between the discriminating ')

variables and the level of adoption. ar

in the fourth section of-this chapter, a resume of -the Elementary Linkage

AnalysiN fpr the District Panel and Brochure Pania samples wir be presented.

The sinkage diagrams arepresented in Appendix C.

The fifth section swill focus on descriptive findings-for:the four typto

of samples -- Brochure Pahel Brochure Controlistrict and 'District'
. .

57
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Control. This section also will contain that part of the fipdinis.dealingiwithi

the relation of information sources to adoption stages.

. -

B.- tcalpariton of Sample Sets on Adoption
- and Other S4lected Measuret

. .

Two thing's made the data collection and analysis especially complex. -:One

was the use of ciptrol suhs-amples to check the possible, sensitizing effeEt_of
.. , .

repeateeinterviesang with the panel samples. Another
.

complicating element
I

was' the great difference it size of schools and the'great disparity in number
'1..,.

.
.

of schools for the varibus size categories. Fifty percent of the school

systems were in the two smallest size xategories, with five percent of the.-

III. Z 11

;meth almost 50 percept of the .pupils.

7 .

1. A check of X. ifference in mean adopt" -scores among the four size bf
,

Alf

the tiib largest esile categories

school strata i e district panel sample ed theAtta shown in the tabte

below. Note that there is a consistent incrempelhemean1Loitiom scores- as

aisize of-tchool system- increases, but none of the differences between strata ---

1

were Significant at the .05 level. The closest was for the difference between
jk .

.. .
,

li

,

stratkI and IV, with a t ot 1.99,-for sample sizes of 26 and 51. *A t-value of
4

2400 is significant at the .05 Ave!" when the sample size is approximately 60.
4 .

Table 1: Mean AdoptiOn Scores for Four Size of School-Aystem Strata
for Mirth Phase Data with the District Panel Sample (April 1973t.

Strata and Number
f, Pupils

I (0-599 pupils)
II (600 - 2,499 pupils)
III . (2,500 - 9 .,999 pupils)
IV (10,000401pils and over)

Mean Adoption Score Standard Deyiation -

(Range wits 0 - 6) '

0.69
1.06

1.27
1.39

1.57

r 1.56

-463.
-1.37

5')
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With a t-value of 0.39 for the dilferanc,

a t -value of 1.01 between strata f and II, it

district panel sample into twb groups for.the

(Strata I and II vs. III ).

.
Table 2 shows the breakdown of the mean' adoption'acoies intothe various

adoption categories used in the compoaite adoption measure. As in,Tabie 1,

betEeen strata III end IV, and

.

seems justifiable to divide the

School System Typology analysis

.
these data are only for the .'District Panel:sample, -the only s 1e i4 which

$
.?---

sit6 strata were. established in the saMpling -pattern.

I Table 2:

Wf

A4oi4on:Levna&by-T40h_of Four Strata of Sizgpof School System,
.10.strict PanerSample, Data Phae IV-

,. .

Adoption CategOries
40 et for
'Composite 'Measure

--ifir.awarertessThoind

tfiat created bythe-
interviews,

Aware r
'fire and sought
information

Aware and considered
use of method

Aware, sought inror-
:mation and considered
use of program

Strata for Size of School System
I - IV. Total

#

'167.-14-

I

21 80.8,. 33 52.4 24 47.1 16 31.4 94 49.2

0 0.0 16 25.4. 11 21.6 15_ 29.4 42 22.0

2 4 63 "i-5 9.8 12 23.5 23 12-11

0 0.0

Ccnbination of earlier
stages with trial or
decistbn to adopt or
reject ',

.TOTAL 26

itrarage Adoption g
Score' Q.69

I '

7.8 1 2.0

3.8 J 3 4.8 1 p

7.7 5 7.9

5.9 11.8

1 2.0

7 apt

100.0 63' 100.0 51 100.9 51 100.1 111 100.

1.06 1.27 1.39 1.16

t
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The most' apparent differences are in the percentage who had taken action
. , P

.,

beyond thAiawareness created by the interviews; and the difference-is greatest
,,

t
ibetween stratum L(the smallest schools) and the other three Strat.

.. '--

.
W ) .

2. Adoptidn scores were significantly different among some-sample sets and phesis

of data c011ettion. Given the lack of statistically significant differences

0...../

in mean adoption scores among the different size strata, the next step is to

ti

ampere thet adoption scores among the various ;ample sets - - BroChuri Panel,
6

District, Panel, Brochure C /-and Distric t Control -- and among the four

phases of data collection the panel samples.

I

k

.
.

AppendiX Table D -1 shows the mean adoption somas. fOr each of the four types
. -

.

. .

of sample sets fqp each of the four data collection phases.' It will be noted
..

t
t

, )(/
that the Brochure Panel sample tet was consIstently the highest for each data

- 411"" :
-

phase. The.District Panel wacnext, and both wire higher than the conrole.
.. .

. ,

The District Control sample sets did not differ significantly from the Brochure

Control sample sets.

.
An inspection of the frequencies at each adoption-level forthe four phhhes

of data collection show that ly ten percent' had gone beyond awareness of the

programs at Phase I forthe District Oanel sample. At the Phase II data

collection, 22:percene of the District Panel, espondents had least sought
.10

information about one or marl of 'the reading programs;ams; and by Phase IV, 29
A4Z*

'percent had moved to one' of the adoption stages beyond awareness-,of the programs.

Comparable figures for theBrochune Panel simple were: 35 percent beyond.the

awareness stage at Phase I and 53 percent at Phase I.

4
The District Control samples averaged about ten percent beyond the awareness

stage and the Brochure Control samples showed 20 percent beyond the awareness

stage at, the later phases of data collection.

00 ,

0

4
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The foJclowina tablas.show the differences in mem; adoption scores over then

phases of'data collection. In Table3 it will be inotea-that there were

statistically significant gains in mean adoption "scores between phase I data

andthe phase II, III, and IV data for the District Panel sample. Howevir
r

the differencei among the ithe'r phases were not significant.

I
-

Table*: Comparison of Differences in Mean Adoption" Scores Among the
Four Phases of Data CollectiOn for the District Panel Sample

.

- ata Co ection Phase

.

Data Coligtion Phase
- I II

I

III' IV
,

. 4*.
I

II

III

IV ..

0 0.41*
0

' 0.64**

0.23'

.

0.72**
0.31

0.08

*Significant at .005 level
*ifSignificant at .001 level

A

'In Table 4°, a,similar Comparisoh for the Brochure Panel ;amp's show's

statistically significant differences petween Phas 14data and the data collected.

in' Phases III and IVAovever, none` of ether diffe ces era statistically

significant.

4: Comparison of Differences 'in tear Adoption Scores Among the
Four Phases of Data Collection for the Brochure Panel SamNle

. A

.1,
"

Data Collection Phase
Data Collection Phase .

I II III* IV

0.22 -0.58*. 0.58*
0.36 0.36 .

0.00

-

*Significant at .02 level

10019 at.t e number of school systems changing adoption. levels within the ' .:

. . .

two panel sampl s reveals that a majority did not change durinethe one-year.'
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S

data collection4POPiod.. In Table 5; it will be noted, on the other hand, that

wore than 1/3-did move toward adopting one.ok the readtheprograms between

the phase I'data collpction and phabe IV data collection.

Table 5: Number,and Percentage Of School System4 Changing Adoption Level

Between Phase I and Phase IV Data Collection'fbr Each of the Two

Panel Samples

4om

Direction of
Change in

Sample Set
,

Adoption Scores
District Panel. Brochure Panel

. N % 4 go N .,k.

Increased 72 38.2

No change 110 58.2 - 1

Decreased 7 x'3.6
_......:._

TOTAL o! 189 100.0

33 34.4

59 61.5

4 4.1

96 100.0

. .

1

It is interestJ.ng to note that although the Brochure Panel sample had con-

s

. '

.... 5 *
s tently higher adoption scores, the cOdnge in adoption level over time was ,-..

.1.)- -
_

. _ _ : .

...

virtually the same for-the District gpnel sample as
,

for the Brochure Panel

sample.

The gains ip mean adoption'sCores as the data collection phases progress
.

,

ihdtcates the increasing adoption levels over time, ut these could be due attbfar

to general,gainS in adoption of the programs among the school systems, or it

,
could stimulated by the rein4.:6rviewing. A lick at Appendix Tables 11.1,and

D-2 confirms that the gains in adopt4c!vel we*stimulated by the reinter-
,

viewing. It may be note} that the differences in mean adoption scores between

A .

the panel and.control samples increased over time, While it may be seen in

Appendix Table D-1 that meanmean adoption scores for the controlisamples.were

fairly kble,over time.

N The data suggest that the repeated contacts stimulated ihardased action
.

toward adoption of the programs. There was no effort is - these interview contacts

.

e
1.

2.. 4
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to persuade9the respondents to adopt any of the programs; however, if'respondents

asked whoreAlhei could'get more information, an address was given so they

could write for additional information.

The data show that the
.

adoption scores for the Brochure Panel were

'significantly higher than the District Panel at each data coliectkpn phase.

This would be expected since these were school systems which had writtenlac
, 4 4

bOokleti. The diffetences are roughly 3/4 of a scale level.
41,

3. Other selected measures for the four sample sets revealed similarities.

The four types of samples were quite similar"to the proportion of their time

respondents saicd*they devoted to reading programs. 'For each of the sample

types, abou; 3/5 - 61.8%) reported spending 1/4 time on work related

'to reading programs; about 1/4 (22.4% . 25.8%) repOrted that they devoted full

time to reading pfograms. These respondents' are persons who were ideqtified,

----_--brelistafieperintendeht as those who coordinated or supervised Reading progms

within the.schoolaystedr. The detailed breakdown is shown ip Appendix Table

Da5.

The sample sets 'were quite similar dlso'in patterns of decision making'

Allred. Slightly more than3/5 (61.1$ 66.1) said theadministritor',*

nearly always carries out th, vote_ of the staff. The reported level of

autocratic - democratic patterns in decision making. also are quite similarwith

a-range of 85 tom% percent saying the pattern was democratic in their school

4 -

system. These divided about equally between somewhat democratic and very

democratic. Appendix Table D -5' shows the proportion at each level for each

sample type.. That table also shows the proportion reporting each level of

'consulting and voting. While the percentages vary foreach category of Ne
w

'suiting and voting among thesample types, the differences are more pronounced

s,

. 63
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in the middle categori s of participation and not in the two extremes of "no:'

one participating" or "all teachers participating."

Comparing the composite measures on organizational complexity across the

igour sample types shags no statistically significant' differences., Table 6

shows the mean scores'for the tOmposite meature which has a range of values

,A

from 1/ to 99. '

Table 6: Mein Scow for the ComposAIe Measures of Organizational
Complexit7 and External Contact for Each of Four Sample Types

Sam lie Type

Mean ScOres

J.. Organizational Complexity External Contact

e

Distkict Panel 24.8 29.7

Dlstrict Control 25.2 30.0

Brochure Panel 4 20.4 30.9

Bro4hure Control 21.0 29.7

.

,The composite external contact measure was virtually the same for each
. A _, ..

of the four sample'types, as may .ke seen.in Table 6 above.
I' ,

Other comparisons of the measures on the four sample types may to seen in .

Appendix D. ,

4

0. Relationships Between tdoption Level and Other variables

Although the relationships found between adoption and other variables

generally weak, there are some which suggest some directions for building

communication strategies. It appears that the skewe4\414tributions in the

data tended to depress the correlations, thus the relationships may be stronger

were

than the data analysis suggests.

Three variables which were extracted from 26 included in a Least Squares

Delete analysis yielded a multiple correlation with the composite measure of

64
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: . adopt/on of 0.47 accountings for 22 'percent ofthe variance. Phe three variables
J

.

were: (1) knew about the demonstration centers, (2) wrote for one or more of
.

the 'booklets describing the reading programs, and (3) had a hi h proportion of ,

the reading teachers holding membership in the International Reading Association

(IRA).

The ratio of IRA membership to total number of reading teachers did not

produce as high a simple correlation with the adoption measure as the composite

measure of external contact Mad, but' it was retained with the other two variables

in the Least SqUares Delete analysis., A separate analysis in which the composite

external contact measure Was used, while excluding the IRA/reading teachers

raft°, yielded a multiple correlation practicaW the same as that with the

IRA measure. In this case, it would seem more parsimonious to use the IRA

,/rir

measure, but the data do *support the relationship of adoption level with contact

external to the system. Even knowing of the demonstration centers and writing

for the booklets ATe types of contact external to the system. Table 7 shows the

partial and simple correlations-along.with the multiple correlation obtaned
.

in the Least Squares Delete analysis:
4

Table 7: Correlations of Selected Variables With Adoption Level for the
School Systems in'the'District Panel Sample, Phase, IV Data

V ari

Simple Partial Multiple

Correlations Correlations Correlations

Knew about demonstration
, centers

Wrote for booklet

IRA/reading teacher ratio

I, 0.37

0.25

0.32

0.23

0.19

ity .123

-0.47

Composite measure of
external conticC

Number off reading con-

ferences attended '0.24

63
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There is much talk about the multivariate nature of the. problems under

Aps
study in cOmmunication. The results\ in the present- analysis would support that

.

claim. Only one of the three variabie.s' alone accounted for as much 9s ten

percent of the variance; the t reevariables had partial Correlati6ns domeWhat

. 1

,

,c

lower than the simple zero ord r correlations; but together they accounted for.
, .

.

22 percent of the variance. .

. ,

If the variables-in Tables I are.taken two at.a time .and correlated with

adop$19p, the multiple correlations are between.0.37 and 0.44. Ttlf strongest
11 r

' AI
_

relationship-is with knowing about the derrilanstrAion centeis'andivriting for -

booklets. That multiple correlation is 0.44. (Knoming about the'd9monstr tion

..00
- .

.

,..7

0
.

centers and the compositehexternal contact ,rneasure taken together correlate
,

with adoption 0.43; knowing about the demonstration centers and the IRA/reading
,

.

teacher ratio correlate 0.42; writing for the booklets and the composite external-
.

contact measure correlate with adoption.0.401 while writing for a booklet and 'tee

\ IRA/reading teacher ratio correlate 0.37 wits the ado PtiOn measure. It 6.an be

. . .

.seen that by taking two 4ariables, knowing about the dembeetration centers and

q ,

either the ekternal-contactsmeasure or the IRA/reacting teacher ratio, yields
- .
. \ .

a relatiOhship which accounts for 18 to 19 percent of. the iance in adoption

, - .

4 ..

level. .Adaing a third variable .as was done with the Leas SquaresTelete,
, -

contributes an additional three to 'four percent to the variance accounted for.

Thee data offer encouragement 'as to.the fruitfulneis of pursuing develop-
.

.

ment of measures of Contacts exierhal to the system -as predictors of adoption

behavior., 4'

6

N

e
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D. Typologies of School Sistems
. .

t

Afactor;analysis to identify typologies of school systeMs yleyed two
; .

factors for each of the four types of samples- of school.Systeis for the phase

EV data collection..

t . -

The. discriminating variables between the 'two,factors.were: -number of

teachers,thwratio of.administrators to teachers, and thq.composite mpasunp
_gr

of external'COntact. The difference in adoption levels between he-two

factors_were not clear-put. However, as with the other analyses, the adoption

levels tended to be stronger for the...larger school systems.add Nfor-theshigher

levels of external contact.

The correlations appear.to be depressed
A

in.the measures aS noted in thp previous secei(sn. This would also tend to'

as a result of skewed distributions t

- -

producrless'clear-cut factor structures from Which to developthe typologies

o'f school systems'and the identification of variables which woulerdiscriMinate

between the factors.

E. ,Clusters of Varia bles Yielded by Elementary Linkage Analysis

,.-...

. ; .

Wine linkages emerged from the Elementary Linkage Analysis (McQuitty, 1957)
.

, - -.

of both the BreiChure.Panel and District Panel samples, phase IV data. These

r . 0

sets of linkages heI07to visualize some of the interrelationships.among fhe
J .

.

variables included in.the study.

;'-toolcing at the diagrams and desoOlptions of the variables in Appendix C,

it will be noted that
-

the largest set is one of 14 variables (Linkage #4) with the

Bren e Panel sample. contains variables related tOorganizaVtonal.pom- 4P

.

plexityL'Siobt of those variables came Out in. Linkage, #6 and 7 for the

67
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Di4liriCt Panel sample; the other

Rene' Linkage.

Ano ther

external to4i

six were on,the.periphery of the Brochure

large set is one containing_variables pertaining to contacts`

. 0
the school system. Insilk Linka ge 1,2 for the Brochure Panel and

' Linkage #40for the District Panel sample.

it is intereStinqmp note that the adoption level measure (Variable #31)

) -.

is linked most closely.with variables pertah,ing to infopmation seeking
,

.

,

behavior. Also of interest to note is,that ` #9 ( "How autocratic.or

4
AemoCratidp decision-making in your schoof?") links closely withrthe items

on receptivity to change and implementation of new idlas within the sthool--

system within the past year. Note also that Variable-#8 ( "How often the

-, administrator tarries out t!e recommendatiOni voted in by teachers") links

with "quality of readingprogram" in the District Panel sample and with

..# lb.

"implementilig new ideasT
b

in the Brochure Panel sample. ft
,

. ow

..... 4 ..

. .

The Linkage Analysis supports the assumptions stated in Chapters I and.

t

II regarding which variables would Ait together iA sets for-toOksite

.
.

measures and which would relate to adoption.

o

.

F. .Further Descriptive Data
41
1

.4

. .

Further data which may help provide Insight into some of the.ch6acteris -
-,

tics of the school s3'osteme and trie adoption behaviors will be.presented here.

For some of these the number Who-could respond to the questions was limited
410

dueto the-,.fact that respondents would have to be-'well acquainted with the t--

order to ansWer-tile questions. The data, here will.be based largely

sinceon the District Panel samples sinte it is taken to be most representative of

the population of all school systems.

G
al

Ns°
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.
,1

% 1. Time of'becoming aware, .seeking ormation and deciding abopt the

. 6 . ..'''

was concentrated in the period ,near the u§cip mailing of the brochures ou
.
. 1 * . . . Iii;

% . . ..

;ihe programs. Abodt 95 spirce#Cof the respondents'. reps ed becoming Aware of,'

4 1P
. ;fp %

-;. the prorats betWein January 1971 and Junei972LAitlitabilig..
- e . .'- . ,

.
'aware between Jolt 1 and DeCember31, 1971. The announcing the prOgram

0

I
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II

AA'smand the 'availability of desci:iptWa booklets were d duringhApril of 191,
.-

--17,
. .

,. _7r. - r

e
.

..., 1

Very fir reported ,informatillon seeking for each of the programs; the highest-,4 , ,
..

of those,
...

. it

ireplyieg said they sought'inforMation after July I, 1971. e progr

tended 'to be earliest in- the informatiOrriseeking pattern' gere: °New Tor .

Thomasvillei.Georgia; Milwaukee
41

Wisconsin, Topeka, Kansas; Har,rd, 'C
,

. .

"cut* oak Keokuk, Iowier.bf those who reported seeking information, after're

of the broch&e, from` 3/4 to 4/5 sought it between Ju'y 1974 and J .

r .
. .

.

-114,iimes.givekMost often Tor -considering use o the programs extended
A

* '' * 4
1 '

.4_
fiom January 1971 to

.
4; 1973, with July 1969 to June 1970 being mentioned most

.,
..

:. 4. .
w lia . ...

for those_ 'who klid considered use of the prdift ms pcliop-t?receiVinithe bro.
.

.

.

4 <r -
1

chure. * .

,,

.

-
.

:
,

'
, c 4/ ., -,-4 , 0'

The eariidit tame, reported f4r actual trial of Xhe progrards was-Ou ly 19691

white the ti for planning to trx, the S1rograms ,...piiiends from July 102 to

December 1276:
,

....,

..

.4,- ...4%-fto .

. .
`Among the District ,r el respondents, five reported, full -scale u

, .

aiR3.

.,
of the

:Jndianap s program. 0 of those using the' Indianapolis program-also was

,usincthe Thomasville, Georgia program; and one each was using theIopeica an

4

Milwaukee
programsr

Thus* , seven'.(3,7V)of the school' eystems in'the Digtrict

"

'

'Panel sample repOrted full -scale useof one or more of the prograns. For the

,

Brochure Panel sample, ten school systems (1/10) repOrted full scale use; five

6 3
',4114.40
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2-T4' e
A.f4t/ .

of these for Indianapolis and the others spread amine fill programs,
, ..

'p_ .

2. Whit's Ineded to make your,gctiool system more innovative In answer to that
. . ,,

, , ?, A 10
query,, between 1/3 and 2/5 of the resPondents said money; about 1/6 said in- .

N ' A

service training; and anoth 1/6 aid change Attitudes of. the staff.or change

otheadmihistrative climate in the school system., A breakdown of the respontOs

ii contained in Appendix Table D -7.

Several responses were tabulated under "other". Includediin that Set of

responses are the f011owing increased communication Within f e schobl sxpeigm;

f

increased communioatiok between Parbnis and teachers; upgrading of staff; more

404

Visitations to model programs; leadership to inspire working together to build

a program; more time to work with staff;. more space,and facil ties;_moie sample

question naires like this one; and public relations to in the public of the.

I

valuwof change.
C
Some responded that they

*
eadv were one of the most innovative

.

---ir-
% sysOlps around or that nothing was holding them hack.

,
. ,

'. Most respondents-ranked,their school systems high on. receptivity to- hange.

, // , .
,

Fromla o 200percent perceived their adminisfrator,." receptiye to change;

-1. :'
#

, ,

'- 84 to 87 percent perceived the teachers as receptive; and 82 to 86 perceived

their school board as receptive to change. Th tailed b'reakdbwl is in ,
. ,....

, --. /
'l Appendix Table D-15.

.
114Ir 0

Oa
. it

When ranking their school systm on lonovativenessql 69 to ;2 pertenit Perceimed-
. p. .. - -7. . , 1

, 4ir,, -

;heirschool system as average or somewhat.above when-compared to'other school

!systems in 'their state.'%Details are`in Appendix Table D-L1.6., From 83 to 86
.

**. 4
..

percent be;ieveitheir schobl system.is in the top half of the school systems. in
:, ..,

..-

the state in quality of reading programs, and.86 10 90 percent believe their

.' Orchool system is in the top half in quality of teaching.
.

This peraoffion of rank en .quality Tnd dnnovativeness could be a deterrent

;'0

i.

1
'



,

to considering new rograms. The belief that one is already above average may

lead to a self isfactionAkat limits seeking of new alternatives. These data
.

also may suggest differentcriteria of judging one's school on that dimension.

The change agent working in the school setting may need to develop some firm

. data which provide a basis for a school system to assess itself in relation to

other school Systems or in relak/tn to some desired leyel.ofperfo

s.

IWO
Twenty of the 191 respondents,rated all three segments o, system --

school board, teacherS,tanradministratbrs -- as very recept while only

one respondent rated all three segments as very resiOtailt.to change. It's

worthy of note ihat the rankings on receptivity to change did.not correlate
a

sfgdificantly with adoOtion.level. With the distribution skewed so stronglq

0 4

toward receptivity, .fn the adoption measure skewed so heavily toward no action,

'

..,

'

-

it 4 not surprising t at 0e-correlation was,. of no consequence.
N

4. .Characteristics of the programs as a factor influencing adoption could not
-

.
a., --.

. be adequately tested due to-the small number'who felt they'knew-enough about -_

Or

the prog*ms to respond to that set of quNstions. The ,scores of those who did

r,
reply tended towaryhe midpoint of the scales. The mean Scores on relati \e

complexity,,relative adiantage, compatibility with present program and
' 4 .:111

dlvisibilify? for trfal are shown'in Appendix Tables Dr.8 to D-11.

5. Interviewing appaiently -stimulated writing.for booklets about the programs.

For the 'District Panel sample, abdut percent had written for booklets prior to

-the interviews while 21percent had mitten for booklets by the fourth phase of
X' A-

the interviewing conducted bne year, later.

i

It also became evident during the interviewing of the Brochure samples that

although someqpe.in the school system hadtjritten for the booklets describing Ole

'programs,
,
the toordinat" or superivos: of reading programs was not always awe

.. . .
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. . .4 .
that the booklets 11, een ordered by the scOsol system.
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iA

e

6. Contacts earnt. to the school system for inforpation*out
1,,..

were moderhtely frequent. 'Abdut half ofthe respondents reported attending morei _ . " ,_
X

.-s

than five reading conferences or pro6issional meetings during the past year;
. , .

r
.

* , /
. 3/5 to 2/3 said it was very convenient to visit a college or university;, and

1. :
.8

.

moire than half hdv.e contact with uniVersi staff from*c.One to 11 times a year,.--_ ,
....

:,.-

while about 1/7. have contact with° uni ity, staff once a week or
-----.

.

. $

About ten perCentconfact act*1 systemi 100 or more miles,away asoften as

' St.

now wcsrra0m0

,

_.4

O

Y-

.-.
once a trkonth; 1/3 to:215 contact sephoOl-Systems 15=`100 miles ray that fre-:

quently and half, co%n'tact, School:systemi less
.

times a month.- Appendix Table D-17 contains

than 15_ miles 'away, one' or more
4

details of these contact measures.

7. Information sources beyond those covered in 'the external contact Measures.
$ '*--li ' f 11 .

4

incllided: USOE, Smote Depsrtmeiri. Of Education, school systems originating a

`prOgram:An-Serisice training;:a school superintendent, and other teachers.,- These
.. , 44

- ,
4 , ,,,

came in response toprobe questions about further sourest of infarinaticn among
`1 .r,_

,--
those Who had taken some action stept: . .... .

The'kind ofinformatiOn which these rdspondents said they souglit was, that ." ft
.

.

4

._, . .

pertaining to results, curriculummater9.1s which could be.obtained, feasibitity
.4

,,_ . -. .

of using' the prtigraia in their system-and cost.
#: e

tompatibiiiity with existing program and )oeirig near
.

4
11

".".

as 6hool that was
;.

to initiating'
. already using; a, prcigrra -were lisited as factors th

t f the p,
'

Mplans to use one of new programs. ..

IF.
8.. Membership 'in the Internatio. g ssal Reading Association relatete, adoption

4
, .... -. . .

level as not in section C of this chapter. 1/3 -9f the..soor,systeits ini
.

each of -the four typee of samples had :no; one on their.. staft,Vio' I:iao a-v'me ember of

S.

IRA: Thus, it ,appears that V3\slf the schodl systems ,cduld be provided 'informat,i

4.4
-

1 ti %;.

t '

412
,

.4
Of
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about u meeting proer4:tbrousb ths IRA. Witntho positive oorrelitibn

found between .adoption level And the ratio of IRA mgabers to tbtal_amorkericr

teachers working with reading, this would seem to be a spurce'that shmild be

`fully utilivid in promoting new programs.

9. Availability odemonstration centers was known by &Out 1/7 of the District

Panel respondents and by abouttl/S of,the,Brochure Pariel respondents, Less .than
. . ,

.

. ,

ten percent of the respoddentS'in the control samples'reporteOhowing'of the.

demonstration centers. Appendix Tab -14 contains these data.
.

ti

Four:df the Dtrict Panel sample respotidentsreported viiits to one of .

411t-

the damonstration,cesiers; and three of the Boohtire Panel sample, and eight*

d.'
s'

of the control drtsample reipondents noe visits:to the centers., That's

approximately two ii.drcept of the. respondents.: Thete visits- wete,ebut equally% .

. .

.divided between the Indianapolis and Topeka centers, with sever iting .-
. 4 : ,

,

:,

/ndianaD .4Uis and eight visitilijopeka. . .

-90. ,1), ,. .

The,feedback,obtained 6aal the demonstratiotentera was quite positive

. ,

tThese'whO coMpleted"the feedback forms a' the centers rated "Ile demOftstra ons

-i..,

'es veryolseful,, interesting, informative, and pp-to-date. ,A.tabulationof those-
. .

.1,
,

-

rEapiWae S.: twined inAppendix B. . . .P

10. Ofher atiOts am6ng-variables.which WereOf interest in thestudrare .
J

4.'

tA 5. ti 45
It le

contained in,AppendiX-,Table'D-11. 'It's interesting tb note-the strong relation -p.
1 N

.ship be een'the numbbf,pupils in the School systemOind the compbsite Measure
I) '' 4 ',

S -

of organizational complexity. Such a relationship. would,,be ekp(itted4 Also of.
8 .0

:, . .
. .. . _ .

, . interest,is thp negative correlitiOn between'organizationa4 comprexi and
..,

.., t

, "
. . .

external' contact. If the nOtionsAboOlopet in the rationale chapter Are valid,

.. . I ,)'
-s -,

members ofvore complex organizations might well egperiencerestrictIons.in
,

. ..,,

their access:to messages.e, 4!".
,

...
,,

. !

These co'rreiationS are buggeetiv'e of oppeartihities for
,
fnrther studygof the

lin..,

, measures being employed and 'theft relationship to one another, as well' as support.

ing some of --the egpected connections. 4.

k

0

I
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CHAPTER IV

Summary and Recommendations

. Stim Mary

_

1: -Method. The study was designed Yo measure the-adoption level over a peggP
-.

..-.. .- _
,

Of me year for a set of ten reading programs. Two panel-tyte samplesyee

selected and two control samples, to check for the impact of reinter-

t
.

',dewing the two panel samples:

One Panes sample was a random sample of 143,600 sclool%distr

.1

stratified by four crajorieS of school system size.. This panel s le is referred

to as the District Panel sample. The other panel sample was a set ilichool-
V

syttems randomly selected from among those who .had ordered one c0 more booklets

describing the reading programs by returning a coupon from the brochure which. . fi
*

was mailed to schol systems'to announcethe existence of prOgrams. About
,s , .

ten pertcent of the school systems were in the population usingthe couporh and

1 : ."

J

the.samPle of that'population was labelled the Brehure Panel saTle. The
s. . ,4

.

.11'

A ,

control samples were ra;144mly seleCte4, from each of the two populations used
*__ . .

to obtain the panel samples and were labelledDistrict Control and Br chufe.

r
Oontmol, respectively.

interview
L

. ,

An interview schedule was mailed to the Officesof the superimteadent of
. 8, I_

.. .

the school systems in the samples with le instruction to provide it-to the
.

. . , ,

` '.
S

director or coordinator of teadiftg programs'in the tyitem. WATS line telephone

4
seritce,laks used twconduct tha interviews, with fhe first stage41fiiizig.tc

. .
1 ,

identify the person in charge of reading programs &and fiChedule:an appopitment.
.

. t'
I.

ii

i

,

for the .telephone.interview. The aata w .vIlected by ttephone at the

.

#

alipointed. time.

>

7

ti*

1'

4

_J
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The panel sample members "Were interviewed four times at intervals of two to

011.

three months. Control samples were selected and interviewed concurrently With

the second, third and fourth phases of the data collection.
11.

The District Panel consisted of 200 school systems, 50 in each of the four

strata; the Brochure Panel consisted of.100 school lystems;the District Control
r

samples each consisted of Vfhool systems selected and yielded a total of 189
ga-

oappletdd interviews fbr the three phases of data collection; the Brochure

Control samples eadiconsisted of 50 school systems_ and yield a total of

147 completed interviews.
. . °

The data analysis included frequency counte and percentages fow descriptite
. rA :

.

. .

analysesA Chi Squares fox< the nominalllevel measures, multiple and partial

correlations, factor analysis and elementary linkage analyst To facilitate
. '

the analysis, comppoite measures were" developed for adoptionleirel,'contaOt
111,

external to the schod1 system, organizational complixitY$ and participation JAN:

decision making.

2. Findings. The literature review and rationale for the.analyses pointed:up

an expected:strong relationship between 4n open system which,facilitated message
. 4

,;floW, and high adoption leyels. This would lea to predictions of atrong:
,

'relationships between external cadkactreasuie.apd adoiptiO6141evei, and between

adoption level and the exposure to-messageskpertaining to the reading programs..

Positive itationships also were predicted between adOPtion level.and the

variables'pertaining to irinovativenees of the system, particlatica' in decisie
0

making)ind5he charaferistics orthe programs which suggested ease and

. .

advanfaie for thiuser. A negative relationship Was predicted between adoption

11 .level and dttanizational.complexity.

t One analysis vieldecl no statistically significant difference 4i
. .

e

73

e<;
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9 adoption level amongths four size of school strata in the District'Ptnel sample.

Ask 4P

Given that finding, the analyses whicilt foliated combined all four strata of

the District -Panel into ohe sample set. The correlational analyses were based

mainly on the District Panel on the assumption that it was more representative
.

of theipotal population of USA school systems.

.
P

The analyiis of the data supportsthe positive relationships between adoption

and external contact, and between a tio /Qid exposure to messages about the

reading programs. None of the hetposited relationships survived the Least

Squares Delete anal. In that analysis, three variables yielded a multiple,

correlation of 0.47, accounting for 22 percent of the variance in adoption level.

The three variables which yieldedletatistically signifiiant regressions

and'the multiple correlation of 0.47 are: 'knew about the-demoneiratioi centers

for the reading p;ograms,,wrote-for one of.the bolklets about the programs, and

had a high proportion of the reading teachers in theInternational Redding

Associaoh fikAl. Substituting the Composite measure of external contact for

4- the IRA membership:variable produced essentially the multiple correlation.

The'compositlimeasure of external contact includekd: (1) convenience to the

university combined with frequency of contact with umixereity staff, (2) number

.

of reading conference and professional meetings attended per year, (3) measures
9

, of contact with staff in other school systems weighted for distiirce from the

'other school system, and (4) the ratio oi IRA, Members to reading teachers, in. 4

the school systeM.

The compOsite measure df external contact correlated 0.31 Vth adoption
.

eve1, whill!theIRA/reading teacherratiolcorrdlated 9.25 with acioptitn.
4

' r

However, as 6,ted 'above, when these measures were combined with the other two

.

vaOkables -- knaing about demonstration centers and writing for thelxioklets
St

A . ,

0'

. .
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1160 multiple correlations were essentially the um.. Thii suggests that the\

IRA embership -variable is it useful pagponent to include in h4 elt!dlOpment

of a coimunication strategy. The data also indicata that ,2/3 of the school 1.

systems have one onmare.teachers holding memherghip in IRA, which its° Points

1
to the value of this channel.

The correlation between adoption and knowing of demonstration centers'was
4.11P

0.37; between adoption and writing for the boolkets was 0.31; and between'

adoption and number of:reading oonferences attendedwle 0.24. Mesa-data' poiut

up the multivariate nature of the adoption process. Knowing of demonstration

. centers accounts for about 14 .geftent of the variance in adoption level; adding
. ;

external contact or IRA $mbership adds another four to five percent to the

variance accounted for; and adding a third variable acceuntt for an additional'

three-to four, percent of the

A factor analysis yielded twor,typologies of, schOol systems. AS variables

Mach discriminated most clearl y' between these tWO fattorki 104** 00Mber of.

teachers, the ratio of administrators to teachers, and amountlOil external

contact as indicated by the compoeite,measbre of external contact. Thaadoption-

levels 'were not clearcut between the twolactors. It may be that the, skewed .

distributiqps of the measures fended to depFess the magnitude. of the correlations,

thils minimizing the pot ential for more 'cleanly defined relationships.

4 - 0 1'

,, The sets of variables identified)throligh the elementary linkage'anglysis

were consistent withthe grouping Of,variablei-Viad in the-COmposita measures.

These were variables which, in the ginning of the study, it Was/presumed would

be tapping the same dimensions of hehavior in school systems. It also was

consisten ith other lanalyses in tyihg tfie adoption measure to external contact

measles. Another interesting linkap was that!'which.tied receptivity to'change
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with how democratic the decision making process was perceived to be within the

school system. The latter linkage also includes the extent to which the schools ,

414.,

- have implemented new. ideas in teaching reading within the past year.

,,The period during' which the gain in awareness of the programs was greatest

was January 1971 to June 1972, the period which,,includes the April '1971 mailing

of the brochures nouncing the availability. of booklets about the ten reading

4

programs.

Money, in- service' training, and change of attitude and administrative

1plimate within the-system were listed most often as what would-be needed to
4_ A

lease the respondents' school system more innovative. Most respondents (80 - 90

percent) believed that their staff -2teadhers, 'administrators and school

boards -- were'receptive to change. Also about 4/5 rated their schools in the

top half of the schools in their state in germs of quality of reading programs and

quality of teaching. This perception may in itself,be a deterrent to change.

Among the sources of information mentioned during the probing for additional/

sources were: USOE, State Department of Education, School systems originating

new programs, in-service training, the school superintendent, and other teachers.

Thekind of information mbst often sought dealt with results obtiined from using

prograM, curriculum materials needed to carry on the pipgrap, feasibility

f the program for "my system", and cost.

Aboit 1/7 of the respondents reported
r Ok

fat they knew othe exWence of

demonstration centers. While feedback is not available from each of those-

respondents; feldback was obtained from group of visittrs to the two

denters. That feedback was very positive.

1
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,----P- .

B. Recommendations.

1. In developing a communication strategy, the data strongly suggest the

14

importance of facilitating contact with sources 4 information external-to they, .

school system. One of thl most obviousisuggestionafrom the findings is to feed
1 -Nk

messages. about new reading programs through'the International Reading Association.

Other suggestions coming from th e'data.include facilitating the acouisition

of booklets describing the programs, feeding informa tion about new programs

througli universities, and making availane reading conferences and center

where new methods may be demonstratedand discussed.

FroM 3/5 to 2/3 of the respondents said it was convenient to visit

the university, and convenience to the university Correlated 0:24 with adopti9e

level. The relationship between knowing of the demonstration centers and'

adoption level was one of the strongest obtained. that coupled with the positive

feedback from, those who filled outsurvey forms sfter visits to the demonstration.
.

centers would seem to indicate that it would be useful to'contITICusing that,

means of conmunicating about new programs.

'Only two demonstration centers were identified as opetating(within the

8\0,4 context of the present study, so it would-seem advisable to expand this pods

of disseminStion. Further support for that recommendation is inherent in the ,

comments of respondents that contact with nearby school systems using a new
1

program was factor in their decision to adopt a program.-A part of the

communication strategy would then be to make school systems aware of the

i

P location of' systems,in which exemplary programs were operating; then take steps

to facilitate visits by staff to see the exemplary programs in operation.

2. In lopk¢ng ahead to'further studies, one study which would appear to have

both pract al and theoretic payoff would be an analysis of theeommusication
4

9

AP
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flout withih a school 'system. This could,identif7 more clearlythapOints of.

entry into a school system of sessages regarding new programs

, .

of those messages` within-the systet. One aspedt of the present
. .

the dissemination

tudy which

indicates the need_for such a study was 'the tithe involved in making contact with

irr
tie person finally Identified as coordinator of reading *programs,, !tpde the ,-,;

.

. s
repeat mailing-required to get the interview schedules tothe person deSignated

4
as coordinator of the reading programs. ..

Additionalstu dies of the

r

.ffusion of'progeams within the - school systems

could provide the opportunity to strengthen the measures and analysis f: '(1)

f adoptive action, (2) exteynalcontact, (3) the structute which Ilacilita es the
. k

flow of messages about new prOgrams, and (4)-the decision process regar ng the
. -=

use of-the now program a, -With those and perhaps other refin ements; it m be .).,,,

-

.

possible to'lpdalify'stmnger,predictOrsief adoptive'behaviori. .

- 40
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",' MICH/GAN STATE UNIVERSITY Eap.t pestling . Tlichigin 48823

. f
College of Commuriicati Aite . Deiirtment of COmmunitatidi''''

e .11

Dear Sir:

4

v.

Ttie U.S:' Office of Educstioti and :lichip,an SUN University would like
you to help with:a study of-the diffinion of reading improyeinent programs.

-sr

I
s - __ _____

Our study focuses on ten rtading ptograsns selected specificelly for this ,

--study. 'eel would like to detertmine the level of interest and use for'asy

of these programs _within . /our school system. In addition, we would Like , ,
to gather some general information about your =school system to help us ,

better understand the organizatiof and communication patterns schoolsZ
acres the nation, and hew _these factors relate to diffusi of read-

ing progpams.:

A telephone intervi ewer%Itill-The dontactinr you.soon to set a convenient

time for a telephone intervilltr. He -4.3.11 'probably first -call on the date
4 steds at the bottom of ;thls letter. If, the' time is Convenient when he

,firet calls, yoti_ y coltle,te the. -nte-rriew then4_ if'not you,_mey set

another' timb .
-,- -4

e. ,, - .

',A Copy of*the queetfonnaire Is enclosed,- "e'd sU Oat you look it
over .right *ray. - .,

' I .

- lir will appreciate youx cob^tiraticn With us in this study.:
. . ci, tiiek

Sincerely !Lours, 4 ,

. .
.. i

... t

L. Eft Sarbaugh, crcd Di dctor ,4
Department of Conmuni 41

.
V

0

R.

'1

*4.1
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INVESTIGATION OF COMMUNIC ION'EfFORTS AND

THEIR RELATION. TO` OF ADOPTION OF

11. SELECTED READINa'gROGRAMS

4

'' 'Instructions for Respondents,*
_ . I k

. . 1

1. suggest that you keep this questionnaire-near your'telephone. It will .

to the interviewif you have it available fbrreference when the &

terviewer calls. , 4; ,

,

. 2. ou may want to mark some of your aniwerson-libur copy of the questionnaire

A

'before tilt interview. 'We'd encourage:that.'
'1.,

. - 1P

3. You may need to check,with the,recordi section\of y ourschool system in
order'to get,, information to answer a few of these questions, e.g., qUestions

17, 19, and 20. , * .'
...... .--- . ,

.

. . .
. . , .

4. Some questions inquire abolit other peopliAkhy our schOol syttem. Since this

is'a study of organizations (school systhms) not individuals, other people

.1 . 4

--should always be.ideutified_Only..by_Aheir_titleor position in the orghni-

mteion'.. We do NOT want to Rnow their names. Theile is ohe exception to the

"no name" rule --'-we.will-be asking for your name. This is Onlyo make it
easier to'contact you again later, in the event that we meg more-information
about your'school's reading programs. ,

.

..
.

'.."',

.

:
4 l 4 .. . !i

54, Dnless;otherwiseihdicated, the
.

questioni in'lhis schedule refer to your ,,

echool system (school district). - 4,
,

....... 4
. . f

P

-*J

OUR PONSES INTE VIEW ,WILIAE KEPT IN'STRICTEST CONFIDENCE. You will

note that the e i$ a code number 'in the:top left hand corner of the first page

*'of the irate ew schedule. Iits 4ill be lased to keep diffbrehi seti`of respaases

cemihr,from the'same'schoql system connected. However, neither your' name or that

your school system i,111 be associated witti the completed interview schedule or
the d4a processing decks on which responses will be stored fon;
analysis. /

ion.and
..

V

Iv

CY .

o '
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fi SURVEY OF DIFFUSION ol .

TEN READING YROGRANS

Appendix A :

1. What is your exact job title in the reading program?

2. What are your duties,besides-your work Wilth-yourschool syseem's_reading
program?

.--

3. About how miich o your time are you iale to devote to youT, duties with

4the reading'progfam?
,

' 0
.

411:"- 1/4 time . ,

b. 1/2 time.

c. i 3/4 time
......_.,...

d. Rill tirie
i

4? What is the title of
e
th# top administrator df the entire school system?

(title or position)
.

5. 'How many assistant or associated administrators report directly to him?'
assistants or associates

=1111111

none .

6. What are their titles?

7. . thny.buirding prlincipals are thOce in Your Fchool syste0k
$

8. How" many

program directors

hose

ogramdirectors' are 'there; in your schociliiateila

..9

4



1, #

9. What are the prbgrans for witch they areresponsihle?'

a. .

s

10,a. What is the title (or position held) by your dardediate supervisot?
,

b. 'What is,the title (or, position) held by your immediate superior's boss?

C. Ni o letlp.go one. more level. What' is the title of the person that yqur,

immediate superior's boss reports to?

AO
,

, ' ..-

ind. List any others between,thil person and top administratir n your school

system. ,,
. ...

. \
4 1, !

e. In your position wit1.res6.ect to the reading prograM, Sow many different
positions'are therebetween you and persons that actually teach reading

to the students? .-_ : .

none .

/L.'
...

,I
..,

n
.

,

no..of positions:. klease list the titles if these positions

.,' ....
.

At
-%

.
.

.

,

II. Whe r school syst idering pro ms. who c,11 id invOlved
,

, db t ecision-makingproc and 1 ..at way? Please number below the

usual uellce of cOnsul,ingi polling, etc. in this process.
.. -. . .

a. .
bf-the.teaching staff,is'consulted ..

'

..

b., : entire teaming -staff is consulted ''.

:cel

some gro4p.within'the teaching staff (i.e.:curriculum

Is coniUlte ) -,-
.

:..

d. all affecte teachers are consulted

e. some 4oup'.from,within the affected. faculty. is
f-

entire teaching staff 4.3
I,

", h..

committee

consulted

some grobp within the teaching staff , curriculum c ea)

is polled

all affected teacners are'polled

affectedsome group from:within the efacuity

le

r. tpse

' -

4.

r,

is polled

92
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12: After the various forms of consultation,,a final decision among the'
teaching staff may be made. 'Please indicate who on the teaching staff

is given the fipal vote irfthedecision-..making process: .
, .

a. none Of the teichingsfaff is given a vote

entire teaching staff is.given,a vote

some group within} the'teac ng staff' is given a vote (i.e.,
4

curriculum committee)

all affeted teachers are given a vote

some group selected from the affeet140'teachfrs is given

other (please explain)

d
e.

f.

4

a vote

13. Who makes the final--decisioxr on the adoption or, nen -adoption of a new

progralf.-

.%.

(name bf group or position and
title of individual)

Who.has the right to .request new program be
1

.f (position or title)

0

:

considered for adoption?

15a% How' often does the administrator, of you!, schilplAlgystem carry out the .action
.

a. ' nearly alwa5rs'

b. about 3 /4'of the time `
a-

, ..

. 'o. about half of tte title'

alr. .1

d. I .',Iirbout 1/4 of the time.
,..- 7 '.. .

,,.(..e: ''... i'.:tardly ever

',it,: .ComsiAtkithe decision process

the fir4eisi las:

44-ea'Otomended, by k vote of. the 'teachers?

a..;"" 'very.aufOcraffc'

b.

.
. ,

.

somwhataufocratic
r

C.
a. somewhat demOcratic

d.

If you were. to dpcide that your sOlool system should adopt.a new or
inodified :reading progralDr what procedures would you have to, follew ."to

:secure its adoption? .

'very democratic. 41.

in your schoorsyste,, w8U1-4

.

I
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17. How-mally

a.

b.

c.

d.

. e_
f.

g.
h.-

, 41)

-4-

OP -
,

.

4is do you have'enrolled in Your .sdhool system?
., .

0 %.

0 -. -'299 .
,

300 - 599 I

600 - 999 .4

.

llit -

1,000 - 2,499

.4

2,500.- .4,999 -
5,000.- 9,999 .

10,000 - 24,999 .

25,000 -.over
.

:

.
. ,

. . .

18. 3e your school oystem considered:

a. rural ' '
..

,

b. suburban
c. metropolitan 4..

19. iWhat is the per pupil expen diture for operating your school.systdm?

ia: 0,..-. under $ 450

)). $ 450 - 549 11,

f c. $ t50 --: 699

d. $ ma" over,

actual amtunt

20. What percentage of teachers and administratorS do you have in ilp school,

-syptem'at the fdilowing;educational levOlg?
0

Teachers' Administrators

less than .BA a. e.

BA but not MA b. f.
#

IRA' but not Ph.D. -c: %' g.

Ph.D. or Fore'. d. h. %

TOTAL '. 100 %

i. total number of teachers

total. number of administrators

-21. HI* convenient is it for memb4rs of your staff (including you) to *Loft

100%

a college or univertity?

a. very donveniqpit

b. somewhat conignient,

G. somewhat inconvenient'

d. .'very inconvenient
A

i

it. How freqpfntly does someone from yourrsadidng
-4W-

_contact a; university'sitff member?

a: once a week or more

b. 1 - 3 times per month

d. 6 - 11 times per year

a. 1 - 5 times per year
4. -----Iless than once a rear

9.4

staff (inCluding yourself)'

r
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23. Are you a,member of the International (leading Association (IRA )?

yes'
no

24. How many staff members (including yourself) ''in your schogi system,
,,

are

currently working directly with reading programs?
-. ,

s '

* .

. Ak

4
a .e

25, How many teachers arid other administrator's in your ,schs4o1 system arer-7-',.
members of IRA including yourself?

me.

26. How' many -different reading Conferences and/or professional meetings have
been attended by you or someone of your reading staff.within- the last

12 months?

a. none
= b. Orka '/, . -

C. 2 -,3. \

f.

.
,'

. 4 -
:'e:

e. mar
5

l, than five.. .. 4 . -
...

, le
,..-7..r..# - ,

27. Within the last year, did you receive a,brechure from the National Center
for Educational Communication/USOE entitled 'IModel, programs in Reading,,
listing ;ten reading_ imfirovement-programs from across the nation?

yes
(if no, go to Fage.6)

If yes, what did you do with the brochure whet'you recilVed

1:7

.
If the -respondent i4 not wware of
any of the t en "Model Rrogiams. if*
Reidyg," go to question 45, page
12.. -.

fl

. ,



BELOW IS A CHART LISTING TElla, RI-Ai-NO PROGRAMS' srucTqp FOP TF1S, STUDY BY' THE .0TFICE Orr'

TION. z WE WOULD LIKE TQ KNOW ',YOUR LEVEL OF AWOENtSS A:1D USt or AO OF 'TRESE PRO -
RAMS: WILL YOU. PLEASE GIVE US TFTS- INFORMATION BY COMPLETI1C Ti':' 'CHART ntLoFi,. .

,

.

Y

9. In. column A, nlgase indicate when you first learne
.

ahout'anv of these rograme..

40i
ant 'for wiliC11 you .sought addi,tionait

in E2A2r1i72t, checksck nose'prograrl for
after receiving the brochure or this inter-

J

30. In colt= B-1, Pl6ase cleCk those nrogra
tion prior to.receivin7 the brochure;

which pas sought. 4itional. information
,viesumpedule?

4
In column nlease check an,x nrogralas your school stem (-1 consiiered "usrAg

prior to receiving the brochure; in column C=2, check 'any nro7rams your school
system has -cOnsidere usincr aftel- receiving the :Jrochure; .

) t
32. In column D-1, nlease indicate the aprrox mate (',Ite when, if at all, your schools

System plais 1),cin a triP1 use of arl- of t.hese in ccIlumn

dicate apprExirate of

. these. progrftms

ov.

. leIn column E-1, nlease &led.; tllose nrorram wl-ich voTlr sch01 system 15 n
using on a full scale; in tolhrui--L-2, &lee :. tlios,-- 7/ of 'ant whic:. your school,
system plant to use on a lull SCd1,0in the cu.t.-r 9. ' - - o ' e

27

t

.

.-..
,

rirSt
l'nely

A'. out

'ought .

..In cormat ?ft

Con:A. ref!.

"irir /g

Triul, 1 'S Q

. .

*1109 Scale-tst
.

-1 4
MO/YR

.$).r, or

T.-::

MO/YR
actor

( -

nr:or

.

-: 3

\'

afC2r

'

, - -.

, Idil

"'/YP1'

-

, .40-2

:

,'

7

ave. tries

"0/YR.
k

t: -1

.4.1,ovr.

- Using

-E-2

Plan -to

MO M

.

"0 . Pi ''' .
6,,

Marysville, Californ.ya,

Chicago Heights , Ill. ,-

, . . .

.

'

,

if- .-

_

Pojeanue , :;est Mexico'

.

. ', .

.

-

40n dianapoils,
' 4

k

,

44.

.

,

.

, fo

.

I 11,

- e
. :

1'
.4 tdrk City, N .Y .

.

.

,

-
.

6

. *-
.* '

-,44.
.

. .

t

.

: Thomazville, Georgia
N.. .

..
.

. 4.
0

.

aukee,' Wisc. s .

:
t

.

-,

Topeka, Kan4as 1

is

.

.
.

..s .

,

. b '
440A

yea

,

,..

-

)4Tart ford,' Conn. .
-..,.

s.

,

a-

%di
.

,

s
;--

Keokuk, 16./
I

.

.

.
1 )

. - ) 11

.i.

-

)
.

_ .
, e

4. . .

,* If you are itsi.t aware, of any of these.ortgrains other than-4hroug -41TRIng them `listed in $his

interview schedule, proceed to ,%estion 45. .Xomplete ogiurIns Ii', D, C. -and E for thoie

programs- you how abotit. ;

If

ol

44;

.

r
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`WE WOULD LIKE YOU TO RATE THOSE PRckIRAIIS AS TUN COMPAR7 TO YOURTRESEIT PROGRApi.. OF

COURSE, VSO4LL BE ABLE Td ANSWER.04EX FOR THOSE PROGRAMS YOU /KNOW ABOUT. s'

:,r1

34. On this chart, would-vou indicate the.ralative advantage of the programs as

comparedto your Present progrP.

Compared to our present.,
Trogm40;_the program in .

a. Marysville,

tr. Chicago Heights, -111. is
(..

c. Pojoaque, New Mexico is:

d. Indianapolis, Indiana is: f.

4

A
,a". New York City, n. Y. is:

f. Thomisville Georgia is:

g. Milwaukee,Wisc. is:

/

h. Topeka, Kansas

i. Hartford', Conn. is:

vc

ft Keokuk,

-

Additional comment, if any:

t

Much
*.Better

_

Somewhat
Fetter

,

---*.

Othout
The i

Same

.

Sope*bat

Worse,

Much,'

Worse
.

.

_. .

.

.

.... ,

'I

...

o

A

.

/

.

. .

.
.

1

. ..

r'
/

#

0 1p

1

A

.
ot.

.

1

.

i . .

.
.

O

I

.

ft

.

9'7

r
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35. On this chart, would you indicatqwthe relative complexity of each ofkthese

programs. One program is more complex than another if it contains the Name

elements as another and something

The program in . .

a. Marysville, California is:,

b., Chicago Heights, ILL. is:

c. Pojoaque, NeW Mekico is:

I4dianapolis; Indiana is:-
/

e. New York City, N. Y. is:

f. Thomasville, Georgia is:

g. ,Milwaukee, Wisc. is:,

h. Topeka, Kansas is:

i. Hartford', Conn. is:

j. Keokuk, Iowa is:

The present program in
our school is:

Addition'al comments, if any:.

-"C
i

A

. .

.

FairIY---

Complex!'

A

.

%

Very
Complex

110t.

Very
Complex

.

Not
Complex
At All

.

.

.

..
,

.

r

.

.

_.

.

.-i..-3........-

4
.

. . .

-. '10...

. .. . . . 4.190",
-. ..

,. . , .

)
.

,
.

.

5
ti

..

4

.6 .

. .

A

. ...
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36. On this chart, would you indicate how welI-the programs below fit in with your

present school philosophy, teachinFi staff, resources, methodology, etc.

Thinking Of my school
system, the program in.

a. Marysville, California:

_,b Chicago Heights:

c. Pojo.aque, New Mexico:.

d. Indianapolis, Indiaria:

e. New -York City, New Yor1,-

f. neorgia:,

g. Milwaukee, Sc::

h. Topeka, Nansas:

i. -Hartford, Connectoicut:

.1. Keokuk, Iowa:

Akitionalfeomments, if ar,V:

4

Fifs Fits. 'Doesn't Doesn't
--,

Ve7v
---1411

4 I -

Pc Orly,

'Jell

Fit Very,
14eIl.

'Fii At

All

.

.
,

f

.
. .....;

- .

. .
.

,
.

;

S

A

1.
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37. On this chart, would vou .11-(licate your judslent or 1-.14c cwebw5.th which each of

these program---can he tridd on 4 small scale.

In my judgment, the program
in

a. Marysville, California would be:

b. Chicago Heights, Iil. Tould be:

-4*-

c. Pojoaque, New :lexico would 1)(1:

d. Indianapolis, Indiana ,onld be:

e. New York City, U. Y. would he:

f. Thomasville, Georgia woulc be:

g. Milwaukep, Wisc. would -1-)Q:

h. Topeka, Kansas would !lel

Rartford, Conp. would be:

4

j. Keokuk, Iowa would be:

Additional'comments;

A

_st

any;b

VerV.

Easy.

To Try

.. .

Fairly

Easy
To Try

Fairly
Difficult
To Try

. 1-

Very

Difficult
To Try

.

#,-

.

-

.

.

.

.

, .

.

,.

^
-

.

,

.

s

.

.

.

-

,

,

.

,

,

,

.
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.
,

.
,,. ( /

.
)
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. Has anybody in ybur school system written op behalf of the system for any

of the leaflets listed on the brochure from the National Center forEduca-

tional Communication?

yes

r no (if no, go to gliestion 40);

39. What has-been donc with th0s0- lefieis, or-ilLthey have not yet-heen

. received what do you intend,to do with these `leaflets?

six

40. Bo you know aboyt any of the four demon4tration centers operating for

interested schobl staff persons to visit? '

.

yes 4

no (if no go,to question 45)

41. Which centers, if any, hake you or any Hof yotir staff visited?'

a. none (if none, go 'to .question 44)

'b. Indi&nagolfs

c. Topeka
.

dAk.

e.
ti

O

42. Did this visit.help you and your staff in trying to decide whether or not

to &Ise any of these prop gams?
41`

yes

.io

43. If yes, how, if no, why not?

44. Which demohstration centers, if any, are you planning that'you or any of

your staff will visit?

a., none 1

b. Indianapolis

c. Topeka
d.

e.

On the following questions we do notintend to imply that any answer Is either a

good or bad reflection on your school, district. We simply want, -as objectively

ims possible, Aour assessment of proneness toward innovation. Remember, your....

answers will be keptconfidehtial 4pd will .not be associated in any way with

you or your school district. ,They will be identified only a code numl$r

in the data deqs.

r
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45.- When it comes.to trying new 'reading prOgrams, my school system tends to be:

a.. among the first
b. somewhat earlier than most
c. kind of in the middle
d. somewhat later than most,
e. among the_last

-- Stmetimes part of the-schoca-system is receptive to implementation of new pro-
grams,-while other parts of the system are resistantto new programs. HOW would

...1 you rate your school board, teaching staff and administrators as to their recep-
tivity to new idas? Please check the most descilptive point on\each of the
scales. ',

46v My, school board is:

very resistant

. somewhat resistant;(
somewhat receptive
very 'receptive

47. Our teaching `staff is:

very resistant
somewhat,resistant
somewhO' receptive
every receptive

48. Our,administr,ators are:

01.

I

very resistant
somewhat resistant
somewhat receptive
very oreceptive '1110

49. How would you rank your school syStem on innovativeness compared to most
other schools in the state?

much morg... ,

somewhat more
about the same
somewhat'less
much less, 7

4.

50. -What would need to be done to ivake your school more innovative?

0
51. Ubw'would you rank your school system among other schools in 'the state

far as the quality of the. reading Progt.am?

upper one-fourth
. .

.2nd-one-fourth
3rd'One-fourth
.bottom one-fourth

Ito

1 0 4
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52. Tim would you! rank your school system overall in terms of the quality of

its teaching program compared to other schools in your state?2

upper one-fourth
2nd one-fourth
3rd one-fourth
bottom one-fourth c

53. Has ,your school implemented any ideas in the last yeareto_improve the

quality of their realking instruction?

yes-

no

54. If so, briefly explain.

, $

What would you, estimate is the frequency of-soTtroation-about reading pro-
grams between tile reading staff of your schdol system and the reading staff of

school systems that are:

more than 100 miles away?
4

a. one or more times a week

b. at. least once a month

c. ' at least once a year
d. seldcm

morvthan 15 miles but less than 100 miles away?

one or more times a week

JD- at least once a month

7c. at least once a year

d. seldom

,57. les s than '15 miles away?

a. onecor more -times a week

b. at- least once a month

.c. 'ay least once a yea'r

d. seldom'

'

40

.
ti
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4

THE INFORMATION ON THI SHEET 'WILL BE APT CONFIDENTIAL, AND YOUR NAME WILL
NOT.BE. ASSOCIATED WITH ANY OF 'YOUR OTHER RESPONSES. IT WILL BE DETACHED FROM

THE REST OF THE INTERVIEW SCHEDULE AND THE RESPONSES CONNECTED WITH OTHERPATA

ONLY THRQUGH THE CODE NUMBER. '
4

Srvo(

.

DEMOGRAPHY. INFORMATION

1:7 TITLE OF Y001t 'P TT ION

sv

2. ARE YOU A TENURED SCHOOL STAFF MEMBER?

YES'

NO

3. NO. OF YEARS EXPERIENCE IN:

A. TEACHING
B. ADMINISTRAT//N

OTHER (SPE2.TFY)

j,

4. NO. OF YEARS WITH PRESENT SCHOOL
4.

1 .

5. WHAT SUBJECT AND/OR GRADES ARE YOU 'CURRENTLY TEACHING
.

. r.1 1 4
IV

6. PLEASE CHICK LGRft(S) COMPLETED AND YEAR:

a. ' B.A.

Year

b. M.A.

Year

c. PhD.

Year
d. NUMBER OF COURE.144AKEN BEYOND MGREE IN LAST 3 YEARS

7. AGE:
(

25,OR UNDER 56 - 45

26 - 35 \ 46. = 55

I

104

56 OR OLDER

p

v

4
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Appendix A-2-1

,,

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE TOR PANEL (AMPLE T

SECOND AND jHIRD PHASE DATA COLLECTION

4'

. The introduhti6n and probes used during the second and third.phase data.

. .

e

collection'covired the item on p.6 of the questionnaire in AppAndix A-1_

and the probe qUestions7OHgbufdes and kinds of infOrmatiOnEsought regarding g

, /- t

any of the programs. $

a.

tit
ti

Suggested In6poductibn: "HELLO, I'M FROM MICHIGAN

-1*
.24)

' STATE UNIVERSITY. WE TALKED.WITH YOU LAST- (Date) ABOUT TEN READING

PROGRAMS WHICH THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR EDUCATIONAL COMHUNC&TION IN HEW
-)

HAS BEEN'ENCOURAGING SCHOOLS TO CONSIDER ADOPTING. 'AT THAT TIME, WE MEN-..
.

'TIOVED THAT WE WOULD CONTACT YOU AGAIN IN A COUPN-Or MONTHS. WE'D LIKE

TO fNOW WHAT THINKING YOU'VE DONE OR-WHAT ACTION YOU'VE TAKEN REGARDING
N.

ANY OF THE TEN PROGRAMS SINCE WE LAST TALKED TO YOU."

G

Trom that point, the next statement depended on the adoptt n,level

reported at the previous interviT The list below contains the sets of
110" 412..ilypatma e

4-

"first questions" which were used.
a

1. WHEN WE CONTACTE:6/YOU LAST (DATE) YOU /NDICATED THAT YOU WERE NOT
AWARE OF ANY OF THE TEN'READING PROGRAMS. WHICH, IF ANY DO YOU
KNOW MORE ABOUT NOW?

2.. WHEN WE CONTACTED YOU LAST
OF AT LAST ONEOF THE TEN
INFORMATION CONCERNING THE
BROCHURE FROM USOE?

(DATE) YOU INDICATED THAT YOU WERE AWARE
READING PROGRAMS. DID YOU SEEK ANY
READING PROGRAMS PRIOR TO RECEIVING THE .

3. WHEN WE CONTACTED YOU LAST (DATE) YOU INDICATED THAT YOU HADN'T
RECEIVED A BROCHURE YET, BUT THAT YOU HAD SOUGHT INFORMATION ABOUT
THE READING'PROGRAMS. HAVE YOU SOUGHT ANY INFORMATION AFTER YOU
RECEIVED A BROCHURE? (For those *ho indicated they had received

'a SicTchure.)



,AppendiX A-2-2
r

4. OWIEN.WE CONTACTED YOU LAST (DATE) YOU INDICATED THAT YOU

-INFORMATION AFTER YOU RECEIVED A AROCHUE FROMAISOE. IN

.TIME, HAVE YOU CONSIDERER USING ANY ONE OF THE TEN'READIN

IF SO, PLEASE TELL ME THE MONTH. AND YEAR TH2S OCCURRE1f

SOUGHT FURTHER INFORMATION?

'i.
.

,

. .

.5. 1E114- WE CONTACTED YOU Lp.ST(DATE) YOU_ INDICATED THAT YOU
USING ONE'OF THE TEN READING PROG.:AMS'PRIOR TO RECEIVING-

FRam USOE. AT TEAS TIME, ARE YOU PLANNING TO USE ANY OF

READING PROGRAMS ON A TRIAL BASIS: IWRSO, PLEASE TEILME

' AND YEAR YOU'EXPECT THE TRIAL yin, BEGIN.

SOUGHT
THE MEAN-
G PROGRAMS?
HAVE, YOU.

CCNSIDERED_
THE BROCHURE
THE TE1+ -

THE MONTH

. WHEN L1 CONTACTED YOU LAST (DATE) YOU INDICATED THAT YOU

USING ONE OF THE TEN READING PROGRAMS AFTER YOU RECEIVED

FROM USQE: AT THIS TIME, ARE* YOU PLANNING TO USE. ANY OF

READING PROGRAMS ON A TRIACBASIS? ''IR4S0', PLEASE TELL ME

AND YEAR You EXPECT THE TRIAL WILL BEGIN.

HAD CONSIDERED
BROCHURrt

THE TEN :
'THE'MONTH

7. WHEN CONTACTED YOU LAST (DATE) YOU INDICATED THAYOU WERE USING
ONE\OF THE TEN READING'PROGRAMS ON-A TRrAL BASIS. AT THIS TIME,

ARE YOU USIN&ANY'OFITHESE PROGRAMS' ON A FULL SCALE BASIS? (IF SO,),

PLEASE INDICATE BELOW WHICH PROGRAM IS BEING USED. ,(IF'NOT,) ARE

YOU STIL USING IT ON'A TRIAL BASIS.
4

. 8. lEN.WE CONTACTED YOU LAST'(DATE) YOU,INDICATED THAT YOU WERE USING
0 ES)F THE TEN READING,P,ROGRAMS ON A FULL SCALE BASIS. AT THIS

TIME, ARE YOU'STILL USING THI PROGRAM ON THE SAME FULL SCALE .BASIS,

OR HAS YOUR SCHOOL SYSTEM DECIDED TO REJECT ANY OF'PART OF THIS

PAOGRAM?

0

. 9. WHEN WE GONTACTED YOU LAST (DATE) YOU INDICA ED THAT YOU HAD USED

ONE CF THE TEN READING PROGRAMS, BUT THAT YOU REJECTED IT LATER.
HAVE YOU REJECTED THE ENTIRE PRO RAM OR ARE YOU STILL USING A PART

OF IT? .

The interview schedules wer- prepared with the appropriate starting

poii allowing space to record what action had been taken on later adoption

Jevels, plus space to record responses to prob.& for spurce and kind of

infotmation. RespOn'Tl@rnts alSo werelaskedto respondlt&the items ori rela-

tive advantage, relative complexitv,.compatibility and 4se of trial (p.7

to 10 in Appendix A-1).
_ AV

*
The following 19tter was mailed to alert respondents to the second phase

1
1

. inte ew and modified slightly or Ghe third phase:
.

11)



Dear.

P

I would likeato take this opportunity to thank you fbr your kind cooperation
during our initial interview. As was-mentioned at-that time, we Aire going

to take the liberty of telephoning you-again to discuss any additional thought,
or action you'e taken concerning the ten reading Improvement progratii-S-that
we talked about during our initial interview.

'However, the interview this time will only take five to ten minufes. One

4 ,
'

of our interviewers will, e calling you within the next week to interview
you or to makean-appointment for an interview time thai is convenient for.
you. /
As soon as we complete the study, we will make certain that thoog'of you who
requested copies of our findirigs will receive them.

-Appendix A-2-3

Sincerely yours,

L. E. Sarbaugh, Project Director
Department of Communication
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.

SUJW 00 DIFFU.SIOW OP 'READING.PROGRAMS
0

. ,. Feedback Frop Demonstration Centers

. ,"/
` tenter visited \

.

1

a

Date,..
.1. etr-3 5 YOU FEEL-ABOUT THt'IDEMONSTRATION,OF THE READING PROGRAM YOU SAW

HERE? Rate the demonstration of the program-on each of -the five scales
Ili,

"haw

't

below.
.

41 neutral -1 -2
a. us eful 4 ) ) )- )

*

Ofteresting ( ) ( ) ( ). :" ( ) ( ) not interesting.

Vic.

,

informative ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )\ ( ). snofanformatiie
. -.:

d. exciting ) ( ) ( ( ): ( ), dull

p. te ( ) ( ). ( ) ( ) ) , otit.:of-dati

.riot useful

N,

2. WHAT 'LED YOU TO VISIT THIS DEMONSTR ATION CENTER?

4

3. HOW ,DID YOU FIRST LEARN ABOUT THIS READING PROGR4MV .

t 444

*... 4

4. HOW DID YOU LEARN ABOUT THE OPPORTUNITY 0 SEE :THE PROGRAM EEZNSTRATED
HERE? /

. .

. 5. WHAT 'DID Y FEEL tiAS MOST USEFUL AM0f1G THE ACTIVITIES TO WHICH .YOU WERE

. .

EXPOSED DURING YOUR VISIT 'TO THE DEMDNSTRATION CENTER? (Please answer in'
terms of help you reqeived in deciding about the use of This reading pr6-
&ram in your gchqol.system.),. ,...

, s Ai

.44

.4?

6. WHAT DII YOU etEir WAS LEAST USEFUL AilONG.THE ACTIVITIES' TO WHICH YOU WitE-
tXPOSED DURING YOUR VISIT TO THE DEMONS'DRATION,CENTER?. (Please,"answer in
terms of help yqu received in deciding stout the uaegf this reading pro-
grain ,in your sqbool system.) '

7: WHAT HAVEN'T YOLVOBTAINED DURING THIS VISIT THAT YOU WISH' YOU MIGHT HAVE?

: '

;

.108



5

.*

USE TliIS SPACE FOR GENERAL REACTION, COMMENT, OR SUGGESTIONS, ABOUT ORERATI
,OF THE DEMORSTRATION.CENTER . ""'

.

I

I
,

PLE4SE FILL. IN THE FOLLOWIgG4F0MkrION, YOUR TIAVWILL NOT BE XSSOCIATED
IfITA,ANY OF-YOUR RESPONSES.

. Your.n

.2. PositiOn

-

. 3. Scfloo or other organization
(name)

-
-4. Type ,of scht.ol Check onein.eachcolumn)

o

o

Elailentary.

. Seconda4

College

Public

Private - church affiliated

Private = non-church affili ed

,44

.

5. Please-indicate the number of pupils' 1.1; itour school ,system (district).
, >

9":"

0 - 299 4 ,901.

b. 300 - 599

c. 60 0 4° 999

xl. 1,000 1 2,499
e. 2,500 - 14,999

5,000 - 9,999

g. 10,000 - 24,999

25,00D - over

9

.109

1

'

.
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Appendix A,47.2.

GUIDES FOR INTERVIEWERS.

1. -611 superintendent's office and ask for person towhom material regard-
' ing-spepial reading programs would be-delivered. (Ask if call can be

. Ili transferred, or redial call.)
,

:

a. Ve Lfy that this person is in charge of reading,programs.

t 4 .
' 2:.-Once person in charge is contacted, ask if he has received the cover

lettek ekpletning-tthe'study'and interview schedule for the study ;Mich'
was vent to the school system about two weeks ago. If he does not have

t the nterview/schedule,set a time for a return call to the interviewee
Ohl return call will take approximately 20-30 minutes), and ask him to
locate the Interviewschedqlt to have in front of h_ im during tfiereturn.
c41. (This is to avoid'misinterpretation and for efficient use of his
time.) Explain to the interviewee that it would be helpful, if he,could
reView the interview schedule before the rettirncill to insure accurate.

. c 'respOnses fop you to record: . -1- .

.

4

. .

. .

_S. 'Throughout the questionnpire, "school system" refers to school. district
(i.e., school system, for the City of Detroit, Walled Lake Consolidated'.
/Schools, etc.). The school system includes all elementary, junioi, high,"

f

/ and senior high 'schools under the auspices of %a common,educational
:1 governing body.'

4.1 Some questions inquire about other people in the school system.. Since
,/,, this is a study of organizations (school sysieme),not individuals, other
7 people should always be identified by their title or position.in the

' .organization. 'We do NOT want to know their names. Point out to the
. i respondent At the beginning and again before #45 that his responses will

1 be confidential and willnot be associated with his school district when',
/ the data are reported.

.

5. If for any question you need more space, write on-the back's° 'the inter-
, view schedule.

6. If interviewee does not have specific data to answer a question, ask
^ him to estimate and mark responses as estimate.

j 7. On questions. 34-37, identify comments, if any, by the letter identifica-
-1____:_tlon of the prOgram to which the comments refer.

84 If interviewee says he can't answer or doesn't know, write in this response.
The "don't know" option is not included kecauseme want to_ encourage
respondents to answer.

Ift the training of interviewers, heac interviewelt will read through the .each
schedule 41tst, then any questions will be discussed with the project director
and the supervisor of the interviewing. FollowLng this, the interviewers
will interview the project director or the supervisor, of interviewing.

1

flu



1411,

YOUR SCHOOL SYSTEM. HAVE YOU.RECEIVED A LETTER AND Ap#NTERVIEW SCHEDULE

e .

OPENING SPEECH flOR TELEPHONE INTERVIEWER
(Us5/at begs ring of interview),

Appendix. A-14-2

S.

(Introdikiion for call used to set interview time.)

"I'M OF MICHIGAN SPATE UNIVERSITY. WE'RE CONDUCTING

A STUDY FOR THE U.S OFFICE OF EDUCATION ON THE DIFFUSION OF SOMENEW READ-

ING PROGRAMS, YOUR SUPERINTENDENTJ OR SUPERINTENDENT'S OFFICE) HAS DIRECTED

US TO YOU-AS THE PERSON RESPONSIBLE FONOORDAATING-READING PROGRAMS IN

FROM US?"
. .

..0

Cif yes, ask if he has it nearby, and whether this is a convenient time/-

to go through the interview schedule. If he hasnt seen the letter and

schedule, tell him we will mail one to him and then we would

-

call 'About one week later,, then say, "IT WILL
0
HELP COMPLETE THE INTER

VIEW MORE QUICKLY AND AeCrATELIY IF YOU COULD LOOK OVER THE QUESTIONS .

BEFORE, I CALL BACK:, eV5,EaND THAT IT TAKES ABOUT 20 MINUTES. 'IT MAY

BE A LITTLE MORE OR A LITTLE LESS` DEPENDING ON HOW MUCH DETAIL YOU WISH TO
I

GIVE ON SOME' OF THE QUESTIONS.")

4,

(Statement to use at beginning of interview.)

"I'M FRO MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY. I'M THE PERSON

WHO CALLED YOU ABOUT THE READING PROGRAM STUDY. DID YOU GET'A COPY OF THE

- INTERVIEW SCHEDULE? (yes) AND DO YOU HAVE IT WITH YOU'NOW? THERE -'S A

d-CODE NUMBER IN THE TOP4LEFT HAND COgRER OF THE FIRST PAGE. DO YOU FIND IT?

THAT NUMBER WILL BE USED INSTEAD OF YOUR NINE OR YOUR SCHOOL NAME TO IDENTIFY

ft

YOUR RESPONSES ON THE COMPLETED INTERVIEW SCHEDULE-AND ON THE DATA PROCESSING

CARDS. WE DO THIS TO INSURE THAT YOUR RESPONSES ALWAYS WILL BECONFIDENTIAL.

WE USE THE CODE NUMBER TO INSURE THAT THE RESPONSES FROM A GIVEN SCHOOL

KEPT TOGETHER."
'

.1 m
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Appendix A=4-3

(For :66e in the panel sample, add: "WE ALSO WANT TO CHECK BACK WITH

YOU II!ABOUT TWO MONTHS TO SEE WHAT CHANGES IF ANYi MAY HAVE'TAKEN PLACE

IN THE-WAY YOU'ARE HANDLING READING PROGRAMS; NEW ONES YOU MAY HAVE

HEARD ABOUT OR HAVE 4EEN THINKING.ABOUT TRYING. THOSE RESPONSES ALSO

WILL BE ADDED T& THE ONES YOU GIVE TODAY. AGAIN, WE WILL NOT CONNECT

YOUR NAMPoR YOUR SCHOOL NAME 0I1H ANY OF THE RESPONSES YOU GIVE.")

"LET'S'iTURN TO QUESTION NO. V'. " (652 through the interview schedule.)

ate

I

A A
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AOpendix B-1

.(

gummary of Feedback From Reading Program Demonstration Centers,

Those visiting the -demonstrati n centers seemed generally'pleased with .

the, p, Most-were teachers and most (4/5) worked.in. elementary schools..

With only a few exceptions, those who responded rated the demosti"atd..ons

, 4

as very useful; interesting, informative, and up-to-date. There-Was solpe'

reluctance to.rate the demonstrations as highly exciting, 'but no one rated

46.

them as dull.

a. ,
.

The. things that appealed most to the "visitor's were the opportunities\ to

set. see the methods being used with children in classrooms andth&opportUnities

;

to get hold of some of the materials,keing used by 'teachers' and tutors.

. . -
The following pages give more details of the responses and. show where

visitors first learned about the programS,and the opportunity to visit the

centers. Their also list some of the general comMeritereceived from the

visitors. Although only 18 forms were returned from Topeka visitors lnd

.only 16 from Indianapolis, the consistency of positive responses suggest that

the participants felt'the visit to the demcnsittion center was verymorthwhile.

4

1

I

3
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tesponsss to Feedback Questions By Visitors
To Topeka, Kansas Demonstration Center -.

Appendix B-2

How do.ydu feel about.the demo ration of the reading,program you sawhere?

t

1 = Useful-

'F, 2=
-1."°3

4 =

' = Not Use'ful°

' ' No Answer
.

1 = Interesting,
2 =

3

4 =
S'= Not Interesting

No Answer.

s \

..

-1 = Inforthative '

2 -=
,

..... 4'..,

3 =

.
'4 . .

(t-

= Not InformatiOe

.
6 Answer /-

`t.

.

A

1 = Exciting
=

3,=

4 v.. . 4
5 = Dull

No Answer

1 = Up-to-Date
2 =

3-p

5 =,Out-of-Date
No'Answer

t

114.

a

N

4 15 83

2 '11
0

.

0

0 ". 0

0 0

1 6.
/

I.

:

18 .100

#1

123
2 '

0

0

1'

18 100 W

.

13 72

4 22

0 0

0 0, x

0 0

1 6

18 100
. I

18

12

67
17

11

0

5

7 39

6 33

4 22

0 0'

jl 0
.

6.

100

67°
5 28

0' - 0

0 04/

0 ,0
5

18 100

.

*
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?coition of Respondent:

Teacher ,

Reading Specialist.
Professor
Student (Colleg
School Counselor

.

No Answer

,
, : Subject _Tau by Respondent:.

e , -,

,I . ',

8.

I

. Reading -8.4, -. ' -:- '----' --, N .,
. Remedia9: Reid 444s ".. , ,

Readinx.'plia Ate- other, subjaat.:
lie Answel5 ,

Not Applidab1e4..-
*

. /4 .2'; '. , . .
' .. - : .

. '..- .

Typeof
'

S, c h o_ll: .. (

g.) .i .
.-

'Elementary .

Secondary '

A ,

k '0,

Col.lege .4 .. .
1%.4.

.,1No Answer .. ,4.

. '`... 10 App.3.icable
s .. . 4 . '

4 . 4 , '
'10

t

Arw-

N
VIA

it

'Appendix B-3

61''
2; 3.1

6
2
1 , .

6
1 6
o

.'
-o

,

me.

is 101

.
*
7 39

si -22--

4
.

-Type:of. Schd01: (1) .1 1!

Privati Churbhsaffiliat,ad
Private Non-?chinsch' Affiliated-

No Anawer ' . )

Public

.
'.5

Number of Pupils in 'Respondent s's School:

." 0 - 299 ,

.300 - 589
600 - 9994 I

1,000 - 2,499
. 2;500 -,.4,999

5,000' - .9,,999 j
10,000 47, 24,999
/5,000 t .

Not applicable

is

.4

12-
2
0

14

`le

6
5
0

28

100

72
11
13.
'0

- 6

100

3 ,." ( 17
5 28
1 5
5 1 28
1 5
1 6
0 0
0 0
2 11

18 100
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Appendix B-4

What led -you to- visit the demonstration tenter?

N

6

.5
3

1-

2

18

,

,

'.

33

- 28
11,

'11

11

100-

MUestion 2) c

College class `'°

A genuine interest in.new reading programs
Invitatidn from:demonstration center
Redo*endatio of former visitors-
AnnoUncements, through schools..

L

How did you first learn about
Le? (Question 3)

-

School administrators,
In/itation by d
\trator

0,t her teachers

College professor
eReading conferenc .

/

Friend
Articles in professional journali-

this reading pro-

ZAtter#adminis-

"5 28

3, 17'

43 .. 17.

3 17

2 , 11

5.

1, 5

. .

e ,

How did you learn ebout the opportuiity.io4bee the

,

18

,

'.100

4

33 .

prbFram demonstrated here? (Queston.4)

-Representative from demonstration center.

School admIsistrator 4 22

College professor W

Friend' '

4

1

22

5.5

Seminar at demonstration center 1

Reading conference 1 . 5.5

No Answet 1 '5.5 :

99.0

What did you feel was,most useful,among the activities

to which you were exposed during your visit.tethe

demonstration center? (Question 5)

Handout materials 12

& Visit to Classroom 4

. Demonstrations_

9

1.1G'
/

A
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Appendix B-5

,

What .do you feel was least useful among the activi-
ties to which you were exposed during your visit toy
the demonstration center/ .(Question 6)

"Everyihing.was ueeful" 4 22

../ No Answer .
4 22

Too much theory . !2 11

.-
Lec-ure sessions- 2 11

mate.;-8 2 11

Sho ess of Kassroom visits 1 5.5

Class visitation 1 . 5.5

Namesand companies of tests 1 5:5

"Individual Remedial" 1 y 5.5

18 99.0

ti

8/0

4.------7.

I 0

=NM

1

r

4

11;
1

4

9.

I
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Appendix.13 -6

`feral Reactions, Comments, and Suggestions About
Operation of the Demonstration Center

Stbfect No.

01 "The center seems to be run by persons interested in their work

and good'at it. I think'if it's too much trouble to visit

classes being taught, that video-taping class sessions would
be interesting for us to see. Most of us are iyTested-in
"what to do" - specifics."

b2 "Doing a good service. Maybe need more personal verbal inter-

action, but time is 'a factor."

P3 "I would have enjoyed seeing video tapes of some more of the

reading teachers in operation demonstrating how to increase

specific skills." ,

04 "The informationreceived will be helpful in my teaching."

05 "I wish we could have visited more classrooms. We. only attended

one class session and time limit was short."

"It was very interesting and useful. I only wish it could have
been spread over a.much longer time so that we might hive been

able to absorb much more."

06 .

07

08

09

"10

11 '

"I feel that I have been exposed to4adequate information'to be

very helpful in developing a better reading program. This

was a balanced program touching all areirof a reading program."

"I think it-a val6able asset for any teacher of reading. More

should be "set up"."

"One of the chief assets of this program is Mrs. Dorothy Frantz.

Her manner of presenting the materials and the program is concise

and enthusiastic. It is hfra not to_ be "fired-up". She uses

her past experiences in teaching to a great advantage. She

brings practical ideas to teachers, of things that can be made

dr improvised."

"I found th le extremely courteous and willing to help

answer our uestions."

"I feel this demonstration center is an outstanding asset to
reading instruction improvement in our. I especially
appreciate the effective work of Mrs. Fritz.

osivw-

la

.'

V4-
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Appendix B-7

Subject No.

12 "The clinic was excellent. It was quite informed in manner 9nd

extremely informative. The materials given will be extremely

helpful in future use. Being exposed to various kinds of tests

was gopd as I had no experience_ in this,area, Mrs. Dorothy'

Frantz made the program what, it is. .

13, "The information an materials availalle through hem is"wonderful;

also the gUidancecwe can receive for problems we have was a

pleasant surprise. Mrs. Frantz is an exciting,,warm person;who

is willing to sharb'all she knows."

14 My reaction was amazement at the available'help for me in my

desire to help 14 - year.old girls learn to read who could

not enjoy all the literature and all else that depends on read-

ing. Like a motto at the clinic says from John Steinbeck,

"Learning to read is the most difficult and revolutionary thing

that happens to the, human brain." (I would add "happens to the

huSan for life in all areas.")"

15

+lc

"Mrs. Frantz came our district for'-her deiOnstration asei

reading workshop-for our teachers. I felt she was a marvelous

resouree person; offered many practical ideas'and suggestions.

'felt she was 7ery sincere in her interest in our problems

as teachers and asa person to refer to for help or information.

feel the program is valuable, informative, and necessary.

-/ I do think letters should go out to eachschool,within the program's

/ service area informing tiSaMets, prinCipals aft'superintendents
'/ about thecdeenter and its program and/os services. -

"I'felt the whole day was ;.rery beneficial. In addition to what

I wrote previously, I feel sharing ideas'and problems is most

helpful." )

17 I "I'm well satisfied with the infoftUtton I've received:"

'Q. "It is well staffed and I feel is -doiLg &great service to the area."

"11
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. RespOnses to Feedback Questions by Visitors To
Indianapolis, Indiana Demonstration:Center

How did you feel about the de ration of the reading_pro _
aR you_ 4W., ?

-. :,,. t, *---- .

. ,

`Excellent Good Poor

Useful '8 4 2 0

Interesting 7 4 0

Informative
c 7

,

1
1

Exciting'
r

6 5'.---+c 0

Up-to-Date 1 '7 3 2* _1
1

\

*One respondeht ihecked "not ful". The response was included in the

category "poor".,' .

.-----, .

/

Indicate the primary reading series you are using. (Totals include, more than
.--

one response Or respondent in scre (iiiii.1

c

Ginn i 5

MacMillan 3

-Hardper-Rowe 3

Lippincott 1

Houghton Mifflin 2

Scott Foresman 1

Sullivan Programmed 1
-7...-.

BRL Programmea 1

BRL Sullivan' 1

Merrill
.

- 1

iko Answer 2 '

Number of tutors trained per school,system0

No. of Tutors 19peNo. of Schools Reporting By Types of Tutors

Trained' Volunt4ers Paid Tutors One or Both Types

No.) No. No.' %

Z-0 ' 7 i

3 - 5 2 .

6 - 9 . 1

12 - 15 0

20 - 24 0

27 0

.No AhsWer 6

4

1

4,

0
i

2

2

1

i.

16 18

J 2 0

---------,_

.

0

4 25
i -.6

9 2 13

2 13

1 6

6 37

16 100
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t/. .

Number of children being tutored per SchocIsystem:-- .

No. of Children No. Schools Reporting 4 i

0 1
AP 6

32 2 .
13

40 1 6

64 r , 1 6

84

101

" 1
1

.

6

t

,

125 . 1 6

130
.

, 1 2 13

222 ..1____7, 6

No Answer 5 31

16 99

Position of Respondent:
N

Teacher*.
Professor
Reading. Specialist**

Principal
Curriculum Director or Specialist
Director of Elementary Education
Lariguage Arts Consultant

4 25'

6

4 25

2 13

3 18

1 6

1 ; 6

16 99

*Teachqr:
Remedial Reading
SpecialEducation

* *Specialist:

3

1

-

Reading Consultant 1

Reading Coordinator 1

Reading Specialist 1

Type of School: (A)

Elementary 13 81

Secondary 1. . 6

College. 2 13

16 100

12i
r.

IP
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0.

11 e

1

'Type of School:

ftblic
Private --

.Pri;ate

(B)

ChuiCh
Non-church .affiriated

No AnsOer
. ,

---, 4C,....

Nuwber Oflippils in Respondent'sNSchool:

600 - 999

1,000 - 2,489

2,500 -4t999
5,000 - 9,999

10,000-:>24 999
25,000

,4

Appendix B-10

0-

50..

0 '0.

0 ,0

.8 50

16 100

2

'4. 25

-3 18

3 18
'6

1 16 98,
1

. What le you to visit this deTonstration center?

nf4
Re d about it*
I ormatial disseminated in local ,school system**

Need
Suggestion made by.huskand
Brought-others,to.observe the demonstration

No Answer .

5 31

3 18,

1 7

1 . _ 7

1 7

31

16. 101

*"Read about it" includes articles, research reporls._.st rveys, and informs-
,

tion sent out to the school. i

**"Information disseminated in local school system" consists of responses

indicat,ing that the source of information was a superintendents/principal, ,

or Title' I consultant.
.. r . ..

11-

How did you lean About-the opportunity\ to see .the

program demonstrated here?
.02

From &consultant*
13

Through Indianapolis Public Schools #2 13:

Information disseminated within the schools 2 - 13

Other teachers
1 6

Reading conference
6

Wrote to an organization for informeti4n 1

''Through contact with a university 6

No Answer
6 37

16 100

*Consultant category consists of state reading consultant and_ Title 1

consultant.
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Appendix B-11

How dlizod first learn about this reading program?

5-

3

1

$

31
18
6

Word of mouth (teachers, reading consultant,

friend)
Aiticle in magazine, journal, or newspaper%
'Through Indianapolis Public Schools -

V. From i consultant , ,4 2 ! 13

,Literature sent out on the psoject , 2 , 13 .

Reading conference .
1 6

Other teachers' 1., 6"

go Answer `1 6

- 0

,:,
- ,

./6
a

99

.

**,

. What did .you feeflas most - ,useful? (List includes

more than one response per respondent in some cases.)

Visit to classrooms.and talking with teachers

using the program '. -

Mrs. Nelson's explanations
Relationship 'hat is possible between teachet

and child -
3

Tutoring-experience
Handout materials (

1

No Answer. 1,
5 7

.

What did you feel was least useful? 4-

,Only four commented.
Three said, "E4erything useful ", and one-zs*

the least useful part Was seeing the facility.in which the program office

is housed.
ire.

What haien't you obtained during this visit that

you wish you might have?

Help or information on tutoring with a partic-

ular prograT 45.
-Information about preupost testing
Price list of adatiOntl material_
Handouts describing the program

,

a

4
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APPENDIX C

Elementary Linkage Analysis

AO
V

t-ilipinkages For District Panel Sample, Phase IV Data

-t-2- Linkages For Brochure Panel Sample, Phase IV Data

'ar

1

L

124

O
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Table C-1-1

nIi

Elementary Linkage Plot of District Panel Correlation
Matrix, Phase IV Data. (See sections in Methods and

Findings Chapters-for description.)

Linkage #1:

47 22

<3 J.
46 48 -Z.----:!*31t
5 26

Linkage #2:

35 --)36

37

38(=-7 34

41

Linkage #3:

31f - Composite_adoption,score
5 - Number of adminiitrative links from

reading teacM to top administrator.
22 - Convenience to university
26 - Number of teachers and administrators in

IRA (International Reading Association)
46 - Number of years experience in administra-

tion
47 - Number. of courses beyond degree
"48 - Do you seek others for inforiation

40 39

32 8 13
.or

11

38 - Rank" of school system on innovativeness
34 - Rank of school System among school. systems

id state on trying new reading pro-
grams

9 - How autocratic- democratic 1n decision

ng is your school system
41 d'Amplementeg new ideas in teaching in

. past year
37 = Receptivity of administrators to new ideas
36 - Receptivity,of teachers to new ideas
35-- Receptivity of School Board to new ideas

40*- Rank among other school systems on.quality
of teaching program

39 - Rank among other school systems on quality
of reading program

8 - How often your administrator carries out
re6ommendations voted in by-teach vs

32 Wrote for leaflet about. reading programs
13 - Percentage of teachers in your system with

4
B.A.

'

11 - Per pupil expenditure by your school system

Indicates highest correlation in ,set.

--7* Indicates highest le4e1 of similarity with core Variable and so on
through the chain.

125
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Linkagt/P:

14 29 --24
,1,, ,J, 23

43-7-7z 50 z 33

T '27

42

J.

Linkage #5:

7 30 ,

,`

Linkage#6:

2

3 10
6

21

-41k

.pinkage

25 28

514=-5-20

r

Table C-1-2

50 - Composite external' contact measure
43 - Frequency. of contact with staff in-school

systems 15-100 miles,away
42 Frequency of contact with staff in school

systems more than 100 miles away
14 - Percentage of teachers with M.A. degree
23 - Frequency of contact with university ptaff
27 '-,Number of reading conferences attended by

- you or one of your staff in last 12

months
24 - Are you a member'ofTRA
2% - Ratio: No of IRAlMembers/No. ofbreading

teachers
33,- Kne0 about demonstration centers for the

reading .programs

30 - A composite measure of participation in
decisioicmaking

7 - Who on teaching staff is given final vote
regarding new programs

3 - Number of building principals
10 --Number of pupils
2 - Number of. assistant and associate admirals:

trators

4 - Number of special progi6 directors
6 - Who on staff is consulted when a new pro,

gram is being considered
21 - Number of administrators

51:- Composite organizational coetilexity score,
including number of assistant adminis--

trators
'20 - jumber of teachers-
25 - Number of staff working with reading pro-

grams
28 - Recall receiving brochure regarding the

reading programs

1 2



°a.

..

441.-r-5 1:7-45

:49

I.

17 Percentage
,degree

18 - Percentage
degree

19 --Percentage
degree

'15 - Percentage
12 - Percentage

fable C,-10
".

of administrators with B.A.

of administrators with M.A.

of administratOr;swith Ph.D.

of.teachers with Ph.D. deee:
of teachers withless than B.A.

44 - **Frequency of contact with achoolystems
less than 15 swmiles ay'

4 1 -.Proportion of timi spent on'reading pro-
grams by coordinator.of reading pro-.
paw!

45 - Number of years teaching experience
49 Otheri sought you dut for Woriaticn

MD

4

127
1
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Elementary Liffige Plot-of Brochure Panel
Correlation Matrix, Phase - IV cta

-

I.

Linkage #1:

"28 ---'31 Z=-
71,7

49

82,

- 12'
- 4

Linkage #2:
.

.

.2-44

Table C-2-1

1'

,e4400,0*
*

(12 - Percentage of teachers with leds than B.A.

. degree
28 - Recall receiving brochure regardingthe

reading programs
14

31 - Composite adoption score ,
32 Wrote.for leaflet about reading programs..
33 - Knew about demonstration centers for the

reading programs
49 - Others sought you out'for information .

-

23 - Frequency ofcontact with university staff

'

. 25 - Number of staff working with reading pro--
gram

27 - Number M'reading conferences attended -by

you or one'of your staff in last'12.

. months -

42 - Frequelcy RE Contact with staff in school

systems Akre than 100 miles away
43 - Frequency of contact with. staff in school

systems '15 -100 miles away

. .. - I ., '44_= Frequency of contact with school systems

27 ..
.

. i less than 15 miles. away . -

.

:

45 , 25

".>'
%

r ,
`\,

,

/
44 -;43 - 48

1 .

42 5.-z-, 50 4-,.---, 214.--- 1

45 - Number of years teaching experience

,

48 - Do you seek others for information

. - 50 - Composite ekdebnal contact measure-
., 1 - Proportion of jime spent on-reading pro-

.. - 4 . gramtety coordikatorof reading pro-
I fams P- ,

-V

Linkage #3:

39,
.

40

ti

'39 - Rank among other school systems on quality
of reading prograin

40 - Rank among other school systems on quality
of teaching program-

Indicates highest correlation in set.

Indicates 'highest level of similarity with core variable and so on

thrdugh the chain. - .
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Linkage

. 144

29 22
.

\.:

5 20 ;21/
24 ..?51 4 47

3

26

Linkage #5:

7 30

41

6

Linkage #6:

17 "------18 19

A

Linkage #7:

13 e"---514

11

Table C-q-2

1

. 51 - Composite measure of organizational com-
plexity ,

2 - Number of assistant and associate adminis-
trators

3 - Number of building principals
4 - Number of special program directors. -

5 - Number of administrative links front reading

teacher to to administrator
10 7 NiiMber.Of pupils'

2e- Number of teachers : .

21 - Number'of administrators
'22 - Convenience to miversity

.24.- Art you a' member .of IRA
26 ',Number of teachers 'arid administrators in .

IRA (International Reading Association)
29 - Ratio: No. of IRA members/No. of reading

0 'teacheis ' '
46 - Number of yefrs exPerience in administra-

tion -

47 L Number of courses .beycourses _beyor ¢agree_

6 - Who on staff is consulted when a new pro-
gram is being considered

7 - Who on teaching staff is given a final vote
'regarding new programs

30 - A composite,measureof participation in
decision making

17 - Percentage
degree

18 - Percentage
degree

19 - Percentage
degree

11 - Per pupil e$pend.Cure by your school system
13 - Percentage of teachers in your system wish

B.A. degree
14 - Percentage of teachers with M.A. degree

of, administrators with B.A.

of administrators With M.A.

of administrators with Ph.D.

120
4
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34

35 r

"able C-2-3

34,- Rank, of school system

, iri.stateon trying

grams
35 - Receptivity of school
,38 - Rank orschool system

Linkage #9:

37

T
41 9 8

44

.

.

among school systemi
new reading pro,

bofrd-to new ideas
on innovativeness

,

%
.

8.- How ofteriour, administratpr carries out'l-
recommendations voted.in by teachers
autocratic-democrstic is decision

making Is your schodl system .

36 - Receptivity of teachers to'new ideas
37 - Receptivity of administrators to new ideas
41 - Have implemented new ideas 1.11 'teaching in

past] year
4

1 JO.

.1.

4#

,

c'
try
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Table D-1

Table Dz2

Table D-3

Tage D-4
.

'

Table:D-5

Table D -6

Table D-7

Table D-8

Table D-9

Table'D -10

Table D-11

Table D-12

Table 10-18

Table p-14

Table D-1.

Table D-16
A

Table D-17

;

APPENDIX D

qe

Tabulation pf Data by Four Types of Samples.
a.

'Mean Adoption, Scores at Each of Four Data Collection Phases for
Panel and ControlSamples

Differences in Mean Adoption Scores Between Panel and Control
Samples tqgpEach of Foui, Data Collection'Phases

,'Number and Percentage of Respondents Reporting Decisions, Pertaining
to Rejection of programs,,Phaie IV Data

4-
NmAber and Percentage of Respondents-Reporting Each of the Various
Behaviors Related to:Participation in Decision Making a. Being
'Characteristic of Their School System

Proportion of'Time Devoted to Reading Programs by Respondents

Adoption Level for One or More of the Ten Reading Programs

What RespOndents Said Was Needed
Innovative' .

Mean Score on Perceived Relative
Programs

to Make Their School System More

Advantage of the.Ten Reading

Meah Scores on Zerceived Relative Complexity of the_Ten Reading
Programs

--

Mean scores on Perceived Compatibility -of the Ten Reading Programs
With Existicig Programs

Mean Scores on Perceived Divisibility"for Trial of the Ten Reading
Programs.

Number And Percentage of Respondents Who Wrote for Leaflets
Describing One or More of the Ten Reading-Programs

What Respondents did With Leaflets Which They Received

Nuinber and Percentage of Respondents Who Knew of Demonstration
Centers.

Number and Percentage of School SYsfems Reporting Different Levels
'of Receptivity to Nee Programs Among Three Segments of the School
SyStem

Respondent's'_ Ranking of Their School System on Innovativeness,
Cjuality pf Reading Programs and Quality of Teaching

Level of Contact Reported by Respondents on Selected Measuret of
Contact External to the Respondents' School Systems*

Table D-18 Simple Correlations Between Selected Pairs of Variables for District
Panel Samp19, Phase IV Data

Table D-19 Number and Percentage -of ReSpondents Who-Reported Theif School
System Had Implemented New Ideas During the Past Year to Improve
Reading Instruction

Tale D-20 Degrees Completed by Respondents

Table D-21 Number and Percentage of Respondents Who Reported Seeking Others,
for InformationAbout the Reading Programs

ti-

131
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Table D-1:

Appendix D-1

Mean Adoption Scores at Each of Four Data Collection Phases For
Panel and Control,. SaMples

Sample Sets
Data Collection Phase.

I II D, III IV

Distridt Panel 0.44 0.85 1.Q8 1.16

District Control x 0.45 0.57 0.50,
Brdithure Panel

, Brochure Control
1.32
rx 1.54

0.61
1;90
0.72

1.90)
0.74 %

.

Table D-2: Differences in Mean Adoption Scores Between Panel and Control
Samples for, Each of Flour Data Cololection Phases

4

'ample Pairs
Data Collection phase

I II kin IV

. .

Brochure Panel - Brochure Control x 0.93#** 1.18*** 1.16***
District Panel - District Control f x 0:40* 0.51* 0.66**-
DiVribt Panel - Brochure Panel -0.88*** 0.69***, 0.82*** 0.74***
..Brochure Control - District Control x 0.16 0,15 0.24

*Significant at .05 level
**Significant at .005 level

***Significant at .001 level

',-

Table D-3: Num4er and Percentage of Respondents Reporting. Decisions Pertaining
to Rejection of Programs, Phase IV Data

'Sample Sgt

Rejection
Decision

Brochure Panel District peel
N N -it

Yes
No

2

6

2.1*
6.2

1
4

. t

0.5
2.0

Haven't Decided 5 1 0.5
No Answer* 84 86.5 185 97.0

97 100 191 100.0

*Includes both those wh
have not yet reached

erGe decided to adopt full-scale and those who
is deciiiop stage.

13

A
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Appendix D-2

Table 4: N-umb4r and Percentage of Respondents Reporting Each of the Various
Behaviors Related to Participation in Decision Making as Charac-

.9

teristic of Their School System For Each of Four Types of -Samples

Participative
Action

Sample Sets
District 'District Brochure
Panel Control Panel/

N % N

Brochure
Control

Who gets consulted. about ,,

new programs:

1'. None of teaching

staff* 7 3.7 10 5.4 4 4.2

,

6 4.1

Some2. Some group of
I.

affected staff 62 32.4 '',24 12.8

_

25 26.0 28 19.0

3. Some group of
total ,staff ' 25 13.1

,

.76 40.6 15 15.6 -55 37.4

4. All affected s

teachers 76

.

39.8 56 30.0 39 ,140.6 35 23.8

5. All teachers 21 '11.0 21 ,J1.2 -13 13.5 23 15.7

TOTAL ' 191
1

100.0 187 '100.0 96 99.9 '147

A

100.0

Who votei.on final decision:

1. None of teaching
staff 33

.

17.3

.

23 12.3

.

16 16.5 20 - 13,6

2. Some group of
affected staff 56 29.4 26 13.9 27 27.8 . -27 _ 18.4 -

3. Some group of or

total staff 51 26.7 37 19.-9 , 20' 20.6 23 15.6

4. All affected
teachers 36

_-
18.9 671c- 35.8

,

24

.

24.7 45 30.6

5. All teacheri i5 7.7 221 11.8 . 10 10.4 21 14.3

No AnsWer '0
, -

0.0
1

12 6.4 0 , 0.0 11 7.5

TOTAL .191 100.0 187 '100.0 97 100.0 147 100.0

How ofi,en administrator
carri4 out-t'vote of stafr:,

.

1, pearly always 119 66.1
..

110- 61.1 59 62.1 "90 62.9

2. 3/4 of theytiMe 30 16.7 36' 2.1.711.% 18 18.9 22
o

15.4

3. 1/2'of the time ?4 13.3 21 11.7 13 13.7 21 14.7

ji. 1/4 of the time 4 2.2 4 2.2 -3 3.2 5

.

3.5

5. Hardly eller 3 1.7 9 5.0 2 2.1 5 3.5

TOTAL 180 aoo.o 180 100.0 95 100.0 143 100.0
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Table D- 4: Continued

Appendik D -3

7- - . District
Participative_ Panel

Action N cl.

0
A

Perceived level ofdedision
making:

L

1. Very autocratic

2. Somewhat auto-
cratic

3. Somewhat demo-
cratic

4. Very democratic OB

, TOTAL 1189

Sample
Ditrict
Control

Sets

Brochure
Panel

Brochure
Control

10

1.1 6

5.3 I 19

L 83

81

189

46,6

47.1

00.1

10.0 4 4.2

43.9'

42.9

100.0

45

46

96

46.9

47.9

100.0

Table Dr-5: Proportion of Ti
Each of Four Sam
_Phaies<jr1,

. ,

5 3.4

I 11 7.5

64 43.5

67 45.6

147 100.0

e Devoted to Reading Prbgrams by Respondents in

le Sets, Phase IV Data for Panel Samples and
d IV for Control Samples'

,

Proportion of Time Dis

Dd4oteidito

Reading Programs

Sample Sets
re District Brochure
el Control Panel

% N

I ,

Brochure

Control .

--1. 1/4 time 111 59.7
4112

59.6 57 61.3 89 61.8

2. 1/2 time 1 4/ /.5 il7 9.0

.

5 5.4 14 9.7

3. 3/4 time 14 7.5 17 * 9.0 I 8.6 8 5.6

4: Full tine .4 25.3 42 22.4 23 21t 7 33 22.9

TOTAL 1116 100.0 188 93 .1.00.0 144 100.0

.134
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Appendix D-4

Table D-6: Adoption Level, for One or More of Ten Reading Programs by Type
of Sample (Phase IV Data for Pant]. Samples Phases II, IIL, and
IV for Control Samples.),

Adoption Level for
One or More of the
Reading Pr6grams

_1189

Type of Sample
District

Panel

134 70.9

District Brochure
Control
N % 4%

1
()."

135 71.4-

0,

1

4540 '.46..9

Brochure
Control

93 62.8

No action (not aware,
except for interview)

Aware

Sought information

Considered use

Trial,use

Full-scale use

TOTAL

0.0 34 18.0 '0' 0.0 211 19.6

23 1,2.2 11 5.8 1 27- 28.1 15 10.1-*

120 '10.B 6 3.2 i 12.5 8? 5.4
1

1 5 2.6 2 1.1' 2 2.1 I 2 1.4

1 7 3.7 1 0.5 10 * -10.4 1 0.7 414

'100.0 I19 100.0 96 apo.0 148 1040.0

7

Table D-7: What Respondents Said was Needed to Make Their'School System
More Innovativ,fOr Each of the 'Sample, Sets

What is Needed Distiicta
to be Mor9 Panel
Innovative N %

Money

In-service training

Change, attitudes

Administrative structure

Administrative climite

_ Expose 'to-new ideas

Consultants, use of

Reward system

Other

TOTAL

Sample Sets
istrict Brothure
Control Panel
N o

Brochure
Control

'N

J68 37.4 74 41.3
:

-3a )3.7 ',4,

.,47 32.2

26 14.3 13 7.3 1 14
4

15.7' 24t. 16.4

21 11.5 18 10.1 ' 16 18.0 7 4.8

14 7.7 16 8.9 f3 14.6 1-0,. '6.8

8 4.4 6 .4 0 0.0 8 5.5

8 4.4 19 10.6 7 7.9 10 6.8

0 0.0 5 2.8 . 0 0.0 2 1.4

1 0.6 14 2.2 0,
,

0.0 0 '0.0

36 19.8 24 13.4 9

e

10.1 '38
.

26.0

182 100.1 179 100.0 89 100.0 1146 100-.0

13z;

71,

VI



Perceived Characteristics of Reading Programs

Appendix D-5

Table D-8: Mean Scor..40n'Perceived Relative Advantage of Each of Ten Programs
for Brochiaraaild--District Panel Samples, Phase IV Data (Valdes
of answers range frIff'0 = much better; to 4 = much worse. See
Question #34 in,Appendix A-1.)

-Brochure Panel
x N1': N2*':

1

District Panel
N
1
* N2*

2
Reading-Programs

Marysville California 1.33 (12) [851 1.60 (i0) [181]
Chicago Heights, Illinois A' 9 1.86 ( ) [184]
Pojoaque, New, Mexico, 2.13 8) [89] 1.8 ( '5) [186]
,Indianapolis, Indiana 1.71 (14) [83] .91 (11) (1801
New ,York City; New York 1.67 ( 6) '[91] 1.86 ( 7) ,[184]
Thomasville, Georgia 1.83 (12) [85] , 1.56 ( 1) [1,81]
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 1.85 (13) (814-7 - [181]
Topeka, Kansas 1.56 (._.93 .[88] 1.44 '( 8) C1829
Hartford, Conneticut 1.92 (11) [86] ,2.06 ( 6) [185]
Keokuk, Iowa LSO ( 5) [.92] 1.50 84- [183]

. OPTable Dr9: Mean Scores on Perceived Relative Complexity of Each of Tenirrograms
for BrochUre and. District Panel Samples; Phase IV Data (.Values
9f answers range from,0 = very complex; to 34 not complex ata11.
See Question 1!35 in APpendix41-1.4

Reading Progr ams

Marysyille,Ca lifornia
.Chioago..lieigtIts,

Pojoaque,.New Mexico
Indianapolis, Indiana .

New York City, New York
Thomasville, Georgia"
Mitlwaukee Wisconsin
Topeka, K as

Hartford, nne
Keokuk, Iowa
Present Program

(

Brocdre Panel
N * N t:4
1 2

, District Panel
,

.x N * N **
14 2

1.45 (11) [8640 1.75 ( 8) [183]
1 :1,7 ( 6) A9 ( 3) [188]
11..60 (16) [871 1.50 .( '[187]

.-±75 (16) [81] 1.62 :(13) 1178]
1.83 ( 6) (91 . 1:50 . ( 6) [186]

-(10). [87] ,i,83 ( 6) [185]
1,84 (12) [80 p1.43 ( 7) [184]
1.44 ( 9) [88] 1.73 (11) % [180]
1.57 .(14) [83] 1.50 ( 8) [183]
1.50. ( 6) [91] 1.80' .1 5) (186j
f.67' (12) [85] 1.57 (14) [1.77]

For tables 8 tO 9,

N1* - Figures in parenthesis are the numbers Of subjects .-.e., who gave answers to the question (see questionnaire).

Figures in brackets are for subjeAS who gave no answers
to the question, They said.they didn't know enough
about the programs to reply. 411

ti

--114

N. -
2

/
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.AppeRdix D-6 ,

Table'D-10: Mean Scores on Perceived Compa ility With sting School

Methods for Each of Ten Programs !or Brochuresand.Dialrict Panel

Samples, Phase IV Data, (Values of answers' range.frqMOIG = fits very

well; to 3 = doesn't"fit at all. See Question #36 in Appendix ,

fa

A°
Reading Programs

Marysville, California
Chicago Heights, IllinOis
Poioaque, New Mexico° dr

10'

Ind/jai-1i'

New York City, New York,

Thobasville,.-Georgia
Mil Ukee, WisconSin

a, Kansas
Han ord, Conneicut
Keokdk, Iowa

0

Brochure Panel, District Pbmel

lc N .* N ec - x
1 2"., /13!4'. N2**46

, '1.38 ( 8) [89] 1.64 (11) [1801 '
'4'

1.83. .(eb) [91] . '41.46 (*.7) [1843 ..

1.90 (10) [871' 1.50 ( 4) [187]

1.40 (15) [82] 1.50 (10). [le] v, -.

1.50: 6) [91] -2.0r0 *6) [1851 .

1.71 ,( 7)_ [90] - 1;44. ( g)__ L182]

1.18' ` 0.12 [86] 1.30 (i0) .,T181]

1.29 ( 7) '-' 11. 1.50 (A) [178],

1.36 (11) C:. 1.71 ( 7) [18i]

4'1..75 ( 4) -[93] , 1.67 ' ( 6) [185)

4-

-

Table D,1/: Mean Scores on' Perceived Divisibility for Trig of:Each of'Ten

Pregrams fot Brochure °and District Panel Samples, Nese IV .

obata. (Vdlues'A'answers range from, 0 = very easyyto 3 = very

difficUlt: .See QueStio, #37 inAppendix A=1:1

04
.

leading Programs

-

Brochure 4anel

1

, _

District Panel

1 .

Mayville, California
Chicago Heights, Illinois
-Ptloaque,aew. Mexico

, -.1pdi4p,apolis,frndiana
Re* York City,'New YAIN
nomasville, Geoi.gia

Wisconsin_'

'ToOeka,.Kansas
HartfOrd, Conneticut
Keokuk, Iowa

Far, tabled 10 to 11; r
, .

4.11.92. (12) 1.64 (11) [180] -

1.70 "(10)' , [87] -,1.44 ( 9) (i,82] 4

1) .( 8) 0'9] 1.67 r ( 6) [1135]

1.69. (16) [81] 2.00 ( 6Y [183]
1%57 .( 7) [90] 2.00 (.7) [184] .

1.25 t(12) [85], 1,72 ( '7) [184]

1.6Z
1.60
'1.47

4.

137 [v] i.so' (io) [181]

(10)*
1[87]

1.75 ( 8) [10]
(15) [82]. . 2.0b (,5) [186]

1.50 ( 2)_ ,[85] 1.56 .( 9) [182]

.
M * ='Figu'res in parenthesis are the numbers of subjects

v;
4eL 6 who gave' &nswera-t-6-4e `question (see questionnai4): -

. .
.....

'

.......""'dllrk
NN*o* -Figures in brackets are .for subjects who gave

4
no

answers to the question. They said they didn't know ;
,

enough about the programs to reply,

. N *

1. /37
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Appendix D-7

.
.

.
. ,

Table D-12: Number d Pertentage of'Respbndents Who Wrote (Leaflets
Descr' ng One or More of the Reading Programs, for Each of

Feur SIlple Types
. .

. ,

4.

Wrote for Leaflets

Sample

District Alp District
"Panel 7: Control

N 4

Sets -

Brochure

Panel
N

'Brochure
Control
N

,./

...

...:Yea .

No

TOTAL-

42- 21.2 ' 17 '12.5
t
42 43.3 31 27.2

156
,
78.8.

119 87.5 55
c

56.7 4 83: 72.8

198 100.0 136 : 100.0 97 - 100.0 1 114 100.0

Table DLI.3: Whirt' Resp

..`of Four 116.

t;

'

I

ActiOtt Taken

. With Leaflet

'
.

;

its. Did With Leaflets Which They Receive

TYP111.
4

Sample Sets

District _District Brochure
Panel -

% N`

, Panel_

Brochure

. , Control
N %.'

i'llr,

Read it ., 6
-I

.14.3 1,. 2 20.0 4, 12.1 3 13:0

Mead and cIrCultted..- 50.0 ; 4 '40.0 l7,, 51..' 81 ',34.8

Read-and filed., 7 6.17'...fl- 2 20.0' '6
..

18.2 . 3 13.0.ic

Read and destroyed: 0 . .0 0.
41

.- 0.6,
( . T

__O.O. filk . 0.0

Notb,read and dis-troyed 0 0 , ,o.o o - Plo
.

0.6
.

Not read and' circulated 4 9.

, -

0 d' 0',0 .

..,

.5 15..2 . .4 17,4 :,
, . I ,

Not read and filed 0 , 0,.6 0 Q. .., 1

P.
3.6 ".,,J. .4.4%.

UP4dfordi;Scussion - ; 4'. : 9..5 '2 20.O d*
,

0.0%\i'LlIr 17.4

TOTAL -1:42

.... ..,, i

100.0'. ' 10 :100.0b 337, lop.° 23. 100.0

4

1

I
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Appendix D-8

lir

Table D-14: Number and Percentage of Respondents Who Knew of Demonstration

Centers, for Each of Four Sample Types

+NO

KneW.of District

Demonstration Centers Panel
N

Sample Sets

Disfrict Brochure Brochure

Control Panel Control

N % N % N

Yes 27 14.2: 12 6.4 20 20.6 14 9.5

No 63 85.8 176, 93.6 77 79.4 133 90.5

TOTAL 490 )100.0 188 100.0 97 100.0 1

i

4

. Table D -15-: Number and Percentage of School Systems Reporting Different Levels
...

. , of Receptivity p6 New Programs for School Board, Teachers and

4 Administrators

fs-

41
Sample Sets

Levelk of Receptivity Distri Disttict Brochure Brochure

for Three Segments Panel . Control Panel Control

of School System N % N % N % N
.41

Al SchoolBoard is:

Very resistant

Somewhat resis-
tant -,/

3. Indifferent

4: Somewhat iecep-

ve

Very receptive

TOTAL

B. Teachers are:

1. Very resistant

:2 Somewhat resis-
tart,,

-

3. Indifferent.

4. Soinewhat recep-

tive
4

5, Very receptive

TOTAL

4-4 1

2 1.1 '). 1.6 1 1.0 1.4

19 10.2 18 9.6 6 6.2 - 17 11.6

a.2 13 6.9 )1,,:1 2 1,4'

91 48.7 1C) 53.2 143 44.3 79 54.1

69 1§6.9 54 28.7 43 44.3' 46 31.5

87 100.1 -182 100.0 97 99.9 146 100.0

l' 0.5 4 2.i 1 1.0 0 0.0

21 11.0 15 8:0 .4 4.2 13 8.9

2 1.0 11 5.9 8 8.3 5 3.4

125 65.5 117 62.2 53 55.2 97 66.4

42 22.0 41 21.8 30 31.3 31 21.2

191 100.0 188 100.0 . 96 100.0 146- 99.9 I

"
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'able D-15:' Continued

-) Appendix D-9

a'

Leveis of Receptivity
for Three Segments
of School System

Sample,Sets

DiStrict District Brochure Brochure

Panel, Control Panel Control

N N N %

C. Administrators,ar4:

1.0 1.1 1.0 0.01. Very resistant

Somewhat resis-

tant

3. Indifferent

'4. Somewhat recep-

tive

5. Very receptive

TOTAL

20 10.5 14. 7.4 6.25 11 7.5_

4 5.3 6.25 1 0.72.1 10

56.0_,j107 56,4A 42. 43.8 74 50.7

58 30.4 55 29.3 i41 42.7 60 ( 41.1

191 loo.o ils8
. se

100.0 !' $6 100.0 146 '100.0..

opr A

Table D-lt: Respondents' Ranking-of Their School Systems on Innovativeness,
QvilAir 'Of Readirk Programs, and Quality of Teaching

e

,

bokacteristic District

IFSchool, System ^

and kank -

A Innovati.V ess. cm:- I

pared .t.:5 otter school:

$ ic& more

Stmewhbt more

z3.,:About the same.

"4,,,Somewhat lets

5, Much led °
TOTAL

4

A.

7'0-

59

24-

41.1,

,31.1

12.6

9. 4.7

4/90 100.0

1

41

Sample _Sets

District

'Control

N %

Brochure ` Brochure

Panel Control
N

26 13.8 \ 15.6

-

j,
25 -17.0

i 64 34.1 30 31.3 61 41.5

65 34.6 36 37.5 40 27.2

15.4 13 13.5 j 18 12.2

4 , 2.1 2 2.1 ! 3 2.0

.3,88 100.0 1 96 100.0 j147 59.9

S.

$

.P5



Table D-16: Continued

Appendix D-10

. Sample Types

Characteristic of District District Brochure Brochure

School System Panel Control Panel Control

and Rank N V N 56 N

B. Why it comes to trying
new beading programs,
my school system tends
to be:

1. Among the first

2. Somewhat earlier
than most

3. In the-middle

4. Somewht later
than most

5. Among the las:.

15 7.9 *

53 27.9 36

16

91 47.9 198
1

22 ,11.6 32

9 4.7

TOTAL 190
,

C. Rank among other school
systems in state on
quality of reading pro-

1. Upper 1/4

2. Second-1/4.

3.*Third 1/4

,4. Lc 1/4

TOTAL

91

67

25

r-4

187

D.= Rank'. among other school

systems in state on
quality of teaching pro-

BEM:

f.

1. Upper 1/4

2. Second 1/4

3. Third 1/4

4. Lower 1/4

TOTAL

81

80

24,

2

187

%

'0%

100.0 :187

48:7 80

35.8 78

13.4 .28

2.1 1

100.0 187

43.3 76

42.8 84

12.8 26

1.1 1

100.0 187

141.

8.6 11

A

11.5 15 10.2

../

19.2 27 28.1 48 32.7

52.4 39 '40.6 64 43.5

17.1 16 16.7 '16 el:6.9

2.7 3 3.1 4 2.7

100.0 96 100.0 147- 100.0

42.8

47

39 40.6 61- 41.8

41,7 41 42.7', 65 44.5

15.0 15 15.6 18 12.3 .

0.5 1 .1.0 2 1.4

100.0 96 99.9 -146 100.0

40.6 41 58 39.742.3

45.0 44 45.3 73 50.tr

'13.9 12 12.4 is- , 10.

0.5 0 ,90.0 0 0.0

100.0 97 100.0 146 100.0 *.

.



Appendix D-11

Tabie D-17: Level of Contact Reported by Responctenti on Selected Measures

of Contact External to the Respondents' School Systems

Level of Contact
, by Each of

Several Measures

A. Number of reading

Sampe A
pistrict
liPane3p)

conferences

Distric
Cont
N

41110
Brochure

Panel
N %,

Brochure
Control

B.

or professional meetings
attended in last 12 months:

2. One

3. Two to three

4. Four to five

5. More than five

TOTAL

1. None 7 3.7 4

6 3.2

3.90 100.0

45 23.7

35 18.4

97 51.0

2. Somewht conve-
nient

3. SomeWhat incon-
venient

-4. Very inconve-
nient

/
How convenient for school
staff to visit a college or
university:

1, Very convenient 116 60.7

2,2.0

23 12.0

10 5.2

TOTAL .191 99.9

C.

c

Freveney of-reading staff
contact with College or

university: .

morittr

3. 6-11 times a
year

4. 1-5 limes a
year

g. Less than once
a year

TOTAL

1. Once axeek or
more 27 14.4

s.

2. 1-3 times per

29 ,16.5

44' 23.5

60 32.1

127. .14.4

4.87. 99..9

,,

2.1 1.0 2' 1.4

15 8,0 . 8 8.3 1111.0 6.8

; 48 25.7 17. 17.5 26 17.8

1,33 17.7 18 18.6 35 24.0

87 46.5 53 54.6
5

7a - 50.

187

111

100.0

58.7

97

64

100.0 146

1.

, 660 98

100.0

66.7

43 22.8 19, 19.6 31 21.1

' 24 12.7 12 12.4 15 10:2

11 5.8 2.Q 3 2.0

189 100.0 97 100.0 147 100.0

37 19.6 13 13.5 18 12.3

28 14.8 17.7 26 17.8

33 17.5 19 19.$ 27 18.5

67 35.4 42 43.8 55 37.7

.24 12.7 5 5.2 20 _13.7

189 100.0 96 100.0 146 100.0=



Tab;:e C9ntinued

, ,

-.. di
Appenaix D-12

'Sample Sets

L&vel of Contact District ,District Biochure Brochure

N % N ' % N. %

,Panel Control,by.Each of ' Panel Control

D. FrequencY of.contact with
schools more than 100 miles
away:

1. One or more times
a Week 6 3.3

2. At least once a
month

3. At least once a
,year

4. Seldom

TOTAL 13L

14 7.6

54 29.3

110 59.2

loo.r

E. Frequency of contact with
schools 15-100 miles away::

1. One or more times
a week

2. At least once a
month 60 31.8

3. At least once a
year

4. Seldom

TOTAL

8 4.2
.

63 33.3

58 3Q.7

189 100.0

Frequency of contact with
schools less than 15 mile
away:

1. One or mores times

wepk 17 9.2

2: At least once a
month

34' At least once a

year

4. Seldom

TOTAL 184 100.0

74 40.2

59 32.1

34 18.5

i
(

'

1

,

Several Measures il %l

4

20 10.9

63 , 34.2%4

100 54.4

loo.o-

1 0". 5.

9 4.9

`61 33.2

72 39.1

42 22.8

184 100.0

19 11.2

69 40.6

38 '22.3

44 25.9

170 100.0 91 -100.1

3 . 3.2

10 10..5

26 27.4

56 ,58.9

95 100.0

6 , '6.2

34 35.4

35 36.5

21 21.9

96 100.0

37 40.7

19- 20.9

22 24.2

e A

13 14.3

1 0.7

48 32.7

84 57.1

147 100.0

14 9.5

4 2.7

50 34.3

59 40.4

33 246

146 100.0

.16 11.5

50 36,0'

44 31.6

29 20:9'

139 100.0

4
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Appendix D-13
0

Table D-18: Simple Correlations Between Selected Pairs of Variables for the,
*District Panel Sample, Phase IV Data

PairsOf Variables Simple Correlatioes

it
Extfiernal contact and adoption measure

4vExternal contact and ratio ofiIRA membership to number
of reading teachers

-External contact and perceived innovatiifehess of system

XxternaI'contact and convenience to university

External contact and number of reading conferences

External contact and participtiOn, in decision making

External contact and organizational complexity

Participation in decision making and adoption level

Participation in decision making and perceived innova-
tiveness of system

Participation in decision making and organizational
-complexity

Organizational complexity and adoption level

Organitzational complexity and perceived innovative-

:less of system

Organizational complexity and number of links from
top administrator to reading teacher'

Perceived innovativeness of system and adoption level

Knew of demonstration centers and adoption level

Knewof demonstration centers and perceived innova-
tiveness of system

Knew of demonstration centers and participation in
derision making

Knew of demonstration centers and organizational
complexity.

Time devoted to reading program by respondent and
adoption level

Number of pupils and Organizational complexity

. (Measures of
in decision

*Significant

external contact, organizational complexity,
making are derived composite measures.)

at .05 level! .

114

0.31*

6:53*

0.16

0.53*

0.50*

-0.02

-0.67*.

0.06

0.07

0.05

0.16

0.24*

0.66*

0.13

0.37*

0.06

-0.18

0.09

404
0.79*

andcarticipation
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Table D-19:

Appendix D-14

Number and Percentage of Respondents Who Reported Their School-,
System Had Implemented New Ideas luring, the Past Year to Improve-

Reading Trgt.cuction'

Implemented Ideas District
in Last Year To Improve Panel

Reading Instruction , N %

Yes "179 93.7

No 12 6.3

TOTAL '1191 fOr'

Sample Sets

District
Control
N '%

Brochure Brochure
Panel Control

N'. % N %

165 87.8 92 94.8 129 87.8

23 12.2 1 5 ,5.2 18 12.2

188 100.0 I 97 100.0 147

Table D-20: Degrees Completed By Respondents-.

District

tegreeS Completed Panel .

By Respondents

B.A. 189 100.0 1

M.A. 171 90.0

Ph.D. 23 12.0 14 7.4,

Sample Sets
District Brochure Bro-chure

Control Panel Control
N . % N % N ..-%

180 95.0 97 100.0

155 82.0 r 90.7

N = (191) (189)

10 10.3

(97)

143
-497-3

130, 88.4

8 5.4

(147)

Table D-21: Number amdBercentage of Respondents Who Reported Seeking Others
for Informatidn Alrut the Reading Programs

.

Information District
..:.

Seeking Uhavior ' Panel
N %

Sought information from others:
4

Yes 1 19 .10.0
No & No Answer, - 72 90.0

TOTAL 1191 100.0
. "

Others sought you for information:

Yes ,

No & ,No Answer ,-93.7,

TOTAL 100.0

6

.

Sample Sett

4

District
Contred
N' %

-Brochure Brochure
Yanel Control
N % N %

9 . 14.8, 17 17.5 11 7.5

180 95.2 i 80 82.T 136 -94..06

189 100.0 97 100.0 147 100.0

21.2 11' 11.3 44 29.9

149 78.8 86 88.7 a03 70.1

189 100.0 97 101O 147 -100.0

I-
5


